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NBC Brief1.nj!;, July 19, 1961 

Berlin 

~e Secretary opened the meet1Dg by asking "Ihether or not what the 
Deparb:nent of Defense was requesting would. fill the need: namely J for 
8 force capable of taking care of IJJly East German force and capable 
of GUBta1ning itsel.f at war .for a few weeks against the Soviet 8.1"'IIIY. 
The Secretary I 8 general feel.1na: vas that ~e was not asking for eoougb.. 

f.:Ir. Kohler pointed out that allied assistance and the call1.ng up 
of reserves might t'u.l.fUl both requirements. He added that Defense 
wants the money legislated and does not want to go into deficit financing. 
It was recently pointed ou~ he adde4 that the Departuent of Defense was 
not going to ask for a declaration of national emergency. 

Mr. Chtt:S thought that a declaration of national emergency vas not 
necessary; t the same ends might be obtained by legislation. 

felt that the Congress I if asked for specific 
legislation of the declaration of national emergency, 
would be reluctant to pass that legislation and that Congress would 
point out that the President has the authority with the declaration of 
national emergency to call. up the required number of men. 

'!here ensued an exchange on how best to obtain the 500,000 men that 
the ArrrI3 vould require and the 18,000 Air Force Bpecia1ists needed. 

!he Secretary then asked 'Whether anyone knew whether De:f'ense planned 
to bring up to :fUll strength oJ.l our NA'IO units. 'lhe Secretary then left 
the briefing to call Mr. McNema.ra on this point. 

Mr. Acheson pointed out 'What he called some of' the mathematical 
problems, namely, wc have seven reserve divisions, four arc at :f'U1l strength. 
(the three STRAC and one Marine division); it would take four lD>ntha to 
bring the other three divisions up to 1'ul.l strength. Without a change in 
the authoriZation it would be imposs1b1e to move more than three divisions. 
He pointed out that there vere five dirlBions in Europe; that it had been 
deemed necessary to bring that to eleven divisions to accomplish the two
fold aspect of our military force in Gertll8llY; this could only be done by 
D)v1Dg six. divisions f'rom the US. Eovever, at no time \18.8 it deemed. wise 
to have less than three divisions on ready stand-by basis in the US. 
There vas no other answer but to call up three reserve d1visions and it 
was his view that this could only be done by a declaration of national 
emergency . 
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n"ere was a f'Urther exchange of' views by Mr. Kohler, Mr. Johnson 
a:cd Mr. Chayes on 'Whether or not a declaration of national. emergency 
or leelslatlve author1ty was necessary to accomplish the R.e.essa y 
build up. 

'lhc Secre?ry returned and. said McNamara was cam1ng over prior to the 
meeting of .Principals to clar1f'y these questions. He reported that 
Defense vas going to require a 3.3 million budgetary increase but not a 
declaration of emergency I at least not before September 1., that six 
National Guard divisions could be oob1l.1zed., two each, January, Febru-
ary and IoBrch of next year. !]he Secretary said that he felt this vas 
not prudent; that we needed greater torces much earlier. 

ME'. Chayes maintained his point and. e.l.so asked whether the three 
additional. divisions lfWGJSWY, vb.1ch 'WOuld require either Congressional 
legislation or a declaration of' national eoergency, were in reality 
necessary in Europe . Mr. Acheson "'-as qu1te firm on this point, eight 
divisions could not fUlfill the two requirements: namely J holding 
East Cer.man forces and lasting for a coup~e of weeks against the 
Soviet forces . 

'lbe Secretary re-directed the conversation to the needs of this 
particul.ar meeting: nac.ely, ,mat shoul.d be proposed. to the President. 
He pointed out that the President expected by Tuesday to put his 
budgetary requitements before Congress. The Secretary also felt that 
it would be wise to in:form the RAm Government of this move now rather 
than wait until the MID Council . Mr. Kobler agreed.. )tr . Kohler then 
passed out an outline on Gel"mQIly and Berlin to the participants . 1his 
outline vas returned to Mr. Kohler at the end of the meeting . 

Mr. Clevel&nd brought up the problem of the migration of East 
Germa.ns and the obvious discontent in that area. Mr . Kobler said that 
a memorand.um on ltiscontent in the E9.st German area was being prepared 
but it shou1.d not bC!' con:tused with the '1.eeds of today's NSC meeting. 

Mr. C~e'I .. el.and spoke :torcefUl..ly on the :fact th3t Soviet action vas 
directed to Jarr1Dg us loose :!'rom COc..t..-uctlve action elseiibere such 
as our aid !'l"'OgrDr.lS to Africa, et cetera. The Secretary qu c;:;tioned. the 
prem1ac of this argument. While it 'Wll1:l true this might eventuate from 
the Soviet ::.etion in Berlin, he felt, it >res only corol.l.ary to Soviet 
intentions 10 Berlin. 

'nte Secretary then went on to the problem of stockpileD and 
Mr. Hillenbrand pointed out that the stockpile situation ill Germany vas 
very good with the exception of gasoline. 

the 
~~~~"l. asked whether he could have a schedule o~ the levels 01' 

Mr. Hi1sman stated. that he would deliver that 
to the Secretary's office. 

With 
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With regard to the matter of going to the UN, Mr. Acheson took 
strong issue. He said it would be a very g2"eat mistake to go either 
into the International Court of Justice or the UN. Mr. Chayes agreed 
on the matter of the Court. In reply to Mr. Cleveland ' s question, 
Mr. Acheson said that he would not go into the UN because anyone 'Who 
crosses a border 1s automatically on the wrong side . Mr. Cleveland. 
maintainei the point that we Iml.!1t set the stage rather t>">...e.n be dragged 
in before the bar e.s it were . Sooner or later we would be in the UN 
on this matter. Mr. Kohler added that even France, noted for its 
antipathy to the UN, had a.ccepted. the fact that there would be UN action 
on the Berl.1n situation sooner or later . 

l-f.r. Martin raised the ls:Jue of the various economic sanctions noted 
in the paper prepared for this brief1!lg for the liSC meeting . Mr. Clevel..and 
said sanctions mdght be quite usefUl against East Germany and perhaps we 
should attempt now to put pressure on the East Germans given the state 
of discontent 1n the area. Mr. Mu'tin po1nted out that Yugoslavia, 
Snitzerland and Sweden all provided loopholes in any blockade or sanction 
move . 

I-tr. Rusk asked to what extent we should pretend that everything is 
the same in our relations with the Soviet Union. Even though DDt effective, 
vould not the breaking off of various negotiations under way at the present 
time end intensification of blockade or sanction moves prove that we were 
serious on Berlin. Mr. Acheson agreed. that there was little enough we 
could do, but that we should indicate in Bome fashion that trouble lies 
ehead for the USSR it' they persist. 

After f\u'ther exchange on this matter, Mr. Rusk indicated that a 
peace treaty ~th the East German3 and subsequent limitations of access 
to Berlin vould not necesBari~v lead immediately to host1l1ties but would 
lead only into full mobilization. 
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TO The Secretary 
OOl 19 1961 

THROUGH: SIS 

FRill : EllR - Foy D. KOhler~ 
SUBJl!I:T: N&) Heoting of July 19, 1961 

1. The attached draft proposed NSC agenda was developed at a 
meeting tbis afternoon of the Inter-Departmental Coordinating Group 
on Germany and Berlin. }!ac Bundy will work it over for the President, 
but in its present form it will convey an idea of the range of 
decisions which should be made at the NSC meeting. 

2. It was suggested that you might 'Wish to open the meeting 
by making a general presentation or the U. S. approach to the Berlin 
problem as it has emerged during the continuous discussions of 
recent weeks, drawing on the paper entitled "OutliDe on Germany and 
Berlin. II 

3. With reference to the specific agenda items, the following 
may be noted: 

a. Secretary HacNamara will present the Defense Department 
recommendations embodied in Annex A of the collection of documents 
prepared by the Inter-Departmental Coordinating Group in response 
to NSC action memorandum No. 59 of July 18, 1961. In esserc e, 
he will recommend that a budget supplement for additional Fiscal 
year 1962 obligational authority be requested in the amount of 
4. 343 billion dollars. Tbis supplezr.ent coul.d be reduced to 
3 • .384 billion dollars in the event it is decided to exclude 
the cost of mobilizing four Army and one Marine Reserve 
division and 60, 000 Naval Reservists. It should be pointed out 
that either or these alternatives, in the viev of the Department 
of Defense J will require a Presidential declaration of Limited 
National Emergency or Congressional action by September 1 . 

b. With reference to economic counter-~easuresJ t he 
recommendations page on the top of ~ex B of the collection 
of documents prepared by the Inter-Departmental Coordinating 

Group 
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Group sets forth four specific points for Presidential decision. 
Once this is obtained" the way will be cleared for our approach 
to the Allies on this subject . 

c . You will want to obtain general Presidential approval 
for the political program set forth in Part IV of the "Outline 
on Germany and Berlinlt as the basis of a U. S. approach to our 
Allies during the next weeks, culminating in the four-power 
l-finisterial meeting which you will attend early in August . 
You will also wish to obtain a Presidential nod for the tactics 
to be followed in consulting 'With our Allies outlined in Part V 
of the 1l00tline on Germany and Berlin. 1I 

d. On the questloncC access procedures to be followed if 
GOR officials replace the Soviets at the access checkpoints, 
you may wisb to indicate that, while there is need for an 
urgent decision on this point, further clarification of the 
issue involved is required before a recommendation can be 
made • 

Attachment : 

Proposed NSC Agenda . 
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PROPOSED NSC AGE!1DA 

1. Hil1tary Preparations 

(a) Budget request 

(b) Legislative authority, taxes, etc. 

(c) Authorization of i.tImediate measures . 

2. Substance of our approach to allies on economic counter- measures . 

3. Substance of our approach to allies on political program, including : 

(a) General lines of review of contingenoy planning in political 

and psychological fields. 

(b) Negotiating posture toward Soviets. 

4 . Tactics of consultation with allies concerning 1, 2, SDd :3 above. 
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l. U,S. Int.e.re..t.& 

OUTLINE ON GERMANY AND BERLtN 

A. The. ".ital i.n.t.ere.sts of the U.S. (l.e., inteteata wbl.ch involve 
decisions as to war) are engaged tn the Getman Berlin problem 
at the followlng POLDL&: 

l.. Put..etlC4l and ~e.(;lU"1t.y ot: Western fo'Cc. .... in West: Berlin. 

2. The a8CU't lty and viabLtlty of West Berlin. 

3. Pny6~t access Lo WeaL Berlin. 

4. The aecur1ty of dne Federal Republic of Germany against 
atta.c.k.a from the. East . 

B. The U.S • .also hall .J..mpolunt polLtlcal interests and a1.ms 1n 
Ge.cma.ny v.b1e-b .have -.not yat .neen r.aal.1:Led. T.hasa.may be S.WD
mu:i.z.ed aa t.he appl.LCatlon to .allot Ce.t:many of the principle 
of 6eU .. de.t.e..rm1natlon and toe l.n.t..1aate ..a.8 S0LLation of ..a. u.ni.fled 
Cer.many .. 1..t.h t.he West. The key .importance of Germany's inte
gration into Europe.and thus into t.he Free World liecurity 
paLtern ~LaLe6 that the United States could not accept reuni
fication at the price of the "neutrality" of Germany. This bas 
been consis t enl U.S. pol i cy since tbe early post-war years . 

C. There are aspe~t& of the German-Berltn Sltuation which are not 
politically Kcceptable and are not likely to be changed in tbe 
near [ulure, aspects which are not the occosion for a resort to 
force by tbe West . Among these are : (a) the da ~ division 
of Germany, and (b) the de facto absorption of E~8t Berlin into 
East Cermany. 

D. Certain elements of tbe German~Berlin problem are of little 
national inteTest to the U. S. , and could be conceded if it be
come. valuable to do so, [or example , the recognition of the 
Oder~Nei8se Line as a German- Polish frontier. 

E. A major U.S. 1nte~est cutting across allot these 1& maintenance 
of Allted uniry and the strengthening of NATO. 

11. SOviet ObJectives 
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~t. Soviet Ob1ectives 

WhiJe precise Soviet objectives within any s pecific time period must 
be somewhat speculative , the resumptIon of Sov iet pressures against 
the status guo in Germany and Berlin appear to be aimed at : 

A. The actual and formal cbnsolidation of the Communist posit i on 
in Eastern Europe and East Germany: Khrushchev has reason to 
be anxious ahout his situation in East Germany snd the longer 
run pr ospect i n sucn countries 8S Poland. 

B. Freezing of tbe division of Germany and development of tbe GDR 
as a base from which to mount the campaign to communize West 
Germany . 

C. Political steps to meet what might be a growing Russl~n concern 
about the revival and rearming of the Federal Re~bllc of Germany. 

D. A s ignificant dilution of the Western position in West Berlin , 
looking toward its absorption into a Communist East Germany. 

E. The weakening or dissolution of NATO. 

F. A blow to Western , and more particularly, U.S. prestige as a 
part of the general strategy of the Sino~Soviet Bloc. 

NOTE : The prioriti"es Iqtrushchev might attach to the above are 
also related to factors of timing , for example, he may 
be seriously concerned with A.B .C. and D. as matters for 
immediate attention , but may look upon E. and F. as use
ful bi~produet8 if they could be achieved. The fact that 
West Berlin 8S it is toda? makes tbe achievement of A. and 
B. difficult, i f not impOSSible, apparently plays an im
portant role in Soviet thinking and in terms of pressures 
which the GDR leadership can bring t o bear. 

III. The Pol icitsl Problem 

The central political problem is to protect U.S. vital interests, I.A • . 
above, without war if possible and to put the U.S. and the West in tbe 
best possible pos ition if war shou l d become necessary. This will re~ 

quire : 

A. Action on a broad front to convince Khrushchev of U.S. snd 
Western determination to defend these Vital interests at all costs. ' 

B. National 
SEC~ET 
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B. Nacional unity based not only upon a cleat' public recognition 
of the 188u88 involved but a180 upon confidence that every 
reasonable step has been.aken to defend vital interests by 
measures sbort of war. 

c. Allied unity ~ based upon All i ed recoanitton ot ik!!r RID Yl~ 
intereatl - reaching beyond 8 ~eadine88 to follov tbe leader. 
Further , Allied un i ty must also rest upon confi dence that tbe 
Allied position 1s reasonable and that the aggressor is forcing 
the t" ue beyond 8 tolerabLe point. 

D. Maximum support of world public opinion to make aggressive moves 
by Khrushchev 88 costly 88 poa.ible in other areas in which be 
18 interested. 

IV. Ace tons Pr ior to September 17 

A. Inlt1atlon of a s ignificant build-up of U. S. and ALlied military 
strength of a type which can be continued for a protracted peri~. 
Thi •• ho~ld include, in the U.S. , additional military appropriations 
no~. of appro~imately $3 billion and authority to call up Reserve 
and National Guard elements as needed. Also reqUired are sub
stantial civil defense measures, If poSSible , these should be 
accomplished without the atmosphere of National Emergency or 
Mobilization during this period.* 

8. Strengthening the po~tion~f West Berlin.:; 
ruptlon of access. Airttft and !t •• kpil 

••• tai_ an Idter .. 

c. Seek Allied recons i deration of proposals to Soviets to submit ? 
legal que8tion to ICJ , (which they vetoed on Initial reply to 
Soviet Aide~Memoire) . possibly tn response to next SovLet com~ 
municatlonl e~plore with them possible Western initiative to 
convene a Big Four Foreign Hinister. meeting in early October to 
prepare a peace treaty for Germany , with tbe German. to be in
vited d8 In 1959. (Western proposals at this atage to be based 
on aelf-deLermination along the lines of tbe Wettern Peace Plan.) 

D. Rapid Allied reylew of Berlin contingency plan. 1n light of U.S . 
program. 

R. Rapid completion of Allied plans for impoSitIon of ~ide range of 
nonmilitary countermeasures, including economic sanctions, upon 
interruption of access to Berl!n, and for their more li.ited use 
in early stages to serve 8S warning and deterrent. 

*The question of a national emergency must be reviewed in the light 
of a study received (rom the Defense Department this afternoon . 
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F. Special propaqanda Bnd covert aptivities aimed at Russian people, 
Eastern Europe , a nd East Cermany. 

G. Decide whether Western Powers should take initiative 1n presenting 
tbeir case to UN Security Council and General Assembly in order to 
head ~ off possible action in UN by neutral countries and to main~ 
tain control of situation. 

H. Undertake informal discussions with Soviet leadership , through our 
Ambassador in Moscow, in effort to probe Soviet position, to warn 
of possible consequences their position in terms Allied military 
build- up and to take advantage of any opportunities which might 
appear to move towards subsequent understanding on an arrangement 
which might be acceptable to us , such as Solution C, after Soviets 
have signed peace treaty with the CDR . 

I. Continuous consultation with Allies, using mechanism of Four-
Power Working Group , and at higher levels as appropriate , on 
Berlin negotiating position and completion of Berlin Co~tingency 
Plans. This would be initiated in Washington immediately , and be 
followed by inQensive Four- Power Working Group session duri~g last 
week of July as preliminary to Western Four~Power Foreign Ministers 
Conference to be held in Paris in early August . (See Section V 
for detailed schedules of Allied consultations.) 

J. Initiate and maintain consultation ~ith Congressional leaders. 

Ac.tions After Septenb er 17 

A. If Big FOUr Foreign Ministers Conference to be held , complete Allied 
preparations. 

B. If decision taken for initiative in UN, action in General Assembly 
could be taken anytime after September 19 when tbat body convenes. 

(At this point timetable becomes somewhat elastic . If Big FOUr Con~ 
ference takes place, either some basis for arrangement on Berlin 
will emerge on it or it will not. If it does, this may lead either 
to a Soviet call for a peace conferenc.e or to a further round of 
exchanges with the Soviets. We must prudently assume, bowever, that 
the Soviets will now proceed to call tbeir peace conference.) 

C. Carry nut with our Allies agreed steps as response to Soviet call 
for a peace treaty. At present time these include intensified politi~ 
cal Bnd progaganda campaign involving representations to countries 
invited and to the Soviet Union. 

D. I f covert program 
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D. 1£ covert program i s approved, commence coordination of covert 
and semi-covert action designed to cause instability in East 
GenDaoy and oche~ Eastern European countries. 

E. If despite breakdown of Four-Power Conferer.ce , Soviets pause and 
do not call peace conference. deciaion will have to be made in 
light of circumstances as to whether. after further diplomatic 
exchanges . the time were not pro.pftious for .erioua Sast-West 
negotiations in the light of the P,Os8ible indications that the 
Soviet Onion would now be receptive to s uch negotiations. 

F. If the Soviets call a peace conference . the decision would then 
have to be taken as to whether the U.S. should proceed with t?e 
mobilization of reserves and other measures proposed by the 
Department of Defense in alternative ( A) of NSC Action Hemo
randum No. 59 of July 14, 1961. 

V. Schedule o f All ied Consultations 

A. As soon 8S US decisions are reached the it: general purport would 
be conveyed to President de Gaulle , Prime Minister Macmillan and 
Chancellor Adenauer in letters from the President. 

B. These deCisions would be communicated in greater detail to the 
French, Brit ish and German Governments through the Ambassadoria l 
Steering Committee in Washington. Discussions would begin and 
directives agreed as appropri ate on a tripartite or quadripartite 
basis would be sought to r~acttvate and guide the work of: 

1. The Allied working groups 1n Washington on general aspects 
of the question , non-military countermeasures and psychological 
and propaganda progI'ams. 

2. The quadripartite group on economic countermeasures. 

3. The Live Oak group under Gener~l Horstad in Paris on military 
measures. 

c. Pollowing these initial consultations which would thoroughly 
familiarize tbe four Allied Governments with US purposes , begin
ning about July 27 intensive tripartite and quadripartite con
sultations would be undertaken at a senior official level with 

experts in 
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experts in Furo.pE' ...probab l y .P4ria ~ to survey and coordinate $0 

far 88 possible the entire rarge of military , pol itical economic 
and psychological mea8u~e • • 

D. The Western Foreign MID~Bte~8 would meet 1n Paris August 4 - 8 
as appropriaLe on a trtpartite and quadripartite basis to review 
the atste of pr epar& t l ona ~e tt le outs t anding ptoblems and issue 
directive s f o r furth, .. work. 

E. About August B One o ~ all of the Western Forei gn Ministers would 
make an interi m repor t to NATO and 8e~k other member countries 1 

v i ewa on the atate of preparations. 

F, August 8 
aome days as 
Min i ster •• 

-. t he senior offici als groups would continue for 
requ[~ed LO car ry out directives of the Foreign 

G. Hopefclly this cour5~ of consultations would result In an agreed 
revised contingency paper requiring governmental implementation 
and further vol"k Bnd consultation through the established 
machinery. 

R. Further progr~88 r~po l ts WDuld contioue to be made La NATO and 
further special and i ntensive consultations could be arranged 
8S determined by the Ambes8adorial Steeriqg Group in Washi~ton. 
Depending on the development of the crt.is, Western Beads of 
Government meetiTIg. mtgbt be de8irable on tripartite , quadripartite 
Ot alJ yNATO bee1s. 

July 18 . 1961 
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SPECIAL NATIONAL INTELLIGENCE ESTIMATE 

TS 142358.1. 
Limned distribullon 

SNIE 2·3·61 
18 July 1961 

27 

PROBABLE SOVIEf REACTION TO A 
WESTERN EMBARGO 

NOTE: This is the final version of the estimate. 
An "dditional printed text will not be circulated, 

Centrallntelliltcnce Agency 
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CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY 

18 July 1961 

SUEJECT: SNIE 2 - 3-61: II10BABIll sovrer REA~IOII TO A WESTERN 
EMIllIRGC 

To estiaate probable Soviet react1oD3 to the prospect and, 

subsequently, to the implementation of an embargo aB part of the 

Hestern response to deninl of acceDe to Th:!rlin .Y The eOJbargo 

t~eht be declared either by the US alone or by NATO pluG Japan, 

and ~~Ght be directed QGD1not the entire Sino-Soviet Dloc, the 

USSR and Eastern Europe, or E.:lst Gerocny ~loue . 

Y It haD been our judcrr:~l1t 1n preVious cotinotes that, while 
tbe Soviets and East Ger...1O.DS ctaht at sOtIe point deny Qeccan 
outrl@t, the t:!ore likely cont1D~ncy is Ol'!C in which they 
introduce ne1'/ procedures , chert of ao actuol blockade, cud 
tbe Allies feel tlmt they cannot ouboit to these procedures. 

TOP SECRET 
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THE ESTIMATE 

I. PRI(R TO I MPIEMEN:rATION 

Pro~ctive Economic Effects 

1. Bloc it!lports from advanced Western countries -- nearly 

$2.5 billion annually - - amount to about one - sixth of t otal 10-

ports, and their l oss would not hove Q serious general iopoct 

upon the volume of Bloc production . The USSR, however , sees in 

this trade considerable econonic advantage to itself and its 

ollie!] . In certain 1not.o.nces it provideo thee with key 10p0rts . 

The USSR, for exatipl.e I is currently buying advanced equiprent 

for its cbec1eo.! nnd several other industries, and 1030 of these 

if~rts would have Q sicn1ticont effect upon the proGpects for 

neeting planned goals in the industries affected over the next 

year or GO . The tJost critica! area of concern, hOW'cvcr , 1s East 

Oeroony, which obto.1ns frot) the NJ\TO countries obout one- sixth 

of its totol 10p0rts, including cany products not r eadily avcil.-

able elaevhere . A full er..'borgo would couse considerable dis-

r uptiOD in the Eo,at Gert:lOO cconooy, and it oight toke up to six 

nontbs for Dormel industrial growth to be resuned . 

- 2 -
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2 . We believe that the Soviets would prefer t c avoid Q 

oltuotior:. 10 ",hicb the \'!est resorted t o senctions on thin ecala . 

They would aloo:;;t cert:lic.ly be w1ll1r.g, hm"1cver" to xl sk thl:;; 

response if they 'rere confident that in the end they could 

oake otihstcntinl cd~ces toward their political obj ectives of 

oecurir:g recOf,T..1tlon of the GDR CI".d olterlDC' the status of Heat 

Derlln . Oue principal reaGC!. for thalr ul111c(Jl'lCQO to t.:!te such 

a rick \rould be their belief that NATO would have cr~ot difficulty 

I n ooi uto.l nir.g; Q cocJpletc ecbo.r~o, even nco1nst East GenJaDY a l one , 

for [lore tbD.n !l feW' !Jonthe . They llQuld belie ve that r.nny U/.TO 

countries would be r e luctant to bear tbe cost s of a prol Oll(,:ed 

etlbargo, t hat they could circuuvent its effects vic nCT..1- NATO 

countries " ond that l'U\TO ' s subseQ.uent efforts t o tl@ltel': contrale 

would exacerbate its relctians with these countries . 

3 . The Soviets 'Would be unconcerned over the prc3~cti vc 

e conorJic effecte of tu: eubor (,-"O by the US ::I l one . Its i r:pact would 

be confined al:.Jo::;t entirely t o Poland ,. which i~ 1960 rece1 ved 

$143 r.rl.1Uoc of the t otol of $193 r.1ilUor. of lr...cricOll exports t o 

the n1oc . 
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Political ConoiderotloLO 

4. The SOviets, ill studying NATO plannins for vnrlouo types 

of counteractions, vill be scekina: lndlcatlouG of the }dOOG of 

t eo.ourco 011 "bleb the Alliance CllU aaree 00 respouacs to encroc.ch-

. .:auto oc;o:lnst Derlln (l'.ud aloo of US .... l11iOGJ'lCcc to accept the 

vieuo of its allies ). If NATO cbould Do.nifeat considerable unity 

and recolve ill acreclca to uae o1l1tory force if nccecocry, 

sit:ultnneous c.creer:.cnt on for-reachlllti ecoI!.ooic M.octlocG uic;ht 

belp to persuade the l5SR that tbe "~est WOB in foct will1nc to 

risk "ar. If I however I \lI11 ty on ecoooo1c censures vere achieved 

ocainst a ba.cltgl'ouro of conspicuouG dlDun! ty over the quentioo of 

a1iltcry respoczeo, the Soviets would be encouraced to believe 

toot econooic counterc.ctlons rcpreoeoted the true extent of He stern 

lnteutlons. lastly, if the SOviet::; should see that tWO could not 

o..;ree even on econonic ccw::tc~ooures, they would probobly con-

e l ude thct tiD.ny oeober notiot!o vould ol eo be llltw'illln.:..; to risk war 

fer :my cove the tJOst direct and i r.n::.edinte threot to Heat Derl1c. 

5. The 1..5SR would view Weoter n efforts to:> include J opc.n i to 

cn e t tbarco action e.o o.n OiJPortun1ty to press ::toew its ch::trccc that 

the present covernomt Is cocpletely subservient to the lB. f.DscOW' 

- 4 -
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would lay great stress on the contention that Japan wes being 

asked to cake Sllcri.f1ces ood rtUl ricks for reasons ent1rcly UD-

related to its own intereotse Although the pr Obl eo assumes that 

J apan would Join 1n an eobargo, the Soviets probably would coo-

aider that they had a Boad chance, with the ai d o~ l ocal leftist 

forces, or preventing Japanese participation or, failing that, 

ooking toot participation politically costly . 

II. UPON IMPLEMENJ'ATION 

6. If' a NATO eobnrgo wer e actually applied in response to 

a denial of Allied access to Berlin, it 1s very unlikely that t he 

Soviets, havina gone this for , would r estore access under occept-

able conditlona oorely in order to have the eooargo rewoved . Their 

first response would be dctcrolned prlncl~lly by their judaoent 

as to whether the Western saDctlon~ 'Would be followed by o ore for-

r CQching ceasures ond u1tloately by resort t o f'orce. The l.orIger 

the West conf1ned 1 tcelf to 00 eoborgo nnd other oono111 tory countcr-

ceasures, the core the Soviets would be inclined t o discount the 

poss1bility of Q later Western re:JOrt to orns. If, however, at the 

tire the eobargo was invoked, the political ond r.rl.lltary stance 

adopted by tbe West suggested that it vas seriously considering the 

usc of force, the icitial effect of an enborgo night be to strengthen 

this possibility in the Soviet Died . 

- 5 -
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7. Short of an urred clo.sh, Soviet ooasures and Allied 

countertJeasures, includin:J an eDberg-o, wculd produce a proloO{.-ed 

state of tension . J\t sore point the Soviets meht decide that it 

\1OS to their o.dvantaB'c to reduce tensions . This could occur for 

vo.riouG reasons, such :loS 1ccreaGed unrest in Boat Gerumy, or 

because tho USSR di d cot wish to conteoplate a prolonu-cd period 

of heightened tension i n \..,hich there would be no opportunity to 

e: ,ploy detente to.cticG . But it should be otresoed tlmt al: eobarlJO 

would be only one eleoont c.ooue the consic!eratioDs which r.u.c;ht , 

i n cQti)iD:ltion, per:nlOde the Soviets to ooderate their Berlin poli-

cieG} at least suffici~utly to perc1t a resuapt10n of negotiations . 

8 . The East Geroan rec10e would respond to QD eobarrro with 

threatG of retaliation :leo-lost Gernao civil access to Derlio, 

pcrticulorly in viev of the rel.a.tiooship which bas beel: established 

bct\1eec i utra -Gert'.an trade and civil access . We belleve that Eo.st 

Germny ·,.,ould o.ctuolly take reprisals of this sort only it' such 

netior. Has consistent \!'ith tb~ pol1ticc. l stance aBsuoad by the 

= . 
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DOCUMENTS PREPARED IN RESPONSE 

TO 

NSC ACTION MEMORANDUM NO. 59 OF JULY 14, 1961 

INDEX 

Effects of Alternative Courses 
of U S Action on Soviet Inten
tions and Allied Unity (Anne:: A-U 

Relation of Berlin Proposal t o 
Foreign Aid Bill (Annex A-II) 

The Use of Economic Counter
Measures in the Berlin Crilis 

Estimated Impact of Western Economic 
Sanctions Against the Sino-Soviet Bloc 
(ClAIRR EP 61 -47) 

Department of Defense Submission. 
This includes the military comp~nep ts 
of responses to paragraphs l ~ ,r 
the NSC Memorandum 

Annex C Appendix 1 Evaluation of the 
Likelihood of Allied Military Con
tributions and Preparations of the 
Magnitude Indicated by the Department 
of Defense 

Political Timetable 

Introduction 

Timetable for Course (a) 
Table 1 
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Timetable for Course (b) 
Table 2 

Timetable for Course (c) 
Table 3 

Appendices Table 4 
Appendix A Early Negot1atipns 
Appendix B Later Negotiations 
Appendix C Solution tiC" 

London Working 
Group Report 
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MEMORANDUM FOR THE FRESIDENT 

Subject: Supplementary Studies Regarding Berlin Prepared 
in Response to National Security Council Action 
Memorandum No , 59 of July 14 , 1961. 

The Interdepartmental Coordinating Group on Germany and Ber l in submits 
the following annexes in response to National Security Council Action 
Memorandum No , 59 of July 14, 1961 : 

ANNEX A - Report evaluating two alternative courses 
of action. 

ANNEX B - - Report on economic sanctions , 

ANNEX C Department of Defense submission. This 
Annex includes the military components 
of responses to paragraphs 1 and 3 of 
the NSC Memorandum . It also inc1ud~s 
Department of State Evaluation of the 
Likelihood of Allied Military Contribu
tions of Magnitude Indicated by Department 
of Defense . 

ANNEX D - Political timetables for three alternative 
courses of action . 
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MEMORANOUM TO THE PRESIOENT 

FROM: THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

SUBJECT: The Defense Department Recommended Program Force 
Increases and Related Actions 

It is recommended that a budget supplement for additional 
FY 1962 obligational authority in the sum of $4.343 bi Ilion be 
provided the Department of Defense for the purposes summarized 
In the attached schedules . In the event It is decided to ex
clude support for the cost of mobilizing 4 Army and I Marine 
reserve divisions and 60.000 naval reservists, totaling 254,000 
l>ersonne" (Items 8, 18 an'd 2? in Attachment I). the budget sup
;:Ilement would. be reduced to $3.384 bill ion. 

* * * * 
The principal objective of this program is to make possible 

a significant increase in our military strength by 1 January 1962 
and to further increase it in the months immediately following. 
With the exception of selected measures for our nuclear forces, 
this program focuses on building up our non-nuclear military 
power. The follOWing types of actions are included: 

I. Accelerating production of non-nuclear equipment, 
ammunition and stocks. 

2. Bringing active units to a higher manpower level . 
3. Increasing our sea and air lift capability. 
4 . Calling up ground, tactical air, and anti

submarine reserve units to active duty and Intensively 
training them. 

5. Provision for depl oying additional ground and 
air units to Europe . 

The program would permit the addition of approximately 
480,000 military personnel to our Anned Forces. The add i tional 
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new obligation authority required for FY 1962 would be approximately 
$4.3 b;!!;on. 

At present we have a total of 17 Army and Marine divisions. 
of which approximately 14 can be considered combat- ready. By the 
addition of 4 Army and I Marine reserve divisIons. and the re
organization of the 3 Army STRAF divisions, the new program would 
provide a total of 22 combat-ready divisions by approximately 
January I. 

The major air strength increases are provided by the calling 
to active duty of 21 fighter ., 8 reconnaissance, and 6 transport 
Air National Guard Squadrons. These squadrons would be available 
for deployment before January 1. 

Such a partial mob ili zation would require either a Presidential 
declaration of a li mited National Emergency or Congressional action. 
Such action should be taken by September I if the recommended build
up and deployment of forces Is to be completed by January I, 1962 
or short l y thereafter. 

The recommended procurement actions are limited to those items 
that can be delivered in FY 1962 and therefore bear most directly on 
the prospective crisis . These procurement actions do not depend on 
the declaration of a national emergency; it Is most important 
that immediate budgetary action be taken on them. There is a lead 
t ime of many months in obtaining a significant increase In production; 
stocks of some important categories of non-nuclear materiel are in 
extremely short supply . 

The Joint Chiefs of Staff / consider llthat the posture resulting 
from this partial mobilizatio~ the deployments considered, and the 
anticipated contributions of NATO allies will: 

Ita. Provide to USCINCEUR!SACEUR the capabi lity to initiate 
measures to reopen access to Berlin. 

~/ Prel iminary plans of the Joint Staff provided for the addition 
of 559.000 military personnel and an increase of $6.9 bi ll ion 
in FY 1962 NOA . These have been sca led down in this proposa l 
to act ions mo re directly related to the Serlin crisis. 

Copy f of 100 Copies This document must not be 
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lib. Provide sufficient forces to wage non-nuclear war
fare on a scale which will indicate our determination and pro
vide for some additional time to begin negotiation before 
resorting to nuclear warfare. 

"c. Provi~e increased readiness for the use of nuclear 
weapons should escalation to this level become necessary." 

The scale and character of many of the recommended actions 
field long term as well as short term benefits. $1.8 billion, about 
40% of the total, Is for procurement of items that should be bought 
in any case. About $.2 billion additional will be devoted largely 
to rehabi litating ships and aircraft whose utility wIll extend well 
beyond an immediate crisis. As for the remaining $2.3 billion, if 
used, it will have been a contribution to an important political 
objective and it will provide our military forces with useful large 
scale training in mobilization and deployment. 

Attachment I is a summary of the actions called for in the 
full program. Attachment II Is a Financial Summary. There are, 
in addition, two enclosures: The first is Recommended Allied Force 
Contribution~, the second, an assessment of the Improved Position 
Anticipated from U.S. and Allied Mi litary Build- up. 
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ATTACHMENT 

Act ion 

General 

1. Obtain authority to call up selected 

Date 
Decision 
Required 

Increase in 
Personnel a 
Strength 

~ncrease ig 
FY 62 NOA 
(In millions) 

reserve forces; declare a National Emergency 9/1 

2. Extend terms of service of active duty 
personnel; extend tours of duty abroad 
(except for hardship areas) 9/1 

3. Increase the draft call beginning in 
September 

4. Modify policy on dependents abroad 
a. Stop movement abroad 
b. Return Army dependents in Europe 

Army 

5. Make 3 STRAF divisions combat ready 

•• Add to army training base to relieve 
STRAF of training function 

b. Fill out STRAF units to fu! 1 
TO&E strength 

c. Add support units to STRAF 

6. Strengthen Army forces in Europe 

•• Br Ing 7th Army to full TO&E 
b. Br ing other Army units In Europe 

to full TO&E 
c. Add support units 

--.. ----------

8/1 

11/1 
11/1 

9/1 

9/1 

18,200 

13,000 
35,000 

7,000 

7,000 
50,000 

20 

84 

53 
143 

32 

32 
191 

G
a . This pro'gram assul1)es that units in Europe wll1 be at full com~at readiness and that 
2 additional U. S. divisions will be deployed by '~1~62; 2 more by 2-1-62; and 2 more 
by 3-1-62. 2 airbor ne , 2 National Guard, and 3 Marine Divisions remain In U. S. on 
-1-62. 

b Includes personnel and 0&101 costs. 
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• 

7. Expand the training base capacity 

8. Mob i l i ze 4 National Guard divisions 

9. Preparation of Army logistical base 

10 . Deploy forces to Europe 
a. Transport divisions to Europe 
b . Reactivate 15 transports 
c. Provide facilities In Europe 

Total Army personnel and O&M Increase 

11 . Rebu i l d tanks and other equipment 

12 . Army Procurement 

Total Army 

Th is acument must not be 
rep ced without permission 
of the originat ing office . 

DatEt' Increase in 
Decision Personnel Increase in 
Regu I red Strength FY 62 NOA 

(In millions) 

9/1 (start) 3.300 11 

9/1 152.000 592 

8/1 137 

10/1 174 
10/10 15 
9/1 ~ 

285.500 1618 

7/15 35 

7/15 -.ill 

2170 
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13. Increase amph ibious lift to 2 
division capability (reactivate 22 ships) 

14. Increase administrative 11ft 
a . Schedule 17 MSTS active trans

por ts to ar r ive Europe by 
15 December (54,000 men) 

b. Schedule IS preallocated MSTS 
transports to arrive Europe 
IS December (79,000 men) 

c. Transpor t cargo for a and b 

15. Retain ships planned for deactivat ion; 
provide ASW ai r craft 

a. Retain 1 CVA 
b. Retain' CVS 
c. 18 VP /VS squadrons 
d. Retain 10 DO, DER and APA 

Act ive 40 DO/DEs for anti-submarine 
pat rols 

17 . Acti vate II fleet support ships 

18. Raise active fleet from 82% to 91% 
strength 

19. Naval a i rcraft rewor ks (1188 ai r craft) 

Total Navy Personnel and O&M 

20. Kits fo r miss i le control 

21 . Navy Procurement 
Total Na vy 

22. Call up 4th Marine Div. 

23. Mar ine Corps Procurement 

Total Marine Corps 

Total Navy and Marine Corps 

Date 
Decision 
Required 

7/15 

10/20 

10/10 
10/10 

7/15 
7/15 
9/1 
9/1 

II/I 

9/1 

start 9/1 

8/1 

7/15 

7/15 

10/1 

Increase In 
Per~bnnel 
Strength 

7,300 

3,700 
2,800 
3,800 
1,800 

6,200 

2,800 

60 ,000 

89,000 

42,000 

131,000 

Increase in 
FY 62 NOA 

(In mill ions) 

71 

'·3 

20 
12 
21 
II 

19 

36 

223 

~ 

475 

10 

...ill. 
1208 

144 

211 

1419 
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Ai r Force 

24 . Retain 5 SIRS 66 squadrons 

25. Retain 3 F-\OO squadrons 

26. Call up 29 Air Nat l ! Guard 
squadrons (21 Ftr & 8 
Reeon) and 2 Control Gps 

27. Retain 4 C-118 squadrons 

28. Call up 6 ANG C-97 squadrons 

29 . Call up 5 C-124 squadrons and 
assign to MATS 

30. Divert the Civil ~eserve Air 
Fleet (250 aircraft) 

Date 
Decision 
Requi red 

10/1 

10/1 

start 
9/1 

7/15 

9/1 

9/1 

54 days 
not ice 

31. Start negotiation for European 7/15 
bases 

32. Emphasize nuclear power option 
a. Request nuclear rights at 

French bases 
b. Accelerate 8-52 and 8-47 

ground alert 
c . Delay deactivation of 6 

B-47/tanker wings 

33. Misc. USAFE Pers. (MSQ) 

34. Provide Pers. for Manual Control 
of Interceptors at us Radar 
Sites 

Total Air Force Personnel and 
o & M 

35. Ai r Force Procurement 

Tota 1 Ai r Force 

This document must not be 
reproduced without permission 
of the originating office 

7/15 

7/15 

7/15 

10/1 

10/1 

Increase in 
Personnel 
Strength 

62 

114 

25.886 

2.517 

4.524 

4.207 

o 

o 

22.072 

556 

3.389 

63.327 

Un. millions) 
Increase in 
FY 62 NOA 

8 

6 

154 

16 

33 

23 

o 

24 

45 

3 

17 

329 

425 
-
754 
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Personnel and O&M 
Procu remen t 

Total 

Navy and Marine Corps 

Personnel and OSH 
Procu reme" t 

Total 

Air Force 

TOTAL 

PersonneL and 'O&M 
Procu remen t 

Total 

Personnel and O&M 
Procurement 

Total 
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Attac:hmen t I I 

Financial SUlTI'Ilary 

Increase 
in 

Strength 

285.000 

131.000 

63.327 

479.327 

'II' 10 IP' S 1& C IR 1& 'II' 

Increase in 
FY 62 NOA 
(In millions) 

1618 
....ill 
2170 

619 
800 

1419 

329 
~ 

754 

2566 
J.lll 
4343 
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Arter the attached J:*per v • ., reproduced, it va. leuneci that 
tho Dep&rtmont or Deren .. had iDdi .. tod that a figure or 'J.O 
billioD would ba proferablo to tbe lower tigJll"O at $1. 0 to $1. 5 
billioD for a program not involvin( a .... iv. and early mobl11oO
tiOD or reaen... It 1a Dot olear what» it an,., percental. ot 
the larger total vOald relate to ..a.urea conatltutiDg • permanent 
increa •• in the otrencth or tho u.s. dot ...... tabl1ahl!:ont. 

It is bal1ovod tlat tho e_to in tho attaohod paper on 
Course B would, in g .. oral, ba appl1e.blo to the 'J b11l1on 
program. 
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EFPECTS OF ALTERNATIVE COURSES OF U,S, ACTION 

ill! 
SOVIET INTENTIONS AND ALLIED UNITY 

ANNEX A-I 

The purpose of this paper 16 to estimate the effects on Soviet 
intentions and Allied unity of: 

A. a requ •• t, about 2-3 we.kl henc., for $4·5 billion. with 
nec •• sary taxes, stand-by controls, otber legl.lation, and 
Declaration of National Emergency; and 

B. an immediate request for $1-1.5 billion, without control., 
taIes, etc •• and a further request later, 1f neees.ary. 

A discussion te also included of a third possible cours. of actton, 
.s well al tbe tactics vis-a-vis our Allies that would be appropriate to 
each of these courses. 

SUHIWlY 

Soviet Intentions 

Without convincing the Soviets of the existence of a genuine daoger 
of general war, Cours. A mi&ht make their negottating pOSition more rigid and 
arouse hope of further eroding Western coheSion. It would make the U.S . more 
vulnerable to charges of stepping up the arms race and thus -- in the opinion 
of soma -- increasing the danger of general war. 

Course B would also convey to the Soviets at an early stage concrete 
evidence of U.S. intention to resort to force if need be. But. in addition, 
it would better enable the Vest to bring political pressures to bear against 
the Soviets and would leave the door open for a pOSSible defUSing of the 
Soviet threat. 

All ied Unity 

The effects of the alternative courses of U.S. action on Allied unity 
would be of the same basic quality --either would produce strains -- but 
the degree of strain would vary directly with the scale of the U.S . program 
and the corresponding buildup ezpected from our Allies. 

Thus Courle B would maximize the strengthening of NATO's cohesion in 
the face of an impending crisis and produce the comforting sense that the 
U.S. had taken the lead without shocking our Allies to the point of public 
disunity and an early, precipitate dash toward negotiations and appeasement. 

A THIRD 
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A Third Possible Course 

A third possible course involving an early request for a sizeable 
increase in expenditures directed toward a permanent increase in the size 
of the U.S. defense establishment rather than a rapid, massive manpower 
buildup would have the essential advantages of Course B, 8S well as provide 
both structural benefits for the defense establishment and the basis for 
a Itrong additional deterrent against Soviet unilateral action on Berlin. 
It would serve aa both a demonstration of will and & warning of w~.e to 
come 1f Soviet provocation increased. 

Tactics vis-a-vis Our Allies 

The effects produced by any of the courses can be greatly affected 
by the tactics used with our Allies. Here the essential elements are a 
clear U.S. view of what it wants to accomplish and a rational plan of how 
it intends to go about it plus the earliest and fullest possible consulta
tion with our Allies. 

SOVIET INTENTIONS 

In attempting to assess the impact on Soviet intentions toward Berlin 
of ~arious courses of U.S. action. it is important to remember that so far 
several factors have probably deterred the Soviets from taking decisive 
unilateral action against Berlin. These include Moscow's belief that it would 
sta~ to gain more by a series of phased negotiated agreements on Berlin and 
Germany than by attempting to force the West to accommodate itself to uni
lateral action; Moscow's concern that the military situation might get out 
of hand following the transfer of access controls to the East Germans; apd 
the Soviets' belief that a crisis approach to a Berlin Itsolution" might 
incur political liabilities for the USSR by galvanizing the West and under
cutl;ing the Soviet IIpeace posture" in the neutralist countries. The mili.tary 
det.rrent will increase in importance as the Berlin situation assumes crisis 
proportions. It would become virtually all-important in the case of a 
showdown. However. in the recent past , it seems to have been a factor of 
declining importance. Nevertheless, it is necessary to evaluate courses 
deSigned to enhance the credibility of our military pledges for their total 
effect on the deterrents we can bring to bear -- both military and political. 

It is evident that, if we are to deter the Soviets from taking action, 
we must lend credibility to our pledges to defend our rights by SOme concrete 
preparatory moves undertaken prior to the decisive occaSions, i.e. prior 
to negotiations, or prior to the turnover of access controls. 

At the 
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At the same t ime. mlli~ary preparations should be undertaken on a 
scale, and at a time, appropriate to the occaston , and the pledge to resort 
to force should be related to an appropriately direct challenge by the other 
lide. Hoving too fast and being too r i gid could destroy the credibility 
we 'eek by causing Western disunity and even possibly 8 Western backdown. 

Flnally, Khrushchev hal considerable leeway 1n deciding what would 
be an acceptable (from the Soviet point of view) negotiated settlement and 
1n deciding how to play hil card. fol1owipg the po,.ibIe conclusion of a 
"separate peace treaty." AlBo . it 18 11kely that a faiT amount of time would 
elap •• betw •• n the USSR ' . initial step. toward a treaty and the actual 1m· 
pl.mentatton of the treaty. 

Cours, A 

The uAM course of action , the later , greater request, would not cause 
the Soviets to call off their Berlin campaign . They would be confident of 
obtaining the goal of renewed negotiations , and , if negotiations failed, 
Moscow would feel it had considerable room for maneuver in the timing .and 
in the manner of executing a " separate peace treaty.1I The Soviets would 
probably still be convinced that the West would not resort to nuclear war 
in response to "GDR" control of Allied access . They would also not be inclined 
to form definitive judgments on the basis of this early move , undertaken at 
a time of preliminary diplomatic maneuvering; they would want to wait and see 
how the Allies behaved under greater pressure . 

At the other extreme , this action would not impel the Soviet Union to 
launch a preemptive nuclear attack. 

A move of this magnitude would probably impress the Soviet leaders , 
mora than ever bafore , that the U. S. was determined to go to considerable 
lengths to resist a major transgression on its r i ghts regarding Berlin. If 
this impression were the only result of this action, the Soviets would 
probably be inclined to accept conSiderably les s in an agreement or to act 
with conSiderably greater circumspection in executing a "separate peace 
treaty" than would otherwise have been the case. 

In reality, however , this course of action might have other consequences, 
auch &s promoting greater Allied disunity , tending to offset the positive 
effects of this demonstration of U. S . determination. 

In 8ssessing a reaction of this sort , the Sovi e t leaders would probably 
not believe that the resulting NATO discord was sufficient to constitute 
fresh incentive to press harder on the Berlin is,u8. Hovever, the Soviet 
leaders would probably consider it additional evidence to support the judgment 

that most 
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that most NATO governments would be reluctant, in a showdown , to support 
estreme military measures, and hence all the more anxious to get the U.S • .ad 
the USSR into negotiations. 

Moscow would undoubtedly also draw some encouragement from the effects 
of this action on the Soviet posture before the world. By presenting their 
"peace treaty" proposal a8 a peaceful move deSigned to lessen international 
tenlions and eliminate "hotbeds" of war, tbe Soviets bave taken great pains 
to attempt to obscure the fact that they are the ones disturbing the peace 
by threatening the status guo in Berlin. They would probably try to esploit 
the U.S. action to oblcure this fact further . particularly in the eyel of 
neutralist governments. 

In addition, because of its timing. magnitude, and overt nature, thil 
action would be likely to circumscribe Khrushchev's maneuverability in 
future negotiations. There is probably considerable flesibility in the Soviet 
negotiating position at the present time. In the face of an open challenge 
from the U.S. which had a "war or capitulate" ring to it , it would be ex
tremely difficult for th, USSR to agree to a relatively innocuous settlement 
Without suffering a severe blow to its prestige. 

Another obvious disadvantage is the ability of the SOViets to counter 
any early U.S. military moves by Similar, and probably more impressive, 
Soviet moves with possibly serious effects on public opinion. 

Course B 

The liB" course of action , the immediate , lesser request , would have a 
less dramatic initial impact than Course A as a demonstration of U.S. deter
mination to honor its pledges on Berlin ; in particular , it would lack the 
element of psychological preparation of the U.S. public for a possible war. 

At the same time , the Soviets would probably not conclude that the U.S. 
was responding weakly to the possibility of a showdown over Berlin . Given 
the timing and circumstances of the move , the Soviets would probably b~eve 
that this was the sort of initial action the U.S. would be likely to take 
if it were seriously preparing to face a possible showdown following a 
separate treaty . This action would thus carry weight with the SOviets. 
But, as in the czse of Course A. they would attach more importance to U.S.! 
Allied actions taken at a later , more critical stage of the Berlin crisis. 

This course would have fewer adverse consequences than Course A. 
There would be more support among NATO Governments and less criticism in 
the West European press; it is doubtful that this reaction would affect the 
Soviet judgment of NATO solidarity p one way or another. The West would be 

1n 8 
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1n 4 better position to muster free world opposition to the Soviet demands. 
And, it would not have the effect of making the Soviet position more rigid by 
boxing Khrushchev In . 

Conclusions 

From the standpoint of Soviet intentions , Course B, the immediate, Lesser 
request, would probably be the better approach . (It is assumed that this 
initial action would be followed by additional preparatory steps 8S the crisis 
deepened.) It would have the advantage of conveying to the Soviets at an 
early stage concrete evidence of U.S. tntention to re80rt to force if need be; 
it would better enable the West to bring political pr~ssure. to bear against 
the Soviets; and it would leave the door opeft for a possible defuling of the 
Soviet threat. 

The message implieit in an early, limited, but real move whieh bore 
the potential of additional steps at a later date would be clear. It would 
eonvey the impression of a progreSSively deepening crisis atmosphere in which 
the U.S. would be likely to make further significant budgetary shifts, and in 
which its European Allies might make some shifts in the 8ame direetion. 

A relatively modest beginning of this sort would , moreover , avoid two 
dangers which might be involved in the more ambitious or flamboyant approach. 
First, it would avoid that open and direct challenge to the Soviet leader8 
which might increase the political compulsion upon them to perSist in their 
announced determination to get the West to abandon the rights in Berlin. 
Secondly , a modest beginning would keep the U.S . relatively immune to charges 
th4t it was the one stepping up the arms race and thus , according to some ways 
of thinking , increasing the danger of general war. 

The greatest drawback of Cours e A, the later , greater request , would be 
its effect of prematurely forcing Khrushchev ' s hand . Under optimum conditions, 
this course would be the most effective. But it is doubtful that these optimum 
conditions would prevail . Indeed D the adverse consequences of this cours e 
of action might outweigh the potential gains. 

Large- scale U.S. preparations at this time are not likely to convince 
the Soviets that a genuine danger of general war exists. They would more 
likely make the Soviet negotiating position more rigid and arouse Soviet 
hopes of further eroding Western cohesion. From the standpoint of their effect 
on Soviet intentions , measures of this sort might be more useful at a later 
stage in the crisis when they could be of basie importance in implanting 
in the Soviets minds the necessary IIreasonable doubt" that they would be 
safe in carrying out their announced intentions with regard to Berlin. 

In discussing 
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In discussing Course A and Course B, no particular differentiation 
haa been made between the impact on Soviet intentions of U.S. actions that 
offer an increase in immediate military strength and steps that signal 
.hift. in our long-range military, diplomatic, and economic effort but which 
would not affect actual military capabilities until some time in the future 
well beyond the immediately critical period. However , the Soviet leader. 
would also pay attention to conerete steps in the latter category, and even 
to credible possibilities of such shifts , and would have to do so from the 
out.et of the program. 

ALLIED UNITY 

De'pite an atmosphere of some foreboding and con.iderable uneasiness 
in Europe, particularly among the various Foreign Offices, there seems 
little doubt that the present atmosphere of concern and intensive activity 
over Berlin which prevails in Washington is conSiderably ahead of anything 
to be found in the other NATO countries. The Germans are 1n the midst of 
an electoral campaign, and tbe European vacation lea.on is in full swing. 
AI a aatter of fact, there have been certain murmuring. among both French 
and German officials that the U.S. seems to be working itself up into a 
lather somewhat prematurely, and generating its own crisis atmosphere in . 
the process. However , Khrushchev ' s fusilede of almost daily .tatements on 
the subject may be having some counteracting effect. 

In any event , it seems likely that disclosure to the European countries 
of even a minimal program will come as a considerable jolt. The Embassies 
in Washington will , of course. have reported preas leaks about certain 
aspects of the alleged Acheson recommendations, but this is something dif
ferent from being presented with an actual coherent program involving real, 
rather than speculative , action. If the scale of the action proposed by 
the u.s. should be in the higher range , accompanied by a request to our 
Allies for proportional military and other contributions , the degree of 
shock will be correspondingly greater , but the basic quality of the reaction 
will probably be much the same to any kind of program involving substantial 
U.S. and NATO preparations beginning in the near future . 

Although there would probably be a strengthening of NATO's cohesion 
in the face of an impending crisiS and a sense of relief that the U.S. was 
exercising leadership , there would be an undercurrent of misgiving from the 
start, and if Western measures failed to produce a visibly sobering effect 
on the USSR , this feeling would grow. At this pOint , demands for an exhaus
tive attempt at negotiations would rapidly pick up strength. The chances are 
good that the NATO members would cooperate in joint planning for contingency 
acttons , but if tensions continued to increase , indications would probably 
arise that some of the members would be unwilling . in the final analysis. 
to resort to military action. 

The reactions 
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The reactions of the individual NAYO countries will vary considerably 
from country to country. A few like Turkey , Portugal , and perhaps Greece 
can be counted on to applaud wltb~t qualification . Certain other such as 
No~way. Denmar.k. and - - in a more .ophl.~cat~ aense -- the U.K. can be 
expected to have grave doubts about the advisability of such a program. The 
other NATO countriea ~e likely to faIt somewhere in between. 

Much will depend on the reactions of the Federal Republic, France, 
and the U.K. 

Federal Republic 

The Federal Government would be quick to support in principle and 
cooperate in a NATO-wide comprehensive program of preparation. They will 
be in mueh better posttion to act after their elections on September 17. 
The German authorities would feel comaitted to follow the U.S. lead on 
military preparations fearing that their fa11~ to accept the same risks &s 
tha U.S. would discredit the Federal Republic within the Alliance and have 
far-reaching .dverse effects on German interests in Berlin. The Germans 
are keenly aware of the existence of reservations concerning Berlin in the 
U.K. end other NATO countries , and they would react to various proposals 
with an eye to strengthening the band ~f those in NATO who are urging a more 
militant policy on Berlin. 

The We~t German public would probably , by and large, follow the lead 
of tbe Goverpment. The political opposition and a sizeable segment of tbe 
press would probably accept measures of preparedness but would urge, with 
increaSing vigor a8 the crisis deepened , that another round of negotiations 
be tried and that political and economic measures be employed before military 
moves were undertaken. 

France 

As long a8 General de Gaulle remains in office , France will almost 
certainly maintain a posture of unequivocal firmness on the Berlin question. 
De Gaulle ' s long historical perspective and his personal experiences in 
international diplomacy have convinced him that resoluteness is the best 
weapon in dealing with an opponent . He is already emphasizing the primary 
importance of France ' s European obligations ; he has announced the withdrawal 
of one division from Algeria and has indieated that additional forces , in
cluding some air units , will be on the way shortly. As the crisis sharpened 
he would probably be under growing public pressure to soften the French 
position on Berlin , but his views would probably continue to dominate French 
foreign policy. And he could be expected to continue to lend his support 
to 8 set of comprehensive preparatory measures. 

United 
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United Kingdom 

While the U.K. has recently shOWD itself relatively content to follow 
U.S. initiative in contin¥ency planning~ ~~lln problem, current 
British firmness in the face of Soviet bluster may be designed mainly to 
prepare the way for a new attempt a~ negotiation. The major considerations 
guiding British policy will be : the cred ibility of the U.S. deterrent; 
the U.K. ' s vulnerability ; the adequacy of NATO ' s conventional capabilities; 
and the sensitivity of the British public to any moves that might bring 
on a hot war. 

Public apprehension over the possibility that the U. K. might become 
ens-ged in a nuclear war would rtse sharply al U.S. preparatory actions &ave 
unmistakable evidence of the seriousness of U.S. determination. Further, 
British officials would almost certainly judge that there was insufficient 
time to s~engthen their conventional forces on the Continent to the pOint 
where those forces could provide a high threshold before the introduction 
of tactical nuclear weapons. The British field commanders already regard 
NATO capabilities to fight without nuclear weapons as extremely low. Ac
cordingly . the U. K. would seek to insure against a situation ariSing in 
which it lost to the U.S. all initiative in the determination of strategy. 
With this end in view, it would almost certainly demand an opening of 
negotiations with the Soviets before agreeing to participate fully in the 
proposed measures . and would actively solicit the support of other NATO 
members in this endeavor. At the same time . the U. K. will continue to give 
support to U.S. contingency planning . However , formal U.K. support for an 
Allied policy of firmness in Berlin would probably be undercut by evidences 
of a British desire to negotiate so strong as to diminish the credibility 
of the U.K.'s resoluteness in Soviet eyes. 

Canada 

The Canadian Government would almost certainly be more favorably 
inclined toward Course B than Course A. In his latest public statements , 
Prime Minister Diefenbaker reiterated what he told the President privately 
on May 17, 1961 , that is , that the West could not afford a setback on Berlin. 
The USSR must not be permitted to underestimate the determination of the 
West to preserve the freedom of the people of West Berlin or to lull itself 
into the belief that the West is divided , decadent , and lacking in common 
purpose . At the same time , he asserted that the West ' should avoid unreasonable 
rigidity and maintain calm judgment so that no avenues which might contribute 
to peace would be over looked. Hence , action at this time (Course B) allowing 
for further measures later would be more acceptable to the Canadian Govern
ment, since it carries a greater implication that a way open to ultinate 
negotiations would be maintained. Anything that might be construed as 
an irrevocable step or rigid pOSition (which Course A might indicate) would 
arouse anxiety in the Canadian Government . 

Other 
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The other European NATO countries, including Italy, would generally 
tend to take their cues from the U.S., U.K., France, and Germany, as long 
8S the four were acttng in unison. By and large, they regard the Alliance 
a. their best guarantee of national snrvival ~d would accept the implemen
tation of a specific program of preparatory measures , designed to stiffen 
the relolve of the Alliance as a whole. However , some member Governments, 
notably the Scandinavians, are faced with strong public attitudes on nuclear 
warfare and would probably advise against steps which they felt might lead 
to nuclear war. Nevertheless, in the end , they would probably accept NATO 
decisions , although they would try to minimize their own direct participation 
in the proposed measures. 

Conc:lu.lons 

The effeot. of the alternative c:our.e. of U.S. action on Allied unity 
would b. of tbe .ame basic: quality ~. eltber would produce .trains -- but 
the degree of .train would vary directly witb the seale of tbe U.S. program. 

Therefore, from the point of view of maintaining the greate.t pos.ible 
Allied unity , Courae B, the immediate . le.ser request , would be more desirable. 
It would maximize the strengthening of NATO t s cohesion in tbe face of an 
impending crisis and produce the comforting sense that the U. S. had taken 
the lead without shocking our Allies to the point of public disunity and an 
early. preC:ipitate dash toward negotiations and appeasement. 

It goes almost without saying that the effects produced can be greatly 
affected by the tactics used With our Allies (see discussion below). 

A THIRD POSSIBLE COORSE 

A third possible course of action not set forth in paragraph I of 
National Security Action Memorandum No. 59 would also involve an early request 
for a .izeable inc:rease In U.S. defense expenditures amounting to approxi~ 
mately the same totel a. in paragraph l(.} of the Directive. This would 
be directed , bowever. not at a rapid and maasive manpower buildup to be 
obtained by calling up reserves after a declaration of limited national 
emergency. but at a permanent increase in the size of the U.S. defense 
establishment. (Pa:ragrapb 2 of tbe NSC MelDOrandum Mo. 58 called for Ilrecom_ 
mendatlons aa to the magnitude and character of a permanent increase in the 
size of tb. U.S. defense es~ablishment which might be executed in the event 
Soviet actiona regarding Berlin appeared to foreshadow a long period of 
greatly heightened tensions". but the Department of Defense has not yet 
submitted Ita report on the subject.) 

The course 
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The course of aetion suggested would peem~t the additional expenditures 
called for in parAgraph lCb) and those military preparatory measures which 
can be executed without a massive mobilization of reserve units. It would 
call for a pause~ however i in the same sense as paragraph ICb) before commit
ment is made to a course of action directed specifically at maximizing the 
capability of the United States to mount a large- scale military action on 
the ground on the main road access route to Berlin. 

Given the probable Allied attitudes noted above , such a course of 
action would have the essential advantages of the program contemplated in 
paragraph ICb) and, at the same time, provide both structural benefits for 
the U.S . defense establishment and the basis for a strong additional deter
rent against SOViet unilateral action on Berlin . The argument on this latter 
paint is essentially this : 

a. The Soviets may be deterred from a series of Koreas less by fear 
of direct U.S . attack than by the probability that in response to such crises 
the U.S. and its Allies will greatly increase both their military strength 
and their resolve. 

b. The United States has a known capability 
very rapidly whenever the other side provokes it . 
to a quadrupling of the U. S. defense budget . 

for increasing its strength 
Thus the Korean War led 

c. The Soviets have a smaller capability for rapid expansion and , 
given the state of their economic development and commitment of resources 
co programs of economic expansion , might be reluctant to enter into a com
petition of this type. 

d. An increase of U.S . defense expenditures of the scale indicated 
would , therefore , serve both as an indication of will and a warning of worse 
to come if Soviet provoca tion incre8ses& 

e. This warning might be made explicit and po i nted by informing the 
Soviets at an appropriate time and level that continuation of their threat 
to Berlin will inevitably bring the kind of massive mobilization of American 
resources for defense of which they know we are capable i but which neither 
we nor they basically desire . 

TACTICS VIS-A- VIS OUR ALLIES 

As to tactiCS , the essential elements are a clear U.S . view of what it 
wants to a ccompli sh and a rational plan of how it intends to go about it ~ 
plus the earl i est and fulles t possible consultation with our Allies. 

From tbe 
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From the above discussloD, it is quite cleat that since all the NATO 
countrie 6 will tend to follow the U.S. , U.X., Franee , and Germany as long 
as the f'Ut are Acting together, And since no real problems of principle 
in this early stage are likely to develop witb France and Germany, our 
primary attention should be directed toward the U.K. 

Once the U. S. has reaChed its deciSions , there viiI be a n&tural baste 
to push abead with consultations and to obtain complementary Allied decisions 
without delsYd This sense of urgency viII be both realistic and appropriate . 
Consultation with our Allies must , however , follow a certain rhythmical 
progression, allowing enougb time for governmental decisions along the way, 
if we Ale to avoid giving the impression that ve are jettisoning estab
lished patterns of consultation in an effort to stampede them into basty 
acceptance of programs which they will consider to be of fundamental 
importance . 

If the decision is for Course B, the immediate , les.er request . the 
Secretary of State might call In the British , French , and German Ambassadors 
to explain in general terms vhat the U.S. has in mind and to ask the full 
support of their Governments. This might be followed as 800n as pOSSible 
by an intensive seSsion of the Four Power Working Group on Germany and 
Berlin with expert. attending from the various Foreign Offices. (During 
the visit to Washington some weeks ago of Sir Evelyn Shuckburgh, Deputy 
Under Secretary of State 1n the U.K. Foreign Office, and Jean Laloy , Director 
of European Political Affairs in the French Fore ign Office, there was general 
agreement that such an intensive session might appropriately take place in 
late July or early August.) In addition to providing a mechaniSM for fuller 
expoSit ion of U.S. Views , the Working Group could also discuss Allied diplo
matic . political, economic , and propaganda tactics for the months to follow. 
If, as the U.S. hopes , British and French agreement can be obtained to full 
German partiCipation in Allied contingency planning for Berlin , such a 
Working Group Bession might also be used to launch discussion of any changes 
in existing ,ontiogency plans which the U.S. might wish to propose as a 
result of tbe present NSC revision of Berlin policy. As in the past , tbe 
Work ing Group would be expected to make a report to the North Atlantic 
Counc il. Thia could serve to initiate NATO consultation on the U.S. proposed 
program. If it were deeided that a meeting of the Four Foreign Ministers 
should take place early in August , the Working Group could convene at an 
agreed capital a week earlier to prepare for such a Ministerial Meeting , 
which could be followed by a Ministerial report directly to the North 
Atlantic CounCil. 

If the dee is ion vere to be for Course A, the 
somewhat the .aDe timetable could be maintained. 
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in Paris , followed by the appearance of the Four Minister. before the North 
Atlantic Council , should , if possible , precede the declaration of a Limited 
National Emergency. 

The third course of action discussed above could be handled in much 
the same way aa Course B. 

Although all of this should partake of the nature of consultation , it 
would be e •• ential for the U.S. to convey the impression that after careful, 
lober consideration it had definitely decided that it wal essential that 
it launch the U.S. program chosen , but that it would need the full support 
And cooperation of all of its NATO Allies to maximize the possibilities 
of Bucca,s o 

It would be essential to convince the NATO Governments •• especially 
the O. K • • - that the course chosen was the one best designed to protect the 
interests of the Alliance and the entire free world without resort to war . 
while also insuring the best poSSible posture should war be the only alter· 
native to surrender. 
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ANNEX A- II 

RELATION OF BERLIN PROPOSAL TO FOREIGN AID BILL 

Timing : The aid authorization bill wLll probably move as ~ollows : 

Week of July 17 : Complete Foreign Relations Committee mark-up. 
24 : Complete Foreign Affairs Committee mark- up. 

Auguat 

Senate Floor action commence and could finish. 
31 : House Floor Action commence add could finish. 

7: Conference action probably completed. 

The aid APpropriations hearings have been put off by Chm. Passman 
until the atLtho.r.ization hill is completed "unless I change my mind." 
He says he wants 4- 5 weeks of. hearings. Completed action on the 
appropriations bill (in the absence of some unusual impetus) 
the~efore does not seem likely before the week after Labor Day. 

Effect of the Proposal on the Aid bi ll. We do .not believe the effect of 
submitting the proposal before final action on the authorizing bil l can be 
predicted with assurance. It will depend on the balance of two major 
opposing factors : 

(1) The automatic reaction vil1~ of courseD be for economy. Its 
proponents will argue that we cannot afford 80 much for foreign aid wb! n 
we must pay so much for defense. A more specific argument will be directed 
at the 10ngAterm authorizatLon : if we are in an emergency situation~ t hen 
·why try to plan ahead, Why not just authorize appropriations for one year. 

(2) On the other side , dramatic action will generate strong emotions 
of patriotism, unlty , and for support of national securityo The new pro
posals and the Aid proposal can be presented together as two equally vital 
parts -- short~ term and long- term , defenlive and offensive -- of a single 
plan for national defense and for preservation of the free world from 
Communist domination by either military aggression or economic penetration o 

This approach is factaal, and it is quite possible that , determinedly 
pursued , it could offset the more obvious reactions of economy and even 
provide support for the Aid bill. 

From the standpoint of the Aid blll alone , we conclude it 
might be wiser to wait until the authorization is completed. This con
clusion would be weakened or washed out if , as generally happens, the 
planning for the new proposal leaks to any considerable degree. The Congress 
vill then anticipate some new expense and an uncertain future, and the Ald 
bill will suffer all the disadvantages of (1) above without the advantages 
of (2). 

Our 
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Our ge.D.eJ:41 conclusion is , therefore , that if any m&C..a1:i.al national 
advantage vould be gained by moving earlier with the new propoB&l . we 
e&nnot oy the. danger to che Aid AU.tborlu.tion would be gr_t enough 
to requlre delay ·· If the new proposal is put forward in relation to 
the Aid authorization in 8 dramatic fashion and in the context suggested 
In (2) above. 
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SECReT 

tHE USE OF ECONOMIC COUNTERMEASURES 
1" 198 BBRLI" CRISIS 

(1) That. 48 an Integral part of the U4S~ Ierlf_ pr.,..al. t. 
our Allies alon8 with the variOU8 element. of tbe political, .111tary 
and p.ycbological progr8.ll, the Secretary of State lSeek agreement frolll 
the United Kingdom, France and West Germany, and thereafter the entire 
NAto group, to a severance of economic relatioGs with the Sino- Soviet 
Bloc 1f access to ~rlin 1a blocked. Tbe specific sanctions to be 
imposed in 8ucb event ar6 set forth on page 2 of Annes 8. 

(2) That the Secretary of State concurrently seek Allied agreement 
to expedite the work of the Four-fOwer Working Group to develop specific 
economic sanctions on the Unea of and in coordination with Illilitary, 
political aDd paychologlcal measures in tbe event of harassment or 
interference with 8CCea. to Berlin prior to blockage ~ 

(3) that the U.S. preas ita Allies Uamad1ately to take the 
nece.sary legtalat1v8 and administrative diupo81tlona required to 
enable them to act promptly on the measure. foreseen in paragraph. (1) 
and (2) above. 

(4) That the Secretary of State. in cooperatioo with appropriAte 
U. S. agenCies, institute studies of the p ·blema involved in the sharing 
of burdens which might aria. in connection with economic counteTmeaautee • 
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THE USE OF KCONOI1IC OOUNTER-MEASURES 
IN THE B~RLIN CRISIS 

ANNEX B 

1. The Soviet Uoion and its Eastern European satellites are rela~ 
tively self·sufficient. Essentially trade and shipping embargoes would 
only somewhat slow down current rates of growth particularly as relates 
to the chemical and petro-chemical industry and to tbe installation of 
pipelines. The principal vulnerabilities in the bloc are in the GDR Qn 
one edge and Communist China on the other . In the case of the East 
Ge:qoan regime. marked economic dislocation would result fm.m a trade 
embargo requiring revamping of current economic plans and readjustments 
wh!ch would seriuosly injure ~st Ge~n production Ior a period of some 
rno,ntbs. In tre case of Communist China the main vulnerability is in food, 
pa~ticuLarly suppLies of wheat contracted with Canada and Australia. 
~bargoes on these two might indirectly create some serious problems for 
Mo&cow (see CIA report for details). 

2. To be effective economic counterpmeasures will reqUire closely 
coordinated action by all members of NATO, aod probably agreement to 
para llel action by certain others such as Sweden, Austria, Swit2erland 
and Japan . 

3. If used as a primary weapon, economic counter-measures will 
be tegarded by the USSR not as a convincing expression of will to 
resist Soviet designs with respect to Germony and Berlin. but a8 eVB~ 
sive action, indicating unwillingness to face the prospect of defending 
our interests by forcej Khrushchev has made this clear to FRG Ambassador 
Kroll. It is according ly essential that plann1ng for the use of economic 
counter~mea8ures be developed in close and appropriate relationship with 
measures In the military, diplomat1c Bnd psychological fie lds. 

4. Economic counterpmeasures will be hard to sell to our Allies 
(and others). It will be argued ~hat such steps penalize Western 
countries more than the SoViets, especially in view of possibilities 
of evasion of controls and of Soviet deve lopment of alternate sources 
of supply. even more important, the burden of economic sanctions 
against tbe Soviet b loc will fall very unevenly. The effect on the 
United States would be negligible, for example, while the UK, a lready 
in precarious Circumstances, would be hard hit, as would the Italians . 
Iceland would present a speCial problem. so would Hong Kong and Japan. 
if the economic counter·measures included Communist China. Agreement 
to counterpmeasures is therefore unlikely to be obtained, short of 
actual or imminent m1lttary conflict, unless accompanied at a minimum 
by an arrangement for effective burden·sharing among NATO members. 
No estimates have been made but the cost of such arrangements to the 
United States would probably run to soma~undreds of millions of 
dollars per annum, at least in1tially. 
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Economic Sanctions tbe US should ask its Allies to be ready to apply 
of acceh .. LO Berlin is blocked. 

Blockage of access would create a Situation in which the outbreak 
of hosti l ities would be imminent and the economic embargo to be imposed 
would be total, including among other things : 

(a) The prohibition of the use of al l financial facI l ities 
of the NATO countries to carryon current transactions with the 
USSR, East Germany, the other Sino-Soviet BLoc members and their 
Nationals . 

(b) The expulsion of all Sino-Soviet Bloc technical experts 
cnd foreign trade officia l s without diplomatic immunity from the 
NA'IO countries. 

( (c) The freezing of all assets of the members of the Sino-
Soviet Bloc under jurisdiction of the NATO powers. 

(d) Termination of trade agreements 1nvo lving Sino-Soviet 
, loc countries. 

to 
(e) The denials of a ll export6jSino-Soviet coun tries. 

(f) The stoppage of all imports from Sino - Soviet countries 
to NATO countries. 

(g) The closure of NATO ports to S~no-Sovie t shipping and 
planes and BlOc chartership. 

th) The prohibition of ca ll ing at Sino-Soviet B10c ports 
of vessels and pla nes of the NATO countries. 

Other Economic Countermeasures which may be warranted 

In the event of Situations which in varying degIee fall short of 
b lockage of access, we and our allies should be prepared to app ly 
appropriate countermeasures, e . g . : 

1. Uc:rD.Ssment of or interference with military traffic to 
Berlin . 

(a) CLose Soviet b loc trade missiOns, including Amtorg 
o£Liccs. 
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(b) Refuse to en~er into new contracts to charter shfpping 
to Soviet bloc coun tries and suspend existing contracts. 

(e) Expand export control measures against the Soviet bl oc, 
including selective embargo. 

(d) Refuse sbipls servicing (bunkering, l ightering, pro
viSioning. naval stores) to Soviet bloc shi pping . 

(eJ lnJtiate measures to ~revent Soviet bloc aircraft 
from l~lug or exercising commercial rights at Western air
ports Bnd (rom making transit overflights snd technical stops. 

2. Harassment of or interference with civilian traffic to Berlin. 

(a) Regulate movement of Sovie t bloc vesse ls 1n Allied 
ports. 

(b) Initiate harassments concerning documentation, ~nspec
tlons, delay, or tecQni ca l reqUirements of Soviet bloc shipping at 
Allied ports . 

Cc) Delay ship'S servicing (bunkering, lightering, 'pro P 

viSioning, naval stores) to Soviet bloc shipping. 

3. Signing of a Sovie t~GDR Treaty. 

(a) Cut off selected types of industrial and technical ex~ 
changes In which Soviets are .most interested and ban export of 
published and unpublished technical and scientific information . 

(b) ArTange for slowdown in issuance of export licenses 
for shipments to Soviet bloc. 

(e) Cancel arrangements fo r Soviet participation in exhibi
tions, trade fairs , scientific conferences, a nd other interns t ional 
meetings schedu led in Western countries (NATO). 

(d) Cancel arrangements f or Western (NATO) participation in 
exhibitions, trade fairs. scientific conferences : and other interp 
nat iona l meetings schedul ed in Soviet bloc countries. 

4. ~ to signing of a Soviet-GDR Tre8t~. 

(a) Prepare and implement countermeasures against USSR and 
"GDRtI in form j f triparti te controls over transport on besis 
equi .. alent to e h j Soviet or CDR haraS6tuents. 

(b) Restrf t ~C( nomic negotiations ~th USSR to essential 
Ill8. t ter 6 . 
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Tactics it. lieeking Alhed agreement 

Quadripartite studies (UK, France, Fed. Rep . and US) in Bonn on 
possible countermeasures against the ~8t Gennan regime have been in 
process for almost a year . A tripartite working ~roup (UK, France 
and US) meeting in Washington for over a year has been examining 
possibLe non~miliLary countermeasures against the USSR and its sate ll
ites, excluding Communist China. These basic studies should now be 
considered first by the ill. France and Fed. Rep . and then withtn NATO, 
l ooking to agreement on: 

1. Countanne,asures which, in the absence o£ Ie-gal or adminis-
trative problems, co~ld be implemented promptly. pray ded necessary 
pratlmlnary preparations are now made on a stand- by basis; and 

2a CoUDt rmeasures on which ext.Ling legal and administrative 
ob.tacles to implementation sbou l d now be removed . 

The order of consultation could be as follows; 

1. NOt1fy the British~ French ond German AmbssssdorsdC the US 
objectives on countermeasures; 

2. Convene the Four Power Working Croup on Germany and Berlin 
and their experts for lntenslve discussion of Allied contingency 
planning; 

3 . Heeting o.f .the Four .Foreign Ministers and (8) Ministeria l 
report to North Atlantic Councilor (b) presentation to the Co~ncil 
by the SecretB1Y of State; 

4 . Consultation within NATO; 

5. Comultation with J.ap.an.and European neutral countries . 

Likelihood and conditions of Acceptance by other countries. 

Short of actual or imminent military conf lict, our Allies are 
not likely to agree to a total embargo of the Sino-Soviet bloc in 
lhe event that our access to Berlin is blocked . Efforts to reach 
early agreement on eqUitable burden sharing arrangements among the 
NA1U ( a nd other) countries participating In such an embargo may 
reduce their reluctance in part. But even then, their sense of 
urgency at any given stage of tbe crisis may be expected to lag 
behind ours . 
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Tne .ork ot ~be tripartite working group on non~mllitary counter
measures ~eaons t~ates tbis . The Bri tish in particular have envisaged 
an esca! ... 10D of non- military countermeasures which a re as nearly as 
possible the eqMivaLeot In kind and severity of the origtnal harassment. 
Basic to this attitude Is the conviction 1) that countermeasures not closely 
related to 4he Soviet or GDR misconduct will inflict greater in ju ry on the 
Allies (at least in terms of world opinIon) than on the Soviets j and 2) 
that the cohesion of the Soviet bloc will be strengthened if the satellites 
are equated with the USSR at too early a s tage in the application of 
sanctions. From this fo llows the conception of 8 progressive application 
of non-ml11tary sanctions against the CDR , the CDR and the USSR, and 
finally the Soviel bloc. The British have not accepted as a premise 
the imposition of sanctions against the entire SLno-So\' iet bloc . In 
this context, r~ort to a total trade embargo against the Soviet bloc 
is, in the 8rt~h ViEW, an extreme retaliatory measures to be invoked 
at an advanced state of the crisis (e .g. after the Allied decision to 
use fore. to-re&tore freedom of passage has been reached, but before the 
deciaion bas been implemented.) , The French too have in general favored 
the retention ot maximum flexibiLity but have recently stressed the need 
to apply .11 po86ible types of economic sanctions before any use of force 
is contemplated in the Berlin situation . 

It may be anticipated that Allied receptivity to our approach will 
be enhanced ~~ the fi rst real stresses of crisis aTe upon us . In his 
recent WS5bdngcon discussion, German Defense Minister Strauss spoke of 
the Berlin crisis, beginning with the blocking of access, i n therms of 
Ph •• e 1 -- • period of diplomatic activity (notes, protests, possible 
reference of tba issue to the UN) as well as of the early activation of 
an airlift.; .PhSH 11 - - S period devoted to measures of "economic warfare' ; 
and Phase III -- resort to a graduated system of military measures. 
Minister Stxauas urged a Vigorous resort to non-military counte rmeasures 
during Phasa II because. in bis view, these measures would not inexorably 
set into motion <as he believes resort to Phase 111 military measures 
will ) a courS& of events which is no longer susceptible to Allied control. 
Our otber AJlias undoubtedly share this COnviction tha t resort to Phase 
III military mea~ures must be considered as in extremis measures . 
Acco~din8ly, as the crisis develop8~ tbey (t~ludlng the British) w111 
inereasLngly come to see 1n non-military countermeasures of grea t 
severity and widespread appl ication the ma jor hope for the avoidance of 
thermonu~lear war. 

Burden shan_.ng. 

Allied ACC~ptanee of increa singly severe countermeasures may be 
hastened by conSidering promptly cooperative Allied measures to spread 
more equitably the 1nc i dence of the burden involved 1n the imposition of 
sanctions. Inevitably, certbin of the Allie6 will be harder hit than 
others. This will be rp~dfly apparent where the Allied (and other) 
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participation in applying sanctions is less than complete and the 
sacrifices of the participants represent opportunities for gain to the 
non~partlcipants -- not to mention the frustration of the objectives of 
the sanctions imposed. But it will be no less true if full participation 
and complete success is achieved in imposing sanctions, 

The detailed country-by-country studies of trade dependence (attachment) 
assuming an embargo of exports and imports, summarize the total and com
modity impact of an interdiction on trade under the three situations: 
embargo against 1) East Germany, 2) the USSR and European satellites, and 
3) the Sino-Soviet bloc. 

An ana1Y81s of this information suggests that two levels of impact 
may be identified. The first is of major significance and includes the 
situation of Iceland which "would be faced with economic disaster as a 
result of an embargo on trade with the European Soviet bloc ll

, and the 
cas. of Hong Kong which would be placed in a highly vulnerable position 
as a result of an embargo on trade with the SinowSoviet bloc. A secondary 
level of impact involves particular areas of the economy within additional 
countries which would be adversely affected by a loss of trade. In the 
latter category would fall Canadian exports of wheat to Communist China, 
the shipbUilding industry in Denmark and Italy, Norwegian exports of 
fish, exports of citrus, bauY-ite and raw cotton from Greece, and Turkish 
exports of tobacco. For a number of countries some adjustment would be 
necessary in compensating for losses of Sovietwsupplied oil and~mber 
products and of Soviet bloc markets for iron and steel products. 

In dealing with the problem of compensatory measures to minimize the 
impact of a trade embargo, certain principles are suggested which should 
underlie a multilateral approach to these problems, e.g.: 1. Whatever 
burden is imposed as a result OL a trad~embargo_ should fall equitably 
on the countries participating in the action. 2. To the extent such 
burdens fall inequitably, .it should be rec.ag.nized as a-8roup responslbd.lity 
to provide such relief as is possible through multilateral action. 3. Tbe 
country-by-country analysis suggests that on a prima facie basis and with 
the exception of Iceland and the special problem of Hong Kong, countries 
which accept the responSibility for joining in common embargo action 
should be willing to accept the loss in trade which would inevitably 
result. However, it is unlikely that the UK and Italy, to cite important 
examples, would willingly accept the disproportionate losses this would 
involve for them. 

The problems of adjustment which would warrant multilateral attention 
would concern means of supplying par~icul8r countries with essential 
imports normally available from the Soviet bloc. As a general rule, the 
compensation for loss of export markets to Western countries would not 
seem to warrant joint action. 
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The prob l em of Iceland could be dealt with through excluding Iceland 
from participation in the emba,go action . Iceland is not now, for ex~mple, 
a member of the COCOH multilateral group ~ich normally collaborates on 
trade control matters. Any alternative measures to compensate for losses 
of Soviet bloc suppliers for essential Icelandic imports would unquestionably 
be very complex to work out within the NATO framework. 

The special problem of Hong Kong would become critical only at the 
time vhen the embargo action is extended to Communist China. The same 
observation vould apply to the special problem of Japanese trade relations 
with Communist China. If it should be decided to take action only with 
respect to the European Soviet bloc, obviously thete special problems 
could be avoided . 
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ATTACHMENT TO 
ANNEX B 

This paper undertakes to estimate the economic significance for 
the embargoing countries of a total trade embargo imposed again&t East 
Germany alone, against the Soviet Bloc or against the Sino-Soviet Bloc. 
This paper is concerned only with a stoppage of the flow of goods, not 
with financial or other restrictions that might be imposed . 

The main body of the paper is divided into the following sections: 
assumptions; general concLusions; and summary of country breakdownl. 

Assumptions 

It is assumed that the political and economic setting In which 
anyone of these degrees of embargo might be imposed would be much 
as at present ~~ that Is, no radical changes in political attitudes 
would have occurred to cause dramatic shifts by leading nations towards 
or away from their present international alignments or neutral positions. 

It is also assumed that any trade embargo imposed, 1f it were to 
be effective, would have to be announced as being of indefinite . 
duration or a8 lasting until the area embargoed met specified conditions. 

It is further assumed that the United States, as the initiator of 
any of the three degrees of embargo. would be able to induce its major 
allies to cooperate 1n the venture . 

General conclusions 

The conclusions to be reached from the preliminary country by 
country examination (see below) of economic consequences to embargOing 
countries of an embargo imposed against 1) East Germany 2) the Soviet 
Bloc (USSR and European satell1tes)or 3) the entire Sino-Soviet Bloc are: 

1) An embargo of East Germany would have relatively few 
economic con8eq~ences. Exceptions would be West Germany's 
exports; lcelan~'s exports and imports; Norwayls exports of 
fish and pyriteS. 

* This paper is classified SECRET because of the nature of the overall 
subject. The published statistical data used are in themselves 
UNCLASSIFIED though in most cases the discussion in connection with 
them is classified. 
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2} An embargo which included Communiat China would have 
relatively few economic consequences for most embargoing 
countries In teras of their trade with Communi't Chira. 
Exceptions would be West German copper exports ; Danish 
pharmaceutical and chemical exports ; Canadian grains; 
BelgIan (81eu) exports; Pakistan raw jute and raw cotton 
exports; Australian wheat and wool exports. 

3) An embargo of the Soviet Bloc (USSR and all European 
aateilites including Eaat German) would by and large have fairly 
limited to negligible effects In terms of imports from the 
Bloc except where the embargoing country imports from the 
Bloc In order to find an outlet for its own exports 8., for 
example, Iceland. 

4) Certain countries would find an embargo of the Soviet 
Bloc (USSR and all European satellites including East 
Cermany) would have considerable to very serious reper
cussions for their exports. Iceland is the prime example. 
A stoppage of Iceland's exports to the Bloc would cause 
economic chaos (unless extenSive, enO~U6 and 
anticipatory steps to prevent such chaos were taken by 
Western countries). Certain UK industries such as those 
exporting nonferrous metals, nonelectrical machinery, 
iron and steel, and chemicals would be hurt to a noticeable 
degree. The situation for numerous branches of West German 
export industry would be further aggravated if an embargo 
were extended from East Germany to the Soviet Bloc. Italy ' s 
steel and shipbuilding industries would suffer . Danish exports 
(shipbuilding) would suffer as would Norwegian fisheries. 
Pakistan's exports of raw jute would suffer . Northern Iran's 
exporting sectors (wool , raw cotton , lead ore) would have 
difficulties. Greece 1 s Citrus exports to the Bloc and other 
raw product exports would face problems. 

5) Even though the UK and Portugal might cooperate fully in 
the impoaition of an embargo against the sino-SOViet Bloc. 
they would risk the loss of or starvation of Hong Kong 
and Macao if no exception were made (or these two 
dependencies. 

6 ) While no overall "final" figure can be given as to total 
dislocation of trade for embargoing countries, it is 
indicative of the size of the problem to note that in 
1959 NATO countries (excluding the US) exported $l.7 
billion to the Sino-Soviet Bloc and imported $1.8 billion 
worth of goods. These figures do not take into account 
the exports and imports of Pakistan and Far Eastern 
countries which might conceivably participate in an 
embargo. 
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Summary for Ha10r Countries 

There follows a summary for tbe major countries. It should b~ noted 
that there is no comment on South and Central American countries as it is 
assumed that they would not be willing (for both political and in some 
cases economic reasons) to participate in any of the three types of 
blockade. FUllest treatment is accorded the NATO countries since tbe 
degree of trade involved is larger and the si&nificance for the US 
consequently greater. Discussion of tbe African area is brief because 
of the relative insignificance of African trade with the Bloc and lac, 
of available reliable data. It i. also assumed that the more important 
new African nations would not coopera~e in imposing an embargo. 

NATO Area •. General 

As a point of departure it is useful to consider the degree of 
trade that takes place between the blockading country and East Germany, 
the Soviet Bloc and tbe Sino~Soviet Bloc. Total figures for a given country 
give a fair indication of the maximum effect that the imposition of an 
embargo m:ight have upon tbe country in question. In 1959 European NATO 
imported O.S% of total imports from East Germany, 3.9~ from the Sovi2t Bloc 
(including East Germany) and 0.6% from Communist China _. a total of 4.5%. 
Exports in 1959 were nearly the same with 0.9% to East Germany, 3.6% to 
the Soviet Bloc (including East Germany) and 0.9% to Communist China 
also a totaL of 4.5%. 

While these totals are small , individual countries may bave a far 
greater degree of trade as e.g., Iceland with total imports and exports 
for the Sino-Soviet Bloc of 30.7% and 33 . 7% respectiveLy . The s~~uation 
may be particularly difficult if the embargoing country is highly dependent 
upon Bloc purchases of a single type of export such as Iceland-s fish. 

Although the overall economic consequences for an embargoing country 
may be relatively small , economic consequences for individual industries 
and firms may be conSiderable , e.g., Norway's fish industry. 

In si~uations where the Bloc has been paying for imports from a 
potential embargoing country in convertible currenCies, there could be 
some ~laace of payments implications , e.g., the United Kingdom. These 
would generally not be of major significance , however. 

United Kingdom 

UK imports from the whole Sino-Soviet Bloc in 1960 accounted 
for 3.6% of all British imports; UK exports to the Bloc , 3.lt of all 
British exports. UK trade with East Germany alone played a very minor role 
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in overall UK trade. British trade wi t h the European Soviet Bloc as 8 whole 
was considerably more important , compris ing 3.11 of all UK imports and 3.51 
of all exports and re-exports. UK trade with Communist China, while some
what greater than that with East Germany, amounted to only 0.5% of all 
British imports, 0 . 9% of exports and re-exports. 

The principal UK imports from the various Communist areas were: fro~ 
Eaat Germany, chemicals; from the Soviet Bloc, wood and wood manufactures, 
fur .kins, meat and dairy products, pulp and waste paper, and chemicalsj 
and from Communist China, bristles and silver, platinum, and jewelry. Pf 
these commodities, only the deprivation of wood and wood manufactures, of 
which the Soviet Bloc furnished about 17% of all British import. of that 
commodity, would have a serious effect on the UK econOmy. 

The chief UK exports from the Communist areas were: to East Germany, 
nonferrous metals and iron and steel; to Soviet Bloc, nonferrous metals, 
iron and steel, nonelectrical machinery, and chemicalsj and to Communist 
China, nonferrous metals, iron and steel, and wool and animal hair. The 
108s of its Sino-Soviet Bloc markets for nonferrous metals, iron and 
steel, and nonelectrical machinery would have a serious effect on the UK 
economy . Over 17% of all UK exports of nonferrous metals, 7.6% of all iron 
and steel exports, 4.4% of all chemical exports, and 4.3% of all non
electrical machinery exports went to the Sino-Soviet Bloc in 1960. More
over, 67.51 of all UK re-exports of raw rubber went to the Bloc. 

Consequently, although the imposition of an embargo on trade with the 
Soviet Bloc, or the Sino-Soviet Bloc, would not pose insuperable problems 
for the UK, it would create severe hardships for certain industries. 

West Germany 

West Germany's exports in 1959 to tbe Sino - Soviet Bloc 
amounted to 7% of total German exports ; imports to 6.9%. West German 
exports to East Germany of iron and steel products espeCially, as well 
as machinery and transportation eqUipment industries would suffer. Embargo 
of West German exports to the European Soviet Bloc would add to the problem 

-and an embargo on Communist China as loI.al.l would .hi.t the copper industry 
particularly. On the import side West Germany relies on Sino-Soviet 
sources for manganese are, certain fuels and chemicals , wood, platinum 
tin and antimony. Cessation of imports from East Germany would not be 
serious and could have some stimulating effect upon native industries. 
No insuperable problems fo r West Germany. 

Italy's exports to the Sino-Soviet Bloc in 1959 amounted 
to 5.3t of total exportsj imports to~. An embargo in East Germany would 
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have practically no adverse effect on ltaly becaus e the degree of trade 
1s so small. An embargo on the European Soviet Bloc would adversely 
affect certain exporting industries such as the steel industry and the 
shipbuilding industry. Trade with Communist China Is small but Italy 
has sought to expand it. Imports f rom the 6ino~Soviet Bloc consist 
Largely of crude petroLeum, fuel oi l , lumb~r and pig iron and could 
easiLy be replaced by sources outside the Bl~. Imposition of an embargo 
upon the European Soviet Bloc would be disruptive to certain branches of 
Italian industry exporting to the Bloc but would not pose an insuperable 
problem for ttaly. 

France 

For France~ trade with the Sino~Soviet Bloc does not bulk 
large in total trade with exports to the Sino-Soviet Bloc 41 of total 
exports and with imports from the bloc 2 . 7% of total imports . French 
trade with the Sino-Soviet Bloc is impoPtant mainly because of its exports, 
which have been growing rapidly and produce a substantial contribution to 
France's balance of payments surplus. Trade with East Germany forms a 
very minor part of France's total trade with the Sino-Soviet Bloc. Trade 
with Communist China is about 20% of total Sino-Soviet Bloc tradW on the 
ezport side; 14% on the import side. The character of French trade with 
the Sino-Soviet Bloc is such that its suspension might well have some 
effect on the overall French economic situation. 

Iceland 

Iceland's exports to the Bloc in 1959 totalled $21.8 million 
or 33.71. of global Icelandic exports ; imports from the bloc in 1959 total
led $29 million or 3l% of Iceland ' s global imports. lceland ' i trade with 
Communist China is negligible . An embargo on trade with East Cermany, 
however. would have serious impact and outside assistance would be neces
sary. Icelandic exports to East Germany in 1959 amounted to 51 of Iceland's 
total exports ($5.1 million) . and 71 of total imports ($6.6 million), 
Alternate ~kkets for Icelandic fish would be hard to find quickly while 
important imports from East Germany of motor ships , metal and electrical 
machinery would have to be made from western sources, thus placing a 
serious strain on an already precarious balance of payments position. 

Iceland would be faced with economic disaster as a result of an 
embargo on trade with the European Soviet Bloc which supplies essential 
raw materials for its industrialization and livelihood in return for fish 
for which Iceland has been unable to find sufficient markets in the West. 
Hounting blance of payments problems prevent Iceland from replaCing 
present Soviet Bloc imports by imports from the West . The Soviet Bloc 
buys about 501 of Iceland's fish ezports (Iceland's total fish exports 
constitute 40~ of Iceland ' s GNP) . Fisheries and fish processing industries 
account for 131 of Iceland's GNP , and are major sources of employment. 
Over two- thirds .of.Ali..fu.els (1.nc..l.ud1.ng mineral) imported into lee.land 
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come from the Bloc, which also provi de s 49X of all iron and steeL ~r. 
sheets, wire, pipes, tubes, etc. The SOviet Bloc shares of Icelandic 
imports of industrial machinery range f rom 49 to 671 . 

In sum, a disaster for Iceland. 

Denmark 

Denmark's exports to the Sino-Soviet Bloc in 1959 amounted 
to 4,6'%. of total exports; imports to 5.6'4 . An embargo on tr,ade with F,ast 
Germany wouLd not have any serious economic consequences since Denmark's 
trade with East Germany Is minimal. An embargo on the European Soviet 
Bloc would have .arious repercussions for the shipbuilding sector 
and possibly for the agricultural sector (If the latter's problems vis-a-vis 
EEC are not satisfactorily settled). On the import side Denmark takes 
12l (by value) of its mineral fuels from the Soviet Bloc (Poland and the 
USSR). Trade with Communist China is very small but even so the Danish 
chemical and pharmaceutical export industries would suffer to some degree 
if an embargo were imposed on eommunist China. Some difficulties, espec
ially on the exporting side, for Denmark. 

Canada 

Canada'3 export trade with the Sino-Soviet Bloc in 1959 
amounted to 0.7% of total exports; imports to 0.3%. An embargo on trade 
witb East Germany would have virtually no effect on the Canadian economy. 
Imposition of an embargo on the European Soviet Bloc would affect certain 
industries, in particular those ezporting barley and wheat, synthetic 
rubber, nickel and aluminum. During 1961 Canada hopes to ezport $61 
million, mostly wheat, to the European Soviet Bloc (over 1% of total 
Canadian ezports). Vis-a-vis Communist China barley and wheat exports 
would be even more hurt by an embargo. Canadian imports from the 
Sino-Soviet Bloc are of small importance. In sum, certain exports 
would suffer very conSiderably, especially grains, from an embargo 
on the European or Sino-Soviet Blocs but even so this would not impose an 
insuperable problem for the economy as a whole . 

Norway 

Norwegian export. to the Sino-Soviet Bloc in 1960 amounted 
to 4.81 of her totel exports; imports to 3.41 . An embargo on trade with 
East Germany would have economic consequences since Norway's exports to 
East Germany cover products difficult to me"'t elsewhere, such as pyrites 
and fish. In return, .. Norway imports sugar, textiles and cereals from 
East Germany, which is Norway's largest Communist trading partner, next 
to the USSR. 

An embargo on trade with the Soviet Bloc (USSR plus European , 
s.tellites) would have serious repercussions on Norway ' s large fisheries. 
The Soviet Bloc's imports of 10% of Norway'3 exports of fish and fish 
products are important because the present trade split in Western Europe 
causes difficulties for No rway's fish exports to traditiooal markets 
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now within the EEC. About 5t of the active population is engaged in 
fishing. Exports of this industry account for 12.6t of all Norw~gian 
exports. Furthermore, the e ffects would be felt in Norws..Y's most sensitive 
areas of les8 developed Northern Norway. The government has for political 
and economic reasons concentrated on industrialization 9£ that area since 
World War II, with particular empbasis on fisheries and fisb processing 
plants. Norwegian construction of an industrial Soviet plant a'cross the 
North Norwegian bo~er at Boris Gleb would also be affected. 

The larger portion of commodities involved In Norwe~lan Soviet Bloc 
trade 10 on Norwegian ships which aha carry goods from other nations 
trading with the Soviet Bloc. This may have some effect on the Norwegian 
shipping industry which contributes 14% of Norway's GNP. Other important 
Norwegian industries would not be seriously affected by an embargo since 
only minor percentages of base metala, paper and pulp products, and 
chemicals go to Soviet Bloc countries. 

It is not believed that embargo on imports of such products as 
petroleum (9% of total requirements ) from the European Soviet Bloc 
countries would cause unmanageable problems. 

Cessation of trade with Communist China would have little impact on 
Norwegian economy. 

Some difficulties in already troubled sectors such as fisheries and 
shipping, fo r Norway. 

Belgium~Luxembourg (BLEU) 

BLEU imports from the whole Sino-Soviet Bloc in 1960 
accounted for 2.2% of all BLEU imports; BLEU exports to the Bloc 3.7% 
of all BLEU exports. SLEU trade with East Germany aLone played a very 
minor role in overaLL BLED trade. BLEU trade with the European Soviet 
Bloc as a whole was more important, comprising 2% of all SLEU imports 
and 2.5% of all exports. In terms of value, Communist China was the 
leading Communist Bloc customer for SLEU exports , followed by 
Czechoslovakia and the USSR. 

The principal BLEU imports i.ncluded base metals, metal ores, md 
food products from all countries; wood and vood products from Poland 
and tqe USSR; gas oil and diesel oil from Rumania and the USSR; and 
machinery from CzechosLovakia and East Germany, SLEU exports to the 
Sino~Soviet Bloc were primarily iron and steeL products and artificiaL 
ferti lizer. 

In tbe face of the loss of many of its markets in Africa and the 
Arab world , Belgium has actively sought to enlarge its exports to the 
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Sino-Soviet Bloc and it will increasing ly feel the need to do so. The 
loss of its Sino:Sovlet market would not constitu te a serious blow to 
the economies of SLEU, but it would have an undesirable effect on certain 
industries , particularly iron and steel products; exports of some of thes~ 
items make up a significant percentage of total BLEU exports in this field , 

The Netherlands 

Netherlands imports from t he whole Sino-Soviet Bloc in 
1959 accounted for 3.4% of all Dutch imports; the Netherlands exports 
to the Bloc only 1.9% of all its exports. Netherlands trade with East 
Germany alone played a very minor role 1n overall Dutch trade, although 
trade with the GDR increased by 27~ In 1960. Dutch trade with the European 
Soviet Bloc as a whole wal lomewhat more important, comprising 2.9% of 
all Dutch 'imports, and 1.6'7. of all Dutch exports. Netherlands trade with 
Communist China was minimal and at the same level as its trade with East 
Germany, 

The principal Dutch imports include wheat, tin, and semi-finished 
lumber from the USSR and unfinished cotton cloth from Communist Chipa. 
The principal Dutch exports include textiles and ships, installations 
for road construction, chemical ~ducts, machinery, glass, and :{rQn pipes. 

The imposition of a trade embargo with the Sino-Soviet Bloc would 
probably have little effect on the Dutch economy. It should be noted 
that the main Dutch problem in trading with the Sino-Soviet Bloc, and 
particularly with the USSR , has been the preponderance of imports 
over exports of Dutch industry would be adversely affected by en embargo, 
and a tight labor market precludes the problem of unemployment. 

Greece 

Greek trade with East Germany is of minor importance; with 
Communist China, i ns i gn i ficant; but with the Soviet Bloc (USSR and European 
satellites), of considerable importance, espeCially in certain fields . In 
the first 11 months of 1960, Greece 's imports from the Sovie t Bloc amounted 
to 7.7% or total Greek imports; exports, to nearly 21%. 

With respect to certain imports and exports, significant quan tit ies 
are involved in Greek-Soviet Bloc trade. In 1959, Greece imported from 
the Bloc about 50% of its imports of refined petroleum products, 50'7. 
of its cQ~I, " and :40% of its wood. It exported to the Bloc about 89% of 
its expor"ts of lemons, 45'7. of its oranges. 49'7. of its bauxite, 27'%. of its 
raw cotton and 22% of its hides and skins. While the commodities that 
Greece nQw imports from the Bloc could in most cases probahly he replaced 
from Free ~orld sources without excessive difficulty" the effects of a 
cessation of trade would inflict severe hardships on the producers of the 
exports noted above. 
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Other Areas 

Pakist.n 

In 1959~60 Pakistan imports from the Sino-Sov2t Bloc were 
2.41 of total import.; 6.4: of total exports. Pakistanis trade with 
East Germany is negligible. Export trade with the European SovZt Bloc 
would Buffer with regard to jute. The addition of Communist China to 
an embargo would cause difficulties f orPakiatan 1 • raw cotton exports. 
In the latter balf of 1960 Commucilt China took 44~ of PakistanI. rav 
cotton export.. (Raw cotton in 1959 accounted for nearly 161 of Pa)dstan's 
total exports). Lo •• of trade with the lino-Soviet BLoc would caule 
no real problem with import.. In ,um, a probLem for exports of raw 
jute and raw cotton, 

In the first nine months of 1960, Iranian exports to th~ 
Sino-Soviet BLoc accounted for 31.3% of total exports; imports for 5. 8%. 
Trade with East Germany and Communist China is insignificant . Ibe Soviet 
Union is the most convenient sou-rce of some I _ranian imports and the best 
market for some of Iran's exports. Exports to the bloc in order of value 
were wool, raw cotton, lead ore, goat and sheep skins . fisb and fish 
products. Imports were iron and steel, cotton textiles , timber, weaving 
and mining machinery, and paper and paper products. In sum , a problem 
with exports. especially for Northern Iran. 

TUrkey 

Turkey in 1960 exported 12.2% of total exports to the 
Sino-Soviet blocj imported 9.lX of total imports f rom the Bloc. East 
Germany accounted for less than 2% of Turkey t s total trade and there is 
no recorded trade with Communist China. Exports to the European Soviet 
Bloc (USSR plus European satellites ) accounted for 24% of Turkey's tobacco 
exports in 1959 , Turkey's principal ezport commodity. Fruits, nuts. 
vegetables and cotton are also significant exports to the Bloc . In 
sum, a problem f or Tutkish tobacco exports. 

Japan ' s imports in 1959 from the Soviet Bloc were l ! 4% of 
_ total imports and exports to the Bloc l.2% of total exports. Japanese 

trade with East Germany and Communist China is negligible. The prinCipal 
effect of an embargo on trade with the Sino-Soviet Bloc would be to close 
to Japan avenues of petentlal increases in her international trade. No 
significant problems for Japan . 
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Australia 

Australia's imports f rom the Sino~Sovlet Bloc were Ip 
1959~60 les8 than 11 of total imports and exports to the BLoc 5.21 of 
total exports. Communist China haa been aS8uming a more important role 
recently In purchases of Australian wheat and wool • 
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Estimated Impact of Western 

Econo~c Sanctions Against the Sino- Soviet Bloc 

The Problem 

The problem is to estimate the likely impact of a total embargo 
imposed, alternatively, by the United States, or the Western Allies 
(NATO plus Japan), against: 

a . The Sino- Soviet Bloc countries as a vhole, or 
b . The USSR and its European Satellites, or 
c. East Germany 

Strategic Aspects of the Bloc Economics 

The Sino-Soviet Bloc countries 8 8 a whole comprise a formidable 
and l argely self- sufficient economic unit . Their combined populat i on 
1s nearly one billion and gross annual output 1s nov over $350 billion. 
The primary objectives of economic activity are the development and 
maintenance of military strength, and rapid industrial growth, which 
has been averaging about 10 per cent a year. 

The countries of the Bloc have conSistently pursued a policy 
of attaining maximum economic independence from the West. This policy 
has been tempered by the desire to draw on the Western nations for 
advanced technology embodied in industrial equipment, and on the rav 
material resources of the Free World for those few co~dities which 
either are not present i n the Bloc at all or else are in insurf icient 
quantities -- natural rubber, copper and certain agricultural products. 

Total Sino-Soviet Bloc imports in 1960 amounted to nearly $15 
billions, of vhich less than $5 billions or one- third vas f r om the 
Free World, reflecting the policy of avoiding dependence on non
Communist powers. Of Free World trade , 50 percent was with the NATO 
countries and Japan . Since the death of Stalin, there has been a 
trend of increasing imports from the West, particularly in the case 
of the USSR, which is nov i mporting roughly up to the limit of 1 ts 
ability to pay . 

-1-
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Because of the highly diversified resource base of the Sino-Soviet 
Bloc economies, considered in the aggregate, and their generally advanced 
state of industrialization, the economic effects of a trade and transport 
embargo would be minimal. in the long run. However, the short- run 
disruption would be significant, particularly to the attainment of some 
key industry goals of the USSR's current Seven-Year Plan (1959-65), 
Additionally, the chronic food deficit of the European Satellites is 
currently compounded by the food shortage of Communist China, so that 
the 10s8 of planned imports of Free World gratn would have some 
additional disruptive effects within the Bloc. 

Estimated IsPaet of a Unilateral Embargo by the United States 

The United States already maintains a complete embargo on trade 
with Communist China, and also a higher level of restrictions on 
exports to the European Bloc than do the Western European countries. 
Other U.S . measures which restrict trade nth the USSR are the denial 
of Mbst-Favored-Nation tariff treatment and the provisions of the 
Johnson and Battle Acts which prohibit governmental and private loans. 
For these reasons, the volume of U.S . trade with the Communist world 
is small and non- strategic in nature. 

Total exports of the United States to the Communist Bloc 
amounted to only $193 .4 mi1l1ons 1n 1960. Of th1s total, $143.1 
millions, conSisting primarily of grain and raw cotton, went to Poland . 
The comparatively large volume ot shipments to Poland is a reflection 
of our policy to assist that nation in maintaining the measures of 
freedom and independence from Soviet domination thus far achieved. An 
embargo on either the Sino- SoViet Bloc or the USSR and its European 
Satellites would, of course, cut off these agricultural products to 
Poland. This would decrease Poland ' s freedom of negotiation with the 
USSR, but would not impose any serious problems on the Bloc as a Whole 
as long as other Free World suppliers remain available. 

U. S. exports to East Germany amounted to $3 . 9 millions in 1960, 
of wbich almost two thirds were steel, largely sheet. This is less 
than one per cent of East Germany's steel consumption, and apart from 
some administrative inconvenience in adjusting suppliers, no economic 
effects could be expected from embargo. 

U.S . exports to the USSR amounted to about $39 millions in 1960, 
and were composed largely of textile machinery and steel products. The 
denial of textile and other civilian machinery in such 1imi ted quantities 
would have little economic effect on the USSR because virtually identical 
equipment is available in Western Europe. The steel products going to 
the USSR are, it is believed, not for strategic purposes but for "the 
production of civilian goods. U. S . steel accounts for about 5 per cent 
of such Soviet imports from NATO countries, and is not a significant 
addition to total USSR availabilities . 
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Estimated Impact of a NAXO (plus Japan) 

Embargo on the Sino- Soviet Bloc Countries 

The Bloc Wide Case 

Under generous assumptions of impact , the economic 10S6 whicb the 
NATO countries (including Japan) could impose on the Sino- Soviet Bloc 
through embargo would be about $4 billions. 'lbe denial of the $700 
miilion of imports currently moving to the USSR, the $1.. 2 billion 
flaYing into the European Satelll tea and the $500 million currently 
being imported by China would cause an immediate decline in output in 
the Bloc as a whole and most of the loss of $4 billions , or about 2 
months growth, would be felt in the first six months following the 
imposition of the embargo. Recognizing the alternatives which actually 
would be open to the Bloc, the fact that, in part, denied imports of 
steel, machinery, etc., could be obtained in non- NATO countries such 
as Sweden, Austria, and Switzerland, and recognizing the possibilities 
for substitutions from Bloc sources, the actual l oss expected would be 
smaller than this . The major burden would be felt by the European Bloc . 

At present levels the seaborne foreign trade of the Si~Soviet 
Bloc is nearly 100 million tons annually, of which almost 65 percent 
roves on Western, primarily NATO shipping . '!he imposition of economic 
sanctions would reduce this volume nearly by half allowing the Bloc to 
carry, on its own vessels, over 60 percent of the reduced total. To 
carry the remainder would require about 2 million deadweight tons of 
shipping which the Bloc would have to charter from non-NATO sources. 
The most readily available nOD- NATO shipping is represented by the 
tramp neets of Panama, Liberia, Honduras, Sweden, Finland, and 
Yugoslavia . These fleets total over 20 million DW'l' and the Bloc should 
have little trouble charter ing the 2 million DWT which it would need . 

The Chinese Case 

There are no strategic or vital industrial impor ts from NATO 
countries into Communist China that cannot be r eplaced by imports from 
the Soviet Bloc or other Free World countries . Two Chinese imports, 
grain and chemical fertilizers, would be seriously affected by an 
embargo by the NATO powers partiCipated in by Australia and Japan. In 
order partially to overcome the effects of two successive bad harvests, 
China has contracted to buy more than 5.5 million tons of grain 
(primarily wheat) from Canada and Australia during 1961 . In recent 
years, Chinese import of chemical fertilizer from NATO countries has 
been nearly one million tons annually, or about one- fourth of total 
domestic supplies . 
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If Chinese trade with NATO, Australia, and Japan were terminated, 
it 1s unlikely that either the grain or chemical fertilizer imports 
could be replaced by imports from the Soviet Bloc. It ~ould not be 
possible for China to replace the bulk of these grain and fertilizer 
imports directly from other countries in the Free Wor ld} and aqy 
attempts to obtain these imports through an intermediary would be 
extremely difficult. The only major wheat exporter not participating 
in the embargo would be Argentina. Exports of wheat from Argentina 
have declined sharply in recent years , and on 1 June 1961 the total 
supply of wheat in Argentina available for export and carryover was 
only one million tons. China could Bubsti tute rice imports f r om 
Burma and other countries for perhaps a quarter of the planned imports 
of wheat from Canada and Australia, although it would be more difficult 
for China to obtain the same favorable credit terms for rice that now 
apply to its purchase of wheat . 

The loss of grain imports and fertilizers would compound already 
critical food shortages, although probably the regime would impose 
severe rationing which would provide adequately for the party, the 
military establishment and the industrial labor force. 

The Soviet Bloc Case 

If economic sanctions are levied only against the USSR and the 
European Satellites leaving China free to carry on foreign commerce, 
the aggregate impact estimated above is obviously lessened by the 
amount of damage estimated for the Chinese econo~. As for the impact 
of the sanctioos against the USSR and the European Satellites, it would 
r~10 about the same as in the case of sanctions against the entire 
Bloc . I t is not likely that the availability of Western markets to the 
Chinese alone would be any more than a fairly long- run advantage to the 
USSR and the European Satellites . 

The i mpact of an embargo would fall unevenly on individual sector s 
of the Soviet econo~. In spite of the general validity of Khrushchev ' s 
repeated assertions that "in our economic development we rely wholly on 
the internal forces of our country, on our resources and possibilities . 
Irrespective of whether or not we shall trade with western countries . . 
the implementation of our economic plans . . . will not in the least be 
impeded," it 1s clear that it will be difficult for the Soviet econo~ 
to fUlfill certain k~ investment plans without recourse to imports from 
NATO countries. 

Pursuant to the requirements of the Seven-Year Plan, Soviet imports 
during 1961- 65 will continue to focus on machinery and equipment particularly 
for the chemical industry, for rail and water transport, and for light and 
food processing industries. Other Soviet import priorities include 
metallurgical equipment, metalcutt1ng machine tools, eqUipment for the 
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electronics industries, and all field equipment, particularly large 
diameter pipe for all and gss transmission . The priority expansion of 
the chemical and petrochemical industries postulates substantial imports 
of chemical equipment, particularly for plastics and synthetic fiber 
production, to compensate for lagging technol ogy and inadequate 
manufacturing capacity in the domestic machine building industry. 

Plans for modernizing and improving Soviet transport capabilities 
an essential element of the over-all Plan -- call for sizeable imports of 
merchant shipping and railway equipment to effect a saving in domestic 
plant expenditures. Similarly, the more rapid growth in consumer goods 
production, only recently reiterated by Khrushchev as a priority objective 
of the current Plan, is based in part on substantial imports of textile 
and food processing equipment to obviate the need for extensive domestic 
investments i n research and development by providing up- to-date plants and 
installations. 

Most of the import requirements generated by the Seven-Year Plan 
will be satisfied, as in the past, in trade with the Sino- SoViet Bloc. For 
the fulfillment of plans for certain industrial sectors, however, imports 
from NATO countries are significant . For example , without i mports of 
chemical equipment and technology f rom NATO countries (such imports have 
increased more than tenfold between 1956 and 1959 ) prospects for fulfillment 
of planned output in fertilizers, plastics, synthetic fibers and synthetic 
rubber, are doubtful. Khrushchev himself has admitted that imports from 
capitalist countries, primarily from the U. S. , the U.K. and West Germany, 
would provide the USSR with "quicker fulfillment of its program for the 
construction of new chemical enterprises without wasting time on creation 
of plans and mastering of the production of new types of equipment." In 
sum, NATO denial of certain kinds of chemical equipment to the Soviet Bloc 
(and in spite of the diverSion of such imports to ot~er sources of supply) 
would impede production of the required product mix of equipment for the 
Bloc chemical industry, principally because of the technical problems 
involved in developing new chemical equipment, plant and technology. 

Similarly, while imports of rolled steel from NATO countries have 
supplemented domestic production, such imports in 1960 have accounted 
for little more than 2 per cent of total Soviet supply (a larger share of 
Satellite SUPPly) and overall Soviet plan goals tor crude and rolled steel 
are not contingent on imports from NATO. For specific steel shapes, 
however, imports are a considerably larger share of Soviet supply. 
Completion of the ambitious Soviet pipeline program with its requirements 
for large diameter pipe have-imposed a lieavY burden on Soviet Bloc' 
steel producers . It is likely that the Bloc Will face deficits in the 
production of large diameter pipe at least through 1963 and possibly 
through 1965 and beyond - - shortfalls for which the Bloc will have to 
compensate by imports of pipe from NATO countries if it is not to sutfer 
delay in its pipeline program. 
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The disruptive effects of a NATO embargo on food exports to the 
Soviet E[oc could be minimal, we r e it not for the large requirements of 
Communist China. The USSR continues to be a large overall net exporter 
of grain, with the chronically food-deficit Satellites accounting for 
about three-quarters of the principal agricultural commodities exported 
by the USSR. With the exclusion of China, a NATO denial of grain 
exports to Eastern Europe (NATO exports of grain to the USSR, almost 
exclusively from Canada, are relatively small and destined largely for 
its more remote far- east regions) could be compensated by a diversion 
of Soviet grain shipments from NATO countries to Eastern Europe . In 
the two-year period 1959- 60, the Soviet net export position in grain 
to the NATO area was approximately equal to the Satellite net deficit 
position with the same area. Again excluding Chinese requirements, the 
diversion of Soviet grain shipments to Eastern Europe, and Satellite 
food exports from Western to Bloc recipients, coupled with increased 
purchases of sugar, rice, tropical fruits and vegetables and other 
foodstuffs from underdeveloped areas, could do much to mitigate the 
disruptive effects of NATO sanctions. 

The impact of the denial of NATO shipping to the USSR and the 
European Satellites in similar to that estimated for the entire 81no
Soviet Bloc except that the amount of shipping which the Bloc would 
have to charger from non-NATO countries would only be about 1 . 5 million 
DWT. This amount would be readily available among the tramp fleets of 
non- NATO countries . 

'lhe embargo would be expected to have no impact on the Soviet 
military program. Some redirection of investment activity would be 
expected in order to compensate for the loss of capital goods imports 
from the NATO countries. The effect would probably be focused mainly 
in the Soviet consumer goods industries, and perhaps housing as 
resources were diverted to maintain the Soviet military program and to 
supply the industrial material needs of the Satellites . Depending 
upon the degree of dislocation that stems from the readjustment process 
and the extent to which the USSR fills Satellite needs, the overall 
impact upon Soviet economic growth would range from negligible to a 
very small decline. It is probable that the Soviet consumer would 
bear the brunt of any such decline. 

The East German Case 

Despite East German official announcements suggesting the 
contrary, only a very marginal reduction in current dependence on 
i mports from NATO countr1es as a whole has been affected by means of 
changes in East German economic plans and foreign trade arrangements 
since the latter part of 1960. The East German regime apparently has 
been forced to adopt a policy of only gradual reduction in the range 
of commodities for which the East German econo~ is entirely or mainly 
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dependent on NATO countries . In order to reduce greatly its current 
dependence on imports of key commodities -- particularly steel -
East Germany and other Soviet Bloc countries would have had to make 
economic adjustments, incurring costs equivalent to a substantial 
portion of the 10s5 from an embargo. 

Shipments from NATO countries continue to represent approximately 
one- sixth of total East German imports. As before, a significant 
portion of these imports consists of commodities which are of special 
importance to the East German economy and are in short supply within 
the Soviet Bloc . East German dependence on NATO also remains significant 
for imports of new technology . Although West Germany continues to 
provide by far the major portion of East German imports from Western 
Europe, the relative importanee of trade with other NATO countries has 
increased significantly. These countries currently are providing a 
substantially larger share of the most important commodities imported 
by East Germany from NATO -- steel, particularly high quality steels, 
chemicals, and machinery (including equipment for whole chemical and 
metallurgical plants). 

I t is doubtfUl that other industrialized Western countries 
(Austria, Sweden, and Switzerland) would be able to provide these goods 
in the amounts and types adequate to the fUlfillment of East German 
needs now covered by supplies from NATO countries. The necessity to 
concentrate purchases in a few markets would add significantly to 
East Germany's marketing problems. 

East Germany, therefore, would probably suffer Significant 
economic losses in the event of a NATO embargo. In December 1960 it 
was estimated that the total loss to the East German economy during 
the first six months following a general NATO embargo would perhaps 
approximate $250 million or, at an annual rate of $500 million, 
approximately two- thirds of one year's increment to total industrial 
output (or one-half of one year's increase in gross national product) . 
Failure to receive current imports from NATO of metallurgical products 
and materials could result in a decline of approximately 10 percent in 
East German supplies of finished steel . A cut of 10 percent in steel 
supplies could result in a proportionate cut in the output of the 
engineering industries, a cost of about $250 million on an annual basis. 
The cost resulting from the loss of other bottleneck items might 
increase this BmOUllt to $400 million . The denial of the remainder of 
East German imports might create an additional loss in the value of 
output on the order of $100 million . 
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These estimates represent only a general order of magnitude 
and, as such} arc a reasonable measure of current East German 
vulnerability. However, as a result of improved contingency 
planning, which 1s presumed to be more comprehensive and specific 
thaD before} and assuming broad support from the rest of the Bloc, 
the duration of the period of substantial economic disruption bas 
probably been reduced somewhat from 6 months to perhaps 4 or 5 
months. Economic losses would then decline steadily until a new 
structure of priorities, permitting supplies of commodities once 
again to be in balance with requirements for them, had been 
achieved. 

CIA/ ORR 
16 July 1961 
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Memorandum for All Holdara of 
Documents Prepared in l •• ponse to 
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July 14, 196111 , located at the third {rca last page of 

the documents contained under Annex 8. 
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NATO (Including Japan) Exports to Sino-Soviet Bloc 
(Millions of U.S . dollars) 

January-September 1960 !I 

Per- Em-opean Per- European Per- Per- Communist 
Bloc cent Bloc cent Satellites cent USSR cent Far East 

Total 1,097.4 100.0 1,414·3 100.0 §21..:2. 100.0 546 .8 100 .0 283 ·1 -- -- --
Food l Beverages, 

Tobacco , Fats & Oils 209 ·9 12 209·3 15 171.1 20 38·2 7 0.6 

Crude Materials I ined-
ible, including Fuels 194 ·4 II 170.4 12 99 ·9 12 70 ·5 13 24.0 

Chemicals 191.6 II 133·7 9 96 ·5 II 37 ·2 7 57 ·9 

Manufactured Goods 695 .7 4l 529·0 37 315·3 36 213 ·7 39 166.6 

Of Which - Iron 
and Steel (423 .1) (25) (337.5) (24) (181.4) (21) (156 .0) (28) (85.7) 

Machinery and 
Transport Equipment 386 ·7 23 354.4 25 171.3 20 183·1 33 32·4 

Other & Miscellaneous 
Transactions 19·1 17·6 1 13·4 1 4 .2 1 1.5 

1/ Data for Japan are for year 1960 . 

NOTE: Figures may not add to totals because of rounding. 

SOURCE: OEEe Statistical Bulletin, Series C. January-September 1960 . Foreign Trade of Japan 1960. 
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NATO (Including Japan) Exports to SinoMSoviet Bloc - January-September 1960 1::./ 
(Millions of U.S. dollars) 

Per- European Per- European Per- Per- Communist 
Bloc cent Bloc cent Satellites cent USSR cent Far East 

Total 2,218·5 100 .0 1,935 ·4 100 .0 1, 388· 7 100.0 ~ 100.0 283 ·1 

Food, Beverages, 
Tobacco I Fats & Oils 264.1 12 263.5 14 225 ·3 16 38·2 7 64.1 

Crude Materials, ined-
ible, including Fuels 228.1 1 204 .1 10 133·6 10 70·5 13 24.0 

Chemicals 266.2 12 208.2 11 171.1 12 37 ·2 7 57 ·9 

Manufactured Goods 946.4 43 779·8 40 566.1 41 213·7 39 166.6 

Of Which - Iron and 
Steel ( 375 .1) (17) (289.5) (15) (133.4) (10) (156 .0) (28) (85.7) 

Machinery and 
Transport Equipnent 492 .1 22 459.7 24 276 .7 20 183.1 33 32 .4 

other & Miscellaneous 
Transactions 21 ·7 1 20 .1 15·9 1 4.2 1 1.5 

!J Data for Japan and for year 1960 . 

NOTE: Figures may not add to toals because of r ounding . 

SOURCE: OEEC Statistical. Bulletin, Series C. JBllUary- September 1960· For eign Trade of Japan 1960. 
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Total 

Food, Beverages, 
Tobacco , Fats and 011s 

Crude Materials , inedible 
except Fuels 

Mineral Fuels , Lubricants 
and Related Materials 

Chemicals 

Manufactured Goods 

Of Which - Iron and 
Steel 

Machinery and Transport 
Equ.ipment 

other Mer chand1se and 
Miscellaneous Transactions 

• S-E- C-R-E-T 

NATO (Including Japan) Trade with Sino-Soviet Bloc, 1959 

(Millions of U.S. dollars ) 

NATO Exports 
Per- European Per- EUropean 

Bl.oc cent Bl.oc cent Satellites 

1,874.0 100.0 1, 527 ·0 100 .0 1,080 .0 

250·7 13 ·4 250 .0 16 .4 198 ·0 

197 ·5 10·5 177 ·8 1l .6 134·0 

30.4 1.6 3C .1 2.0 3C.1 

243 .1 13·0 142 .6 9 ·3 119 ·8 

739 ·6 39·5 543.5 35 ·6 359·4 

(393-9) (21.0) (306 .8) (20 .1) (190.0 ) 

393 ·0 21.0 366 .2 24.0 226.1 

19 ·7 1.1 16.9 1.1 12·7 

S-E-C-R -E-T 

Per- Per-
cent USSR cent 

100 .0 447 ·0 100.0 - -

18.3 51.9 1l.6 

12.4 43.9 9.8 

2 .8 

1l.1 22 .8 5·1 

33·3 184 .1 41.2 

(17.6) (1l6 .9) (26.1 ) 

20·9 14C .1 31.3 

1.2 4.2 0·9 
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NATO (Including Japan) Trade with Sino-Soviet moe, 1959 (continued) 

(Millions of U.S. dollars ) 

NATO Imports 
Per- E>..lropean Per- furopean Per-

Bloc cent moe cent Satellites cent 

Total 1, 981.0 100.0 1,735 .4 100 .0 1,023 ·7 100.0 

Food, Beverages, 
Tobacco, Fats and Oils 494 ·7 25 ·0 432 ·9 24.9 316 ·9 31 ·0 

Of Which - Wheat (81.4) (4.1) (81.4) (4.7) (26.7 ) (2 .6) 

Crude Materials , inedible 
except Fuels 518 .1 26 .2 402 .4 23·2 121.8 11·9 

Mineral Fuels, Lubricants 
and Related Materials 355 ·5 17 ·9 344 .6 19 ·9 180.6 17·6 

Of Which - Coal (149 .4) (7 ·5) (139 .0) (8 .0 ) (97.6) (9 .5) 
Petroleum (204.9) (10 . 3) (204.5) (11.8) (81.8) (8 .0) 

Chemicals 118 ·5 6 .0 110 ·5 6.4 78· 5 7·7 

Manufactured Goods 375 .6 19·0 333 ·7 19 ·2 226.3 22 .1 

Machinery and Transport 
Equipment 98·1 4·9 98 ·0 5·6 88.1 8.6 

Other Merchandise and 
Miscellaneous Transactions 20 ·7 1.0 13·2 0.8 11·5 1.1 

NarE: Figures ~ not add to totals because of rounding . 
SOORCE: U.S. Department of COIIDllerce, country by colIlllOdity series 1959· 
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Per-
USSR cent 

711.6 100.0 --

116.0 16 ·3 

(54.7) (7-7) 

280.6 39.4 

164 .1 23 ·1 

(41.4) (5·8) 
(122·7) (17 ·2) 

31 ·9 4·5 

107 ·4 15 ·1 

9·9 1.4 

1.8 0 .2 



RECOMMENDED ALLIED FORCE CONTRIBUTIONS 

It lies within the capabi lity of the NATO powers to bring about 
a large increase in their non-nuclear mi litary strength. Some in
creases in strength could be managed within several weeks; within 
six months a maj or im provement in the basic military situation in 
Central Europe could take place. The key to the potential change 
lies in the ground forces. 

At the present time there are 192/3 active NATO divisions 
( inc luding 5 U.S . Divisions) on the central front In Europe. Many 
of the 142/3 non-U.S. Olvislons are far below strength, poorly 
equipped and with inadequate stocks. The opposing Soviet ground 
strength amount s to 20 divisions. Most importantly, the ability 
of the Soviet Union to mobilize addit ional forces and move them 
into Central Europe far exceeds that of the NATO forces . At M/30 
days, the Soviet Union would have 55 well-equipped divisions in 
the central area with others in reserve against a total of perhaps 
30 to 33 mos tly poorly equipped divisions on the NATO side. In 
any case, the NATO stock levels would probably not be adequate for 
much more than 3 or 4 weeks of intensive combat. 

It is this disparity in ground strength that has both dic
tated - and in turn been influenced by - NATO's basic strategy; 
to plan on resorting to nuclear war, general war, at the outset 
of a war wi th the Sovie t Union. The policy has been almost 
exclusively deterrence oriented, with relatively little regard 
for the political o r military objectives of any conflict that 
might, nevertheless, occu r. 

The program of act i on the U.S. proposes for its NATO Allies 
has two parts: First, the U.S. would call upon its Allies to 
br ing their ground forces in Cent ral Europe up t o the level 
called for in the MC-70. the agreed NATO force posture . Second, 
additional divisions wou ld be in reserve avai lable for call-up. 
(The extra divisions would be approxlmztely those now in 1st 
Echelon status: equipped reserve forces avai lable in 30 days . ) 
The following table summarizes the forces now in place and those 
desired in the build-up: 

NATO Forces on Central Front 

(See next page) 
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NATO Forces on Central Front~ 

Tota l 
Mini mum Wi th Additional Total 
Additional Minimum Forces De s ired 

Present Recommended Increa se Desired Forces 

U. s. 5 ~2 7 f~ 11~ .. ,,'+ 8 France 2 f2 
Germany 6 f3 9 "3 12 
Belgium 2 2 2 
Netherlands 2 2 2 
U. K. 7/3 ,,1 3 1/3- 2/3 4 
Canada 1/3 "2/3 1 1 

19 2/3 8 2/3 28 1/3 11 2/3 Ii5 

'I: In addition, Italy would be asked to have two divisions available 
for call-up . Countries on the Northern and Southern flanks wou ld 
be encouraged to increase their state of readiness to ~he maximum 
extent without increased U.S. aid. 

All NATO Central Region Countries plus Canada 

1. Rai se training and equipment le vels in existing active units. 
2. Prepare to bring to combat readiness the forces needed to 

complete their 1st echelon units. 
3. Extend terms of service to mini mum of 18 months . 
4. Retain technical spec ialists in service . 
S. Improve their logistical support and accelerate procure

ment of stocks for non-nuclear action. 
6. At an appropriate time transfer operationa l command of 

se lected forces to NATO commanders. 

Germany 

I. Put 12 divisions in combat ready condit ion. 
2. Increa se German procurement in the U.K. 
3. Prepare to block the Baltic exits. 
4. Accelerate actions leading to Jo int U.S.-German use of 

logistic facilities. 

France 

I. As shown in table. deploy in Central Europe 2 additional 
H-Day divisions for a total of 4. 

2. Allow storage of U.S. nuclear warheads in France. 
3. Ma ke available additional bases and training areas. 

especially to FRG and U. S. 
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United Kingdom 

1. Suspend reduction in British armed forces 
2. Have assured rapid ability to fill SAOR units on short 

notice. 
3. ItDprove logistical support and conmunications capabi I i ties . 
4. Prepare to block the Baltic exits and assist in manning 

the G~ I &nd- l celand-U . K. barrier . 

Belgium-Netherlands 

I . Fill up existing two divisions of each country. 
2. Netherlands, at an appropriate time, deploy forces 

forward into Germany. 

From a military viewpoint, the full cooperat ion of a ll NATO 
members is highly des i rable but on ly that of West Germany i s vita l. 
The ready troop strength of the FRG as we l l as geograp~y make the 
application of military force, air or ground, toward Berlin 
infeasible without full German cooperation . France ' s coope ration 
Is almost as necessary; without it any military action would be 
severely hampered; U,S, air operat ions and logistical support 
would be severely dislocated. British coopera t ion is less essentia l . 
However, lack of British cooperation would reduce the avai lable 
ground and especially a i r strength, and it wou ld significantly 
interfere with the U.S. air capability. On the o t her hand, all 
the Allied forces that could be cal led into effective being In 
the time available could be we l l used . Each Increment of added 
force would widen the range of military options. 

3 
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IMPROVED POSITION ANTICIPATED FROM 
U.S. AND ALLIED MILITARY BUILD-UP 

What deterrent and related po11t1cal effects and ~at 
opportunities tor action nat available from present strengths 
can be antlclpated' ss a consequence at the U.S. build-up pro
rtded ill "The Def'eJl8e Department RecaDlllended Program" and the 
allied build-up outlined in "Recommended Allied Force Contribu
tions. " 

Present strength does not 811pear 11kely, in itself, to deter 
the signing of a unilateral Soviet-GIR peace treaty, or to deter 
subsequent baruslng or blockading actions suttlcient to jeopardize 
the continued f'reed.cm ot Berlin. 

The only mi11tary action which present strengths make possible 
1s a gradual aeries of' probes culminating in a reinforced battalion 
sized effort which, it thrown back, would require us either to 
accept h\lmillatlon or to initiate nuclear action. In the meantime 
the NAXO tront remains vulnerable to sudden penetration by Soviet 
forces such as might present us Vith a tait accompli. 

The proposed U.S. and allied build-up would have important 
deterrent ettects upon the Soviet Union and important political 
effects upon our allies. 

Today Europe reels weak. and relatively defenseless. The 
Europeans picture an overwhelm1ne; number of Soviet d1T1sions and 
planes confronting NATO forces vbich they know to be less than 
NATO plans have called for and which they believe to be under
strength, badly trained and equipped and indifferently integrated 
into a caamon torce. They believe the only effective military 
action available to NATO rorces 1s nuclear action and they have 
little stomach tor a nuclear, war over Berlin. 

The Sov1.et Union believes it can exploit this sense of 
weakness either by securine; allied agreement to a def'acto 
recognition of the Ulbricht regime and an eventual surrender of 
Berlin through negotiation, or by unilateral actions in pursuit 
of its objectives. 

The proposed program. of U.S. and alUed build-up would. open 
wider options for military action, and would thereby create a 
basis for a reversal of the present sense of allied weakness, and 
for a substantial increase in the credibility of' Western capacity 
to take actions which would render the situation uncontrollable 
by the Soviet Union and dangerous to its basic interests. 
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Carried to caapletlon the U.S. and allied ~rogram 'Would make 
possible the deployment ot 37 allied divisions (1,500,000 men) 
including a substantl&l. force held in reserve, along the crucial. 
central front prior to the sending of a probe along the autobahn. 
These divhlons YOUld be supported by substantial. allied air 
power and by nuclear power generally superior to that of' the SOT1et 
Union. Even if the Soviet Union were to mobilize and deploy the 
maximum number of divisions w:h1ch it 1s believed the terrain and 
Soviet logisties could support on the central front, 50 to 55 
Soviet divisions (1,500,000 men), the Soviet Union would not have 
the margins necessary for assurance of rapid offensive success with 
non-nuclear weapons. 

From such a posture a large number of' opt1ons are opened to the 
West. A probe launched f'rClll such a position carries conviction of 
serious intent. If the Soviets were to throw it back, they could 
not be certain of' our response. We might initiate expanded ground 
action with the assurance that allied forces could not quickly be 
driven back. They must consider the possibility that we vould take 
the initiative in striking with surprise all East German airfields, 
or even air and missile installations in a deeper arc. They must 
reckon vtth the various alternatives of nuclear attack which would 
be open to us, including a surprise attack against Soviet air bases 
and missile installations in the USSR. 

The important paint, hawever, is that the West would have the 
option of init1ating large scale ground action which the Soviets 
could not throw back rapidly with conventional means. They could 
hardly believe that they could pursue large scale and continued 
ground action to a conclusion favorable to themselves without 
certain escalation to nuclear war . 

The most important resul.ts of a U.S. and allied build-up 
are, however, to be sought in the phase prior to a ground. probe. 
In view of the fact that military actions subsequent to a ground. 
probe became inherently uncontrollable by either side short ot 
general va.r, a ground. probe should be delayed until all. other 
courses have failed. A number or these other courses cannot be 
indef1Jlitely sustained. It therefore makes a great deal of 
difference to their probable effectiveness Whether they are 
undertaken against a background of continued Don-nuclear military 
wesltness or against a background ot graving mil.itary strength. 

Econarlc counter-measures which in themselves may be as 
harm1"'u.l. to the West as to the East gain added weight when they 
presage mil.ltary action should they, in themselves, not accomplish 
the desired resul.ts. 
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An airlift becomes more meaningful and enemy counter
measures les8 likely, 88SinSt a 'background of increasins 
military strength. Furthermore the contemplated 'build-up 
would give us substantially increased fighter cover for such 
an airlift, an increased baDlJer attack threat as:a1nst counter
measures, and an increased capacity tor .1nterdiction at Soviet 
troop movements. 

Naval harassments and even naval block.ad.1ns Bctions are 
more likely to be Bccamnodated to in a situation of growing 
strength than against a background of European weakness. 

In view of the stockpiled supplies in Berlin, 1DIDediate 
military response to harassments or blockade of the access routes 
may not be necessary. It therefore may be possible to delay 
actual deployment of U.S. divisions to Europe until such harass
ment or blockade bas begun. It should also be poss1ble to delay 
mobilization of European 1st echelon divisions until deployment 
of U.S. divisions to Europe has begun. In the meantime there 
would be a continuous improvement in the training, tilling up, 
and equippill8 of the NATO forces in being, an improvement in 
their deployment and in their air support. All such U. S. and 
allied actions would contribute to a long-run improvement 
of allied forces as well as to increased readiness for the current 
crisis. 
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ANNEX C 
Appendix 1 

lYaluation of the Likelihood of Allied Military Contributions 
!.!l2. 

Preparations of the Magnitude Indicated by the Department of Defense 

The Department of. Defense operations plan for use in the event that 
our access to Berl~n Is blocked envilsge, an ine~ea8ed Allied military 
effort of conairle%4ble dimensions. It may be assumed that this could 
not be j.ustUled to the satisfact10n of our Allies purdy 1n terms of a 
general need to strengthen NATO because of the deteriorating world 
situation but would have to be related to the Berlin contingency. 

Any aSlessment of possible Allied reaction within the Berlin context 
to an American request for milttary contributions and preparations on 
tbe scale indicated by the Department of Defense ~bould begin with two 
assumptions : 

1. Our Allies will insist on full equality both in discussion of 
courses of aetion and in the Making of decisions; 

2. Our Allies will prefer that military ground aetion be put 
at the end of any timetable of proposed Allied actions 
after ground aecess to Berlin is blocked. 

Apart from these two points , reactions will vary from country to 
country. The prevailing psychological climate at the time sueh a request 
were made would be an important factor. Unless our Allies are impressed 
with the same sense of urgency about Berlin and ahare a eommon analY6is 
with us as to how best to deal with the problem, they are unlikely to be 
willing to consider expenditures of the magnitude which would be r equired. 
There does not seem to be sueh a shared analysis at th e present time. 
Our NATO Allies generally feel that they have not been adequately consulted 
on Berlin contingency planning and are pressing for a greater role , making 
the point that they cannot be expected to make the neeessary sacrifices 
unle8s they participate fully in the diseussions. This does not mean that 
our European Allies do not appreciate the potentia l gravity of the Soviet 
threat, or the disastrous effects to NATO which could result from the 
loss of Berlin. During the period since November 1958, they have stead
fastly supported strong reaffirmations of the Western position on Berlin 
and of our determination to resist Soviet threats against that position . 
Whether out of Wishful thinking or out of a natural reluctanee to take 
politically painful deciSions, they are presently not likely to consider 
that a defense buildup of tbe magnitude indicated would be required to 
counter the Soviet threat. It seems unlikely that our NATO Allies will 
accept tbe rationale for such an effort without a great deal of debate. 
In any <C.8SSj we must be prepared to consult with NATO very fu lly if there 
ia to be any ehanee of success • 

The 
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The foregoing politicaL and psychological considerations are the 
primary factors. An additional element would be the view which each 
Allied Govern~ent would have of its own political , demographic, and 
economic capacity to make an additional military contribution on the 
scate suggested. It 1s not beyond the capacity of the European coun
tries, in an all-out effort, to make such contributions, but there is 
Little to suggest that, within the immediate future, the countries 
principally affected would be prepared to conSider anything of this 
sort without some new and dramatic development in the confrontation 
between the East and West. SubstantiaL amounts of MAP may also be 
necessary. 

At a Later stage, under situations of developing crisis, it might 
be possible to achieve a great deal more than at the present time . In 
fact, this is quite likely. NATO has experienced its periods of maxi~ 
mum expansion under conditions of relative duress. Our judgment is , 
however, that a request to the European countries of the scale indicated 
in the .onth of August. barring the dramatic new development indicated 
above, would not produce Allied willingness to make military contributions 
and preparations of a magnitude anywhere near that suggested by the De~ 
partment of Defense. 

France 

France is currently returning one division from Algeria and has indi
cated it i. returning a second about mid-August. The receptivity of the 
French toward making the remaining three divisions availahle to NATO would, 
of course, depend to a considerable extent on French evaluation of the 
urgency of the NATO requirement vis-a-vis the Algerian reqUirements. The 
divisions are available although probably poorly equipped for service on 
tbe continent. 

Germany 

Although Germany has 11 active divisions , only seven can be considered 
to have any immediate operational capability , and even these are inade
quately manned, trained and equipped (and , therefore , are listed as the 
equivalent of six by Defense) . We believe that the likelihood of the ad
ditional German contribution of three divisions is good , although the 
effectiveness of this addition would leave something to be desired. 

Considering the divisions Italy maintains above Me 70 requirements, 
an increase of two assigned to NATO appears feasible and the likelihood of 
their assignment is believed good given a s uitable psychological climate. 
As with the German troops, these additional troops woutd not be fully ef
fective for some time. 
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In our judgmenc , the prospects of obtatning the additional 2 213 
British divisions or even a substantial part thereof are not good , in the 
absence of a period of considerably heightened tension and resultant 
reversal of the trend of current UoX. defense policy. Balance of pay-
ments di££iculties would be en inhibiting factor of considerable importance . 

Canada. 

Canadian pla~s call for the remainder of the division of which the 
Canadian Army Brigade in Europe ta a part , to be deployed to Europe after 
M-day Whenever lift becomes available . De~pite these plans , we believe 
tbe Canadians would be most reluctant to make the transfer without !laome 
new and dramatic developments. II 

Other NATO Countries 

We agree with Defense that it would not be practicable to expect 
substantially increased contributions from any other NATO countriea 
except the United States. The Benelux countries and Greece and Turkey 
will be generally receptive to taking military actions cal led for by the 
Berlin eriais . Noeway and Denmark , on the other hand , will be difficult 
to convince , given their cautious approach to East~West issues. 
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ANNEX D 

POLITICAL TIMETABLE 

Introduction 

1. NSC action Memorandum No. 59 of July 14 requested (paragraph 4) 
that a political timetable b. prepared showing maasures to b. taken in 
the following thr •• periods : 

(a) Prior to the signing of a Soviet-CDR peace treaty; 

(b) Aftar the signing of the traaty but prior to the block!ng 
of Allied ace ••• through introduction of unacceptable 
control •••• ur •• ; and 

(e) Aftar blocking of ALLied ace •••• 

2. In addition, the Action He.orandu. reque.ted (paragraph 1) con
sideration of two alternative courses of action, &s follows! 

Cal An early request for $4-5 billion, Declaration of 
National Emergency, necessary taxes, stand-by control., 
etc .; and 

(b) An immediate request for $1-1.5 billion, without the 
other measures aentioned in (a). with a further re
quest later if necessary. 

A third alternative has been developed in the process of considering 
these two: 

ec) An early request for $4-5 billion for measures of long
term military preparedness, but without, at this time, 
a Declaration of National Emergency or the other measures 
listed in Ca). 

3. Since each of these three courses of action would result in a 
different timetable, at least in the early stages, this paper has been 
prepared in three .ections each of which is, in effect, a .eparate 
timetable : 

Tab 1 - Timetable for Course Ca) 

Tab 2 Timetable for Course Cb) 

Tab 3 Timetable for Course Ce) 

4. Ti.etable Ca) carrie. the course of action through all the stages 
mentioned in the Action Hesorandu. . Timetable. Cb) and Cc) cover only the 
first period since it is prinCipally at that time that the courses of action 
are likely to differ substantially. 

The que.tion is then discussed in each of these two Timetables whether 
and, if so, when the further courses of action set forth in Timetable Ca) 
would be entered into. 
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TIMBTABLE (.> 

Cour •• of Action (Par.graph l(a) of NSC Memorandum 59) 

tlA reque.t. about 2-3 w •• k, hence, for $4- 5 billion, with the nec.l9ary 

tax •• , .tend-by control. othar lestalation and declaration of N'tional 

r..ar.ancy." 

'tllt PItied .. prior to the .lgn1nl of the Dlas' treaty, 

Duration .. For planning purposes , fro. the pr •• ent until the end of 

Nov_bel'. 

CoAl for P,[io4 .. To convince the Soviet l,.dar.hip, througb a program 

of rapid sllttery buildup , that their course of action involving the 

signing of a •• parate peace treaty Is unwl.e, and to offer an alterna

tlva cour •• of actton . 

eo...nt .. The pariod will contain two highly s ignificant Soviet actions ' 

which vill influence the tiaing of Western activity. the Soviet call 

for a peace conference and the actual convening of the conference. 

The.e event. are included in the timetable to .how their relationship 

to certain We. tern .oves. Each of these steps .hou ld probably bring 

about e .tepping up of Western deterrent efforts. 
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Relevant Events 
and Devel opments Jul 

TOP 5~:CIU.;T 

SC UE.DU LE OF ACTIONS AND F.VI~NTS 

U.S, and Allied Actlona 

a, Decide in favor o( Alternative l(a) in National 
Security Action Memorandum No. 59 of JuLy 14, 
1961, as a bASic course of action. 

b. ConsuLt urgently with UK, France and Germany, 
initially with Presidential let tors to 
Macmillan, de Gaulle and Adenauer. 

e. Intensify detailod planning in the U.S, Government 
on all aspects of the course of action, in par· 
ticular. reaching decisions on the following: 

1. Early Negotiations - On the assumption 
that we may be required , by pressures 
which we would finp it imposs ible to re
sist, to negotiatd at some s tage before 
the Soviets are likely to have been 
affected by our deterrent effortG, what 
should be our policy toward a forum, 8 
negotio.ting position, etc, A discussion 
of the approaches we might consider is in 
Appendix A of this paper. They might in
clude an all-German or all-Derlin pLebi
scite, a modification of the 1959 Peace 
Plan, etc. 

2. Later Negotiations - At what point might 
we ourselves want to propose nego tiations 
either of the sor t that cou ld be expected 
to have some chance of r eaching agreements 
or of a delaying or propaganda nature. 
What s hould be the forum and the negotia
ting position. Appendix 8 to this paper 
cons i ders Various possibilities. One ap
proach to be considered \IIould be the c8111"ng 
of a Big-Four Foreign Ministers meeting in 
October to consider a German peace troaty. 

3. Contingency Planning· At what point should 
the degree of CDR control over our access 
be considered unacceptable. The two al
ternatives under consideration are: the 
"pee l-off" procedure, by which copies of 
allied military order s would be handed to 
the COR personnel without the latter 
s tamping or otherwis e controlling themj and 
the procedure now in effect, whereby control 
pers onnel (at present Soviet personnel) 
place a date-time stamp on the orders. 

d. Press planning and initiate Congressional Consul
tation on declaration of limited emergency, 
stand-by con trols, taxes. etc. 
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u . s . and Allied Actions 

a . Put into effect certain early steps of military 
preparation poss i ble prior to declaration of 
limited _ergency. (Military .easures 3 , 6, 
7, 9, 10, and 11 in the July 12 Integrated 
Timetable) • 

b. Initiate intensive civil defense , effort, par· 
ticularly in construction of fallout shelters . 

c. Initiate covert ... sure. lilted 1n Phase I in the 
July 12 Integrated Timetable. 

d. Initiate the inforaation progr .. 
July 12 Integrated TiMetable. 

described in the 
(It .. s 2-11>. 

e. (July 24- 31) Bring into NATO reports on economic 
counteraeasures and non- military counter
measures for consideration by NATO members . 
Simultaneously instruct our Ambassadors to 
NATO governments to stress at a high level 
the importance of these measures . 

f . Hold , in the last week of July , an intensive Four· 
Power Working Group s8ssion of one week's dura
tion to consider the subjects mentioned above 
for U. S. Covernment decision. 

g . Initiate steps to increase the Berlin stockpile 
in categories where supplies are substantially 
below one year ' s requirements . 

h. Reassess Allied capabilities for civilian (Q8AL) 
and garrison airlift for Berlin . Remedy any 
possible inadequacies . 

i. Hold a Western Four- Power Foreign Ministers Con
ference to review and make decisions on the 
report of the Four- Power Working Group session. 

j. Consult with NATO on the general lines of our 
program . 

k. Pres uming consultation with our allies is satis
factorily concluded , iss ue declaration of 
limited emergency*. In announcing it, emphasis 

* If this is done at a later tim., the military 
preparedness measures listed from this point 
on will be delayed accordingly. 
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I.elevant Events 
and Developaents 

At lome point in 
early August it is 
to be eapected we 
shall receive a 
reply or other reac
tion to our note to 
the Soviets. 

Au at 
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U,S. and Allied Actions 

should be put on need for long tera improve
ment of our military position in view of Soviet 
world-wide intentions, and on training of troops 
for improved readiness rather than on mobiliza
tion for this crisis. 

a. The Pr.lid.nt Ihould addr... the people, pOlsibly 
at a jOint session of Congress, putting our 
aetionl in p.rspeetive al dilcussed above in the 
it .. on .. ergency declaration. 

b. Extend term. of military serviee and incr .... draft 
ealls. 

c. When response to our note to the Soviet Union 
occurs. eonsultation with our Allies eoneerning 
it will be necessary. 

d. Bring 3 STRAF divisions to full readiness. 

e. Bring forces in Europe up to numerical and support 
strength. 

f. Begin mobilizing 4 ANG divisions. 

g. Begin calling up 21 Air National Guard fighter 
squadrons and 6 ANG transport squadrons. 

h. Retain naval vessels planned for deactivation. 

i. Increase SAC ground alert to SO percent. 

j. At this point, with our early negotiating position 
agreed upon, we should consider with our Allies 
whether to make publiC, prior to any negotia
tions a positive proposal, along the lines of 
that position, to appeal to public opinion. It 
would probably be well to have such a positive 
proposal before the public &s a focus for our 
information program, but other factors would 
have to be taken into account at the time. It 
might be the subject of a major speech by the 
Secretary, moving our deterrent effort into a 
positive phase to capitalize on the negative 
deterrent effect of other measures taken earlier 
in the month. Depending on the nature of the 
proposals, we may wish to wait until after the 
German elections. 
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Relevant Events 
and Developments 

September 3 -
German Expellee. 
Association meet. 
in West Berlin (This 
viII be treated by 
the Communists a9 a 
"provocation") • 

Sept8lllber 17 -
German Elections. 

September 19 -
UNGA convenes. 

Sometime in October 
the question will 
~ise of holding in 
est Berlin the first 

meeting of the new 
Bundestag. This has 
been traditionally 
held in Berlin, but 
will almost certainly 
be denounced by the 
CO'IIIUnists as a 
"provocation" • 

Au ust 

S. t 

Oct 
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U.S. and Allied Actions 

a. By the end of August ve should have determined, at 
lease preliminarily, whether we should take the 
Berlin issue into the Security Council-General 
Assembly In order to retain control of it, given 
the likelihood that some other country may do so 
in any case, in the forthcoming General Assembly 
session. 

b. Step up Civil Defense preparedness exercises. 

c. Increase amphibious and administrative sea lift. 

d. In view of the imminent covening of the UN General 
Assembly, we should consider having our Am
bassadors approach governments at a high level 
to restate our aims and policies in the most 
positive light . This approach would be af
fected by our decision on taking the Berlin 
issue into the United Nations ourselves. 

e. Following the German elections, determine whether 
we should propose negotiations in the form of 
a Foreign Ministers Conference to prepare for 
a peace conference or to consider the issues 
itself • 

f. Beyond this point, we must expect that the Soviet 
Union might at any time issue a call for a 
peace conference. We should therefore deter
mine in early October whether we wish to pro
pose negotiations prior to this action by the 
Soviets. 
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Relevant I~vents 

and Develnpmrn ts 

Comnunist Party Con· 
gress begins October 
l7. The Soviets 
might at about this 
tilne issue a call 
for a peace confer· 
ence. This would 
probably occur, if it 
occurred at All at 
this time , in connec
tion with the Commun
ist Party Congress. 
This event would 
change the situation 
appreciably . On the 
one hand it would be 
evidence that the 
Soviet Union contin-
ued to believe it 
could pursue success
;u11y its policy re
garding Berlin. On 
the other, it would 
provide opportunity 
for more vigorous 
maneuver by the West, 
consisting both of 
stepped-up military 
preparation and of 
exploitation of the 
positive elements of 
the Western public 
position . (The fact 
that the UNCA wos in 
session might prove 
helpful in this regard.) 
If the subject wore not 
yet bofore tho UN. the 
chances would be particu 
larly good that some 
country would introduce 
it at this ~tage . 

TO! ""'.!.!::I 
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Oct U.s. nnd Allhd Actions 

ft . Cftrry flu t with our Allies the steps which have 
been aGreed upnn a't r~' lInnse to the call for a 
pence cnnr~rpnce. At the present time. these 
consist of representations alnng at reed lines 
tn the countrios invited. representations 
along agreed lines to the Soviet Union and 
publishing of our notes to the Soviet Union 

b. Mobilize the Fourth Marine Division. 

c. Retain TAC air squadronG planned for deactivation. 

d. If tho post·electlnn situation in Germany warrants, 
commence coordinated covert and semi-covert 
action des igned to causo instability in East 
Cermany and other &as tern European countries 
(~hen peace conference announced). 

e . If the Communist Party Congress ends without t he 
Soviet Union calling a peace conference, and we 
have made no move to propose negotiations, we 
should consider ulth our AUies whether the time 
may not now bo propltious for serious East-Yest 
negotiations if there are other indications that 
the Soviet Union would be receptive to such nego
tiations. 
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Relevant Events 
and Developments 

If a peace conference 
hed been announced in 
October, it would 
likely convene some· 
time in November. 

If a peace conference 
had been convened 
earlier in the month 
the treaty would likely 
be signed tovard the 
end of the month. 

Nov . 

TOP SEClt I!'l' 
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U.S , and Allied Actions 

a. Activate additional naval vessels. 

b. Rai.e active fleet strength. 

c. Stop movement of dependents abroad and return 
dependents from Europe. 

Second Period • After the signing of a treaty and pefore fDv blocking of 
our access 

Duration • This might very well be a protracted period . The Soviets probably would 
turn over control of access to the CDR shortly after the treaty vas signed, althougb 
there might be an interim period of some duration. Following turnover, however, the 
COl might well permit our traffic to pass for months b.fore blocking it. For planning 
purposes, though, we should be in a position to deal with blockage as soon as the 
turnover occurs. 

Coal for Period • After the signing of the treaty and the turnover to the GDR of 
control of access, our goal will b. to establish the degree of control we believe 
acceptable and to convince the Soviet and East German leadership that it should 
not attempt to impose a greater degree of control . If the Soviets do not immedi
ately relinquish control, we should endeavor to persuade them to continue to refrain 
from doing so. 

Comment - This will ba a complez and difficult period. The fact that affairs have 
moved so far will indicate that the Soviet Union has not been appreciably moved by 
our deterrent efforts. Pressures upon us to make greater concessions than we be
lieve acceptable will grow. If negotiations have not as yet occurred, and take 
lace in this pertod, we shall likely be at a considerable disadvantage in conducting 

them. It will be more difficult to reach any sort of modus vivendi with the USSR 
after turnover of access control to the GOl, since the USSR will claim and to some 
eztent will be obligated by its own logic to insist that this can be worked out only 
with the CDR at that time. Thus the time between the signing of the treaty and the 
actual turnover will be the most fruitful part of the second period for attempts to 
resolve the problem in an acceptable way. 
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Relevant Events 
and Developments 

the Soviets 
vere determined to 
continue their 
course of action , 
turnover of access 
con tro I to the CDR. 
would likely occur 
shortly after signa
ture of tt. treaty. 

ee 
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U.S. and Allied Actions 

a. Presuming the peace treaty had been signed, we 
should put into effect the course of action 
agreed upon to deal with it. Present plans 
call for a Western Four- Power state .. nt, 
possibly a notice to the USSR on saintenance 
of Allied rights and Soviet obligations (Para 2 
of April 4. 1959 paper on Contingency planning). 
and endorsement of the Four· Power position by 
NATO. 

b. In the unlikely event that negotiations had not 
taken place as yet, urgent consideration would 
have to be given to the question whether they 
should not now be initiated. The negotiating 
position to be adopted would presumably be 
along the lines described in Appendix Bt al
though _any factors nov unforeseeable would 
have to be taken into account at this ti ... 

c. Deploy 2 division forces and appropriate air 
elements to Europe. 

d . Utilize all CLA-controlled and West German propa
ganda outlets, plus Briti sh and French if 
possible, to dramatize t he paramilitary buildup 
and capabi l ity to cause uprisings in Eastern 
Europe. 

e. Carry out sabotage of a more serious nature in 
Eastern Germany. 

f. Reveal t o Soviet intelligence U.S. training of 
p~ra-mi lltary forces for in fi ltration into 
East Ceraany and other Eastern European 
countries. 

g. Decisions would have to be made on the possible 
employment at this stage of global counter
.easures -- outside Central Eur ope - . to bring 
additional pressure on the Soviet Union to 
proceed no further <such measures 8S naval 
blockade and haras ... nts , air haras8 .. nts, etc.) . 
Various possible measures are listed in Annex B 
of the July 12 study. 

h. Upon turnover of access control to the CDR, the 
allies would impl ement the agreed plan for 
establishing a degree of control acceptable t o 
them. 

TOP SECIlE'!' 
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Third Period - After blocking of our access (i.e., introduction of 
unacceptable measures of control), 

Duration - Until the unacceptable control measures are removed or until 
general war occurs. 

Goal for Period - Our objectives will be to demonstrate conclusively our inten
tion to fight rather than submit to unacceptable controls, with the end that 
negotiation will be initiated under conditions as favorable to the vest as 
possible. 

Relevant Events 
and Developeents Jan U.S. and Allied Actions 

At 801M point follow· a. Upon the introduction of unacceptable measures of 
control, the decision will have to be aade 
whether our reaction will be to proceed with 
an airlift or attempt to open access on the 
ground (it is probable that this decision 

ing the turnover of 
access to the CilR. it 

s to be expected that 
be latter will intro

duce measures of con
trol unacceptable to 
us. This will likeJy 

will have been reached earlier on a contingency 
basis) • 

affect only Allied b. Institute airlift (if that is the decision) . 
access at this stag,. 

n 

e. Presuming our initial reaction is to be an airlift 
<as is likely) , a determination will have to be 
made as to the manner in which we should utilize 
the period of the airlift to move the question 
into some form of negotiation under conditions 
as favorable to the West as possible. 

d. Deploy 2 more division forces to Europe. 

e. Continue global countermeasures. 

f. Introduce a trade embargo against the Soviet or 
Sino- Soviet bloc. 

g. Complete deployment of 6~divislon force to Europe. 
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Course of Action (Paragraph l(b) of NSC MemorAndum 59). 

"As immediate xeguast fo~ $1- 1.5 billion. without controls, taxes, etc . , 

and a further reguest later. U neceasary.tI 

Firat Period - Prior to the signing of the peace treaty. 

Duration - For planning purposes, from the present until the 
end of November. 

Goal for Period. 1) To convince the Soviet leadership, through a 

eombination of gradual military preparedness measures and direct 

informal talks; Ca) that a continuation of their present policies viII 

lead to a long- run buildup of U.S. military strength; and (b) that the 

West will defend it, posttion in Berlin even at the coat of war • . 2) To 

offer them an alternative course of action. 

Ca.aent. The detailed items in this timetable are limited in the main 

to the period up througb the possible lnitial exploratory talks wlth tbe 

Soviet leadership. Pollowing this period, negotiations would presumably 

be considered along the lines spelled out in Timetable (4). At some point 

after the talks, also, the more int~nsive measures of military preparedness 

might be conSidered, dependi ng upon developments in the political sphere. 

Presumably these measuresl too would follow the general lines laid down 

in Timetable (a), although they would be occurring at a conSiderably later 

point in tbe development of the cri8is and might veIl proceed, therefore, 

at a different pace. This I s not sufficiently predictable now to make 

an attempt at detal' f!'r~ ~-:~ .. !<h.t llng f ruitful. 
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Relevant Events 
and Developments 

• 

Jul 
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SCHEDULE OF ACTIONS AND EVENTS 

U,S. and Allied Actions 

a. Decide to adopt the course of action described in 
paragraph l(b) of NSC Hemorandu. No. 59. 

b. Request of Congress an additional $1- 1.5 billion 
for military preparedness measures. 

c. Put into effect military preparedness measures 
which do not require a declaration of limited 
national emergency (military measures 1-15 of 
Phase t of the July 12 Integrated Timetable), 
A conclusion shOUld be reached, In addition, 
as to whether further measures are not legally 
possible on the basis of the existing state of 
emergency stemming from the Korean war. 

d. Initiate intensive civil defense effort, particu
larly in construction of fallout shelters. 

e. Initiate covert measures listed for Phase 1 in 
the July 12 Integrated Timetable. 

f. Initiate the information program described in the 
July 12 Integrated Timetable. (Itams 2 ~ 11) 

g. (July 24-31 ) Bring into NATO reports on economic 
countermeasures and non~military counter
measures for consideracion by NATO members. 
Simul taneously. instruct our Ambassadors to 
NATO governments to stress at a high level the 
irportance of these measures. 

h. Initiate steps to increaae the Berlin stockpile in 
categories where supplies are substantially 
below one year's requirements. 

i. Reassess Allied capabilities for ciVilian (QBAL) 
and garrison airlift for Berlin. Remedy any 
possible inadequacies. 

j. Reach a decision in tbe U.S. Government concerning: 

1. The manner and extent of Rdlitary pre
paredness to be carried out during the 
next few months &s a deterrent to SOViet 
action • 

2. The desirability of undertaking informal 
talks (not negotIations) with the Soviet 
leadership prior to undertaking extensive 
mobilization of men and resources; 
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U.S. and ALlied Actions 

3. The tactics and position to be taken in dis
cussions with the Soviet Union, if such dis
cussions are decided upon . One possibility 
to be considered is suggesting to the Soviet 
leaders in the course of the talks, or in 
negotiations following them , a solution along 
the lines of "Solution C" (Appendix C) . 

4. Early Negotiations - On the assumption that we 
may be required, by pressures which we would find 
it impossible to resist, to negotiate at some 
stage before the Soviets are likely to have been 
affected by our deterrent efforts , what should be 
our policy toward a forum, 8 negotiating pOSition, 
etc. A discussion of the approaches we might con
sider is in Appendix A of this paper. They might 
include an all - German or all-Berlin plebiSCite, a 
modification of the 1959 Peace Plan, etc. 

S. Later Negotiations - At what point might we our
selves want to propose negotiations either of the 
sort that could be expected to have some chance 
of reaching agreements or of a delaying or propa
ganda nature. What should be the forum and the 
negotiating position. Appendix A to this paper 
considers various possibilities . One approach 
to be considered would be the calling of a Big
Four Foreign Ministers meeting in October to 
con.ider an all-Cerman peace treaty . 

6. Contingency Planning - At what pOint should the 
degree of CDR control over our access be con
sidered unacceptable . The two alternatives under 
consideration are : the "peel-off ll procedure , by 
which copies of Allied military orders would be 
handed to the GDR personnel without the latter 
.tamping or otherwise controlling them ; and the 
procedure now in effect, whereby control per
sonnel (at present Soviet personnel) place a 
date-time stamp on the orders. 

a. Hold, in the last week of July, an intensive Four-Power 
Working Group session of one week ' s duration to con
sider the subjects mentioned above for U.S. Govern
lIIent deciSion. 

b. Hold a Western Pour-Power Foreign Ministers Conference 
to review and make decisions on the report of the 
Four-Power Working Group session. 

c. Consult with NATO on broad natura of our proposed course 
of action. 



'Relevant Events 
and Developments 

At some point in 
early Augus tit 
is to be expected 
we shall recieve 
a reply or other 
reaction to our 
note to the 
Soviets. 

• 

Au ust 

Se t - Oct 
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u.s . and Allied Actions 

a. If it is decided upon by the four powers to do so, 
initiate informal talks through Ambassador Thoap-, 
80n with Khrushchev. It would presumably be made 
clear to Khrushchev that we intend to undertake a 
fundamental long- range strengthening of our mili 
tary position if he pursues his announced course 
of action. Effort would be made to determine his 
expectations . and if the tenor of the talks 
seemed to warrant it suggestions could b. dis 
cussed for resolution of the problem. 

b. When response to our note to the Soviet Union 
OCCUTS p consultation with our Allies concerning 
it will be necessary . 

c . Further action would depend somewhat upon the assess
ment of Soviet intentions growing out of the talks 
with Khrushchev. Following these talks we would 
determine, in consultation with our allies, how 
to proceed. There would be two principal ques
tions : 

1. Negotiations - Presumably some form of 
negotiation would be desirable at some 
pOint almost regardless of the nature of 
the informal talks . The a lternative 
possibilities in type and timing of nego
tiations would remain roughly the same as 
those described in Timetable (8); 

2. Military Preparedness Measures - The de
cision would have to be made, in part on 
the basis of our evaluation of Soviet 
policy stemming from the talks , ~hether 
to take the step of declaring a limited 
national emergency and proceeding with 
more exetnsive preparedness measures , and, 
if so, when. If negotiations were to be 
held~ we would have the alternative of 
initiating such measures prior to our pro~ 
posal for negotiations , after the proposal 
but prior to the negotiations, during 't.he 
negotiations or following the negotiations 
(presuming the latter had failed). In any 
case, once begun the series of measures would 
probably proceed in the general manner des 
cribed 1n Timetable (a) foHowing the declara
tion of a national emergency. 
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TIMETABLE ( c) 

Courses of Action 

A request in the near future for $4-5 bLl110n for 1) long-range 

JDaUur es of mUUa.r..y prepared.naa.s w1.t.h.out, at this U.roe. a Declaration of 

Li mited National Emergency , taxes , stand- by controls or otber similar 

Ileawres ; aod 2) initial -.ea..urea of a more bmel::t1.ate na.tura to make 

possible If nec.saar, a rapid b9ildup of military 8trength later this 

year to deal with the Serlin Situation. 

First Period - prior to the signing of a peace treaty_ 

Duration - For planning purposes, fr~ the pretent until the end 

of November • . 

Gotl for Period - 1) to convince the Soviet leadership, through the 

initiation ot a lubstantial program of increased general military pre

paredn.ss coopled with intensive dtpla.atic activity : a) that a eontin

uation of their pre.ent policies viII lead to a long· run buildup of 

U.S. allitary strength; and b) that the West will defend ita position 

in Berlin even at the cost of war. 2) To offer the Soviet leadership 

an alternative course of aetion. 

CoaaeDt • This course of action will resemble that described in 

ti .. tabl e (b) except that there viII be taken in the first period initial 

steps in the direction of a long· range increase of U.S. military strength. 

This viII signi ficantly affect the subatance of public atatements and of 

our contacts with OU~ '111e8 and wi th the Sovieta. It may a180 affect 

our decision as to t he precise nature and time of our diplomatic movea, 

linee it cen be presumed that action of this sort will be l i ke l y to bave a 

greater deterrent effect upon the Soviet Union. Por purposes of the time

table, however, the cour •• of polittcal action will not differ lubatan

tially fro. Timetable (b). For this realon, and since the Defenae Depart

.. nt bas not yet completed it. progra. of actions for a seneral military 

buUdup, no saparate schedule of ..a.e.t1o.na ADd event. bas baen preparad. 
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APPENDIX A 
(To Political 11mecabla) 

EARLY NEGOTUTlONS 
• 

1. Any negotiations which might take place within the next few months 
are unlikely to lead to conclusive results barring aome early shift In the 
baste Soviet ........ nt of the aituation. W •• ight wish to get into such 
n.gatt.tiona &1~her beeauae of the pr ... ur •• o£ vo~ld opinion. the pressure. 
of our Al11ea , or because we our •• lve, felt that entering tnto discusalona 
constituted a necesaary part of our publie propaganda po.ture. W. might 
also wish to UI. them to gain time, to atTetch out the Pfogr ••• ion from 
.tage to ltage of the W •• tern prograa, and to define our objectlve. more 
clearly. Under such conditions. we .1ght envisage a conference of the kind 
tbrough which the Four Foreign Mintstera went in the spring and 8u .. ar of 
1959 at Geneva. In such & conference the Western Powers YOuld attempt to 
achieve as vida • public understanding and support of our positton through~ 
out the world as possible. They could also use the occasion to try to 
ascertain ao~clearly what the basic Soviet objectives might be and what 
might eventually be the outline of lome acceptable arrangement, but such an 
arrangement would probably not emerge a. a basts for negotiations during 
the conferenee itself. 

2. An important consideration at such a conference would be the propa 
ganda effect of Western propos.ls. The Western pOlition would, therefore, 
ideally display some t .. ginetlon and initlattve, yet at the same ttme not 
expose for premature rejection by the Soviets proposals which, at a later 
stege, the Weat aight wish seriously to consider as a basis for an arrange 
mant with the Soviets. Here would be the occas1on for presentation of a 
revised Western Peace Plan , an all Berlin proposal an all-German or all
Berlin plebiscite proposal , and other proposals with aome appeal to world 
public opinion but unlikely to be negotiable with the Soviets (drafts of 
tbese exi.t or , in the cas. of the Peace Plan, the Cerman Foreign Office i, 
preparing a streamlined verslon)a 

3. A .ajar dtfflculry 1n the .taglng of such a conference would be to 
have it break up under such conditions as would not accelerate the onset of 
the cri.ls. If the Western d6terrent bad not yet reacbed & point where the 
Soviets would at leaat besitate about pushing ahead ~th their threat to .lgn 
a peace treaty with the CDR, they would then p~esumably take action to call 
such a peace conference. 

4a An additional problem would be the inevitable wave of hopefulness 
which any conference or meeting viiI engender throughout the vorld. The 
counsels of r.laxation will be strong, and the Soviets may do their be.t to 
conjure up some ne" "spirit" such sa that of Ganeva (1955) or Camp DaVid 
(1959) to keep the West off-balance. But this sort of thing has never yet 
created pressures on Western leaders to grant unwis. conc •• aiona whicb tbey 
would oth.rwis. bave been able to resiat. 
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APPENDIX B 
(To Political Timetable) 

LATER NEGOTIATIONS 

1. A nec •• aary atarting point for any formulation of We. tern nego
tiating positions whleh might ultimately be negotiable with the Soviet., 
given lome degree of effecti •• n ••• of our deterrent, .ust b. some asses •• 
mant of Soviet intention. in tbe Berlin crisis. There are rwo competing 
theori ••• a to Soviet objective. (a) that they are using Berlin essen
tially as a lever to achieve a wider purpose of obtatntng recognition of 
the GDk and consolidation of the Satellite Bloc . and (b) that West Berlin 
t. a primary object in itself becau •• ita continuanee in ita present form 
Is so harmful to the East that it must b. eli.insted. The truth probably 
11.. in 60me combination of the two and the West must prudently ba.8 it. 
calculations on sueb an assesament. Berlin is inde6d a useful lever with 
which to attempt to gain a broader objectiye, Vbether it be tbe bolding 
of a aumait meetlng i a greater measure of recognition for the Got, or a 
stabilization of the stat~ guo In Eastern Europe. At th. same ti •• , 
West Berlin's role AS a channeL for the flow of refugees , a. a center of 
WesCern propaganda and intelligence activities and as a show· window which 
dramatically and daily highlights the relative lack of success 1n the East 
is sucb that the Soviets .. y feel that tbey cannot tolerate it for the in· 
definite future. 

2. If thi. analy.is is correct, the Western negotiating position 
.hould presumably contain two .ajor componente ' (al 80 •• all -Ger.an 
feature.; and (b) the elements of a satisfactory Berlin arrangement. 

3. If , through actions tak~ in the forthca.ing .onths the Western 
Powers can convince: the Soviet Union that to proce.d wit.h their announced 
course will involve a grave ri,k of thermonuelaar var, the SOviet. may be 
amenable to aom. sort of fac • • •• ving formula which would allow the status 
guo to resain substantially uncbanged while at the same time permitting 
tbem to clai_ that they had be.n able to carry out at least soma important 
features of their program. This contingency is probably an unrealistic one. 
and the most that can prudently be looked for is the kind of Soviet uncer
tainty the t.plications of which are discussed later . 

4. In the a.sumed optimum type of situation now being considered, 
however. it might be possible to achieve a taeit understanding with th. 
Soviets so that the clai.ed effeeta of their signing a .eparate peace 
treaty with the GDR would b. mitigated to the extent of presarving tha a ••• n
tlals of the Wastern position in Berlin without an explicit new agreement. 
Assuming tbe SOViets coaaitment to a peace treaty with the CDR to be an im
portant one for them in pre,tige tera., we aight take the line with thea 
pri~tely that we cannot. of cour •• , stop tha. physically froa ligning 4 

peace treaty 
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peace treaty witb the GOR, although we could not approve or underwrite a 
treaty conflr.lng the division of Ger.any and would have to oppose it 
publicly. On the other band , we could point out that • .ajar practical 
inter .. t to U8 would be tbe effeet which auch • peace treaty would have on 
our position In Berlin. Provided t,-t arrang .. enta .i.llar to those under 
tb. Bolz ~Zorln exchange of tettera! were atil1 continued In effect, the 
atgning of the peace treary need not p.e •••• rily precipitate a crisis in· 
volving our poa1tion tn Berlin. W. on our part could try to make tb. 
nece •• ary adjustments . 

5. Another conceivable type of face -aaving formula for the Soviets 
under the most optl.i.tic assumptions regarding the .ffectiven.ss of the 
We. tern deterrent might b. simply an agr •• ment that the four occupying 
powers mee~ regularly at such levels AS may be agreed to consider the 
Ceraan problem .1 a whole as well a8 the extenaion and developaent of con
tact. between the tva parts of Germanr. We.t and East Cerman adviser • 

• ighc participate 

11 In. letter frOll the Foreign H.1.nhter of the Ce~ DuIoeratic 
Republic (Bolt) to Deputy Foreign Hini.ter of the Soviet Union 
(lorin) Septeaber 20 , 1955, it wa. stipulated thac t 

"Th. cont't'ol of traffic of troop. and material of the 
genhon. of France , England , and the United State. 
atationed in West Berlin paa.lna between the German 
Federal Republic and West Berlin . will tanporar1ly be 
e.erct.ed by the command of Soviet troopa in Geraany , 
panding the conclusion of an appropriate agreement. 
To this end, the tran.portation of .iliter, personnel 
or at sarri.on materi.l of the troop. of the three 
W •• tern Powera in West Berlin will be permitted on the 
ba.i. of exi.cing Four Power decisions 

(A) On the Autobahn BerUn-Karianborn , 

(B) On the Railway Line Berlin-ael .. tedt , with .. pty 
rolling stock being routed back on the Berlin
Oebi.felde Railway Line., 

(C) In the air corridor. Berlin ResborS . Berlin
aueekenburg. and Berlin- Frankfurt- Main. 1I 
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might participate in line with the formu la developed for t he 1959 Geneva 
conference of Foreign Ministers. This might enabl e the Soviets to parade 
their virtue , stressing how in the interes ts of world peace they were 
willing to sacrifice just claims in order to have another at tempt a t 
settlement of the German question by negotiations , the real intent being 
merely to talk the subject to death in protracted discussions which both 
sides recognized from the outset could lead nowhere , while the status guo 
in Berlin continued unchanged . 

6. Another and perhaps more likely possibility than maximum effective
ness of our deterrent would be the development of a situation where the 
SOViets are left in a state of doubt about the credibility of our deterrent. 
Under these circumstances , they might be hesitant to move deCisively without 
the po.sibility of calling a halt , but they might also be unwilling to re
treat openly or to accept any arrangemant which could not be represented as 
a considereble achievament of their objectives. Such e state of mind on 
their part could, of course, involve a greater or lessar degree of doubt, 
and this would affact the specifics of what they might accept. Under such 
circu.stances , the possibility might exist of working out an arrangement 
which would be tolerable for both sidas while avoiding the kind of direct 
confrontation of force which would strain the Western Alliance to the 
breaking point or constrain the Soviets to test the seriousness of our in
tentions by counteracting forcefully our attempt to reopen access. Such an 
arrangement would tacitly concede that the Soviets can, whenever tbey wish , 
tUrn over their controls to the GDR , while conceding also that the Western 
Pavers intend to hang on to the essentials of their position in Berlin. 
The most refined approach of this kind is the old Solution C of the April 
1959 London Working Group Report. (A summary of this proposal is attached 
as Appendix C). In essence it involves a series of interlocking but uni 
lateral declarations on Berlin access aimed at achieving a freezing of 
existing procedures , with ultimate Soviet r esponsibility being maintained , 
although implementation might be by t he Eas t German authorities . Although 
it is possible to vary the complexity and specific content of this approach , 
for example . by adding similar unilateral declarations on propaganda activi
ties and by introducing a UN role , the crucial access problem remains its 
focal point. 

7. Mr. Acheson has suggested that certain additi onal facesaving ele
ments might be added to Solution C, such as dec larations on espionage and 
subverSive activities , DO nuclear weapons in Berlin , no increase of Western 
forces 1n Berlin , stationing of UN observers in Berlin and along the access 
routes and possibly some all- German features such as recognition of the 
Oder· Neisse boundary. 

8. The 
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8. The advantage of Solution C is that it might also be introduced 
during the cours. of emergency negotiations with the Soviets just prior to 
their threatened signing of a peace treaty and turn-over of responsibili
ties to the GDR authorities, or even conceivably aftar the actual signing 
of a peace treaty. 

9. Under the circumstances envisaged of Soviet doubt about our ulti
mate intentions but heavy involvement of prestige on their partt such an 
arrangement might prove the best available for coollng off the sitUation. 
A. with any other arrangement on Berlin, no matter how favorable or un
favorable to the Western position, ita basic viability In the long run 
would depend upon the maintenance of Wastern world power and firmness of 
will, given the presumed Soviet objective of eliminating once and for all 
the Western presence in Berlin and eventual absorption of the city into 
the Soviet bloc. 

10. In addition to the foregoing, a number of proposals for possible 
negotiating packages have been suggested as conceivable bases for arrange
ments on Berlin which might be acceptable to the West. Ambassador Thompson, 
for example, has suggested combining an extention of the time period in the 
West Peace Plan to seven years with an Allied declaration reassuring the 
Soviets on the frontier question, a NATO-Warsaw Pact non-aggression agree
ment and an interim Berlin solution somewhat along the lines of the Western 
interim proposals at Geneva. Various additions or permutations can , of 
course, be made in such packages. A more radical approach bas been suggested 
to include trading recognition of the GDR for a Serlin corridor . or trading 
termination of the occupation in Berlin for such a corridor. While these 
deserve further study , the dual problem of acceptability to our Allies and 
negotiability with the Soviets serves as a distinct limiting factor under 
present conditions . 
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APPENDIX C 
( To Po l itical Timetable) 

OOLUTION hC": IJlNDON \IO RKING GROUP REPORT 

1. Solution "e" waa devised to cover a situation In which the 
Soviet. were atte.pting to give up all their reapon.ibil1ti.a re· 
gard!ng W.stern ace ••• to Berlin. Under their contingency plana, 
tbe Occupy ina Powers are prepared to consider the possibility of 
• solution in which the Soviets would 8Kprea.ly authorize CDa peraonnel 
to fUnction a. Soviet agents In performing Soviet functton. with 
relation to the acce •• of the Thre. Povers to Berlin. Solution 
"e" ••• u ••• tbat the Soviet. are not prepared explicitly to nomin-
at. tbe Ealt Cerman authoritie. a. their ... nt.. In effect it 1. 
an att .. pt to conllder what would be th •• b.olute minimum Soviet 
co .. it.ent with regard to acee •• which the Weat wouLd, in tbe leat 
reaort, be prepared to accept. Solution "etl may be lurrmarizad a. 
follows: 

2. The Western Powers would inform the Sovieta and .ubaequently 
make a formal declaration to the effect that: 

a) they consider that they have absolute and unquali 
fied righta, until Berlin ia once .are the capital of a 
reunified Germany , and that the.e rights include the right 
to have their troops remain in We.t Berlin and to have free
dom of cOmMUnications maintained between West Berlin and the 
Federal Republic in the same general condition. al hitherto; 

b) they continue to hold the Soviet Government respon
sible for the fulfillment of its obligations to the Three Powers 
in relation to their presence in Berlin and freedom of access 
thereto. 

3. The We. tern Powers would then .tate that they would be 
prepared to take cognizance of a declaration of the Soviet Govern
ment guaranteeing that free and unre.tricted acce •• to Welt Berlin 
by land. by vater and by air would be maintained for all person., 
goods and communications. including those of Weltern force. stattoned 
in Berlin, in accord with the procedurea in effect in April. 1959 
and would not object if the East German authorities made a parallel 
atatesent to the lame effect. The We. tern Power. would make it 
clear that tbe acce •• procedures could thereafter be carried out by 
Geraan perlonnel. (Aa a less satisfactory alternative, the Weltern 
Powers would be prepared to accept a Soviet declaration associating 
the Soviet Government with an East German declaration in accordance 
with the teras .et forth above, previoully made eitber to the Soviet 
Govarnaaent or "to whom it may concern".) 

4. The Western 
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4. The We&Lern Powers would B~te that all disputes wbich 
might arise with respect to the above-ment~oned deelaration would 
be raised and settled between the four governments. (If the Soviet 
Government refused to accept this the Western Power. should say 
that, in order to have some eheck on the Activities of the Rast 
German authorities, the Four POwers ahould raquest the Secretary 
General of the United Nations to provide a representative, sup
ported by adequate ~, io be established in both West and East 
Berlin, and at the acceS9 check-points, for the purpose of reporting 
to the four Powers concerning any activities which appeared to be in 
conflict with the above~mentioned declaratlons)G 

5. Tbe above are the only essential elements of Solution 
lIel'l. Tencat1ve language for the de.clarations involved has been 
considered by the Working Group and texts could be. produced at 
8~ort notice once the principles had been agreed. 

6. (In connection with Solution "C"t it would be posaible to 
introduce certain elements along the lines of the Geneva propoeal 
of July 28 , e.g. t undertakings regarding force limitations and 
abstention from tlquestionable activltiesll on a reciprocal basis. 
But these are not e.ssential elements of Solution "CII) • 
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• 

CONFIDENTIAL 

RECIPIENTS OF leG STUDY REGARDING BERLIN, DATED JULY 12, 1961 

M. J. HILLENBRAND 

Information contained in the 

enc losed memorandum by Hr. Murrow, 

Director of USIA, addressed to the 

Secretary of State 18 pertinent 

to the ICG study. Recipients 

are requested to combine the en

closure with their copy of the 

ICG study. 
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CONFIDENTIAL 

The Bonorable Dean Rusk 
Secretary of State 

SUBJECT : USIA Planning and Action on Berlin 

Anticipating a new Berlin criai. 1n the coming 
monthl we began in April to prepare for an intensive worldwide 
information and propaganda campaign seeking to align world 
public opinion 1n support of the U.S. position and to generate 
public pre •• ure in order to influence the Soviet - East German 
position. 

Three phases of activity were agreed on: 

1. Beginning immediately. USIA'a "fast 
.edtalt -- Voi-ce of America, press service, newsreels, and 
television -- were directed to intensify their exploitation of 
opportunities prOVided by events, such .a statements by the 
President, Secretary of State and other leading U.S. and Free 
World spokesmen, useful fore!gn and domestic editorial comment, 
and Communist statements or actions exposing their aggressive 
intent. A Jarlin information policy guidance was issued June 16 . 

2. Simultaneously, preparation was ordered 
on a priority basis of a list of source materials cover~ng all 
important aspects of the Berlin situation from it. inception to 
the present. The resulting nlne~page document was distributed 
Hay 18 to all USIA media . Our media were instructed to produce 
and have ready by August 21 the following: 

A thirty~m.lnute 
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A thirty· .lnute documen tary fi lm exp~ ing 
the weaknes s of the Russian posi tion and ~phaslzing 
~esterndetermin8tion to preserve Berlin ' s freedom; 

A thirt)'-minute t elevi,lon feature relating 
SovLet pressure on Berlin with qp..uniat expansionism 
in Laos, Vietnam, and other eri t ical areas; 

A special press packet of fifteen features and 
by· Unen (Chrono l ogy of Even ts , 1. 945 - 1961 , Legal 
ba s is of AIILed rights Ln Berlin, Contra st between East 
and West Berlin, etc.) and selec ted news photos ; 

A seven - part radio documentary .erie. including 
interviews wi th West Berliners, in both ,cr ipt. and tapes, 
a one-hour documentary, and otber scripts documenting 
Western legal and moral rights in the city and the need 
to r eso lve the Berlin situation in the context of GerMAn 
reuni f i cation through the free vote of the people ; 

A shelf of some twenty of the best books , U,S, 
and foreign, on Berlin, with a photo exhibit to be displayed 
with this collection in USIS libraries around the world. 

This complete background "package" of materials i8 bei ng 
di.tributed to USIS posts around the world, with an embargo on t he 
use of any of it until concerted release and placement I s t e legraphically 
Authorized by the Agency . (The release date wi ll come whenever the 
critical phase is clearly at hand, tension mounting, and public interest 
at a height which will ensure maximum audience receptivity of thi s 
entire "Berlin package. II Hopefully, 8 major impact will be achieved 
around the world, setting up Obnstructive responses 1n the mass 
communiCAtions media -- press and radiO particularly ~- of other 
nations, ) 

3. To build up the momentum thu. generated 
(and the re.ulting pressure of world public opinion on the Soviet Union), 

all USIA 
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all USLA media will. on a day to day baai •• document Western 
aolidarity on the defense of West Berlin and the ?reservation of 
the rights involved, and the need to do this in the interest of 
the .ecurity of all free people • • 

The highly successful tactiC, used before 1n 1958. 
of flying leading correspondents of other nations into Berlin 
for "on the sport" reporting will again be ur.iUzed. The Agency 
cabled USIS-Bonn requesting it to inform the German Federal 
Republic of our willingness to a8'11t in arranging the visits of 
large numberl of correspondents. The Post and the Embassy 
on June 26 replied jointly by cable that thi. offer had been 
welcomed by the GER. that the latter plana major attention to 
this project, and meanwhile is already distributing effective 
pamphlets and books via its missions in other countries. The 
GER offered to keep in touch with U8 on planning. 

We have also taken similar steps with the British and 
are prepared to do the same with the French when a basic policy 
decision is reached. 

cc : Area & Media Chiefs 

Edward R. Murrow 
Director 
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SECRET 
THE CHAIRMAN OF THE 

COUNCIL OF ECONOMIC ADVISERS 
WASHlNClTON 

July 18, 1961 

C 
o 

P 
y 

MEMORANDUM FOR HONORABLE THEODORE C. SORENSEN 

Subject: Economic StabUI •• Uon Pollcle. for a 
Berlin BuUd-llp 

Attached is a memoraDd'lm on this aubJect by the 
CEA, concurred in by the Treasury and Budget Bureau. 
The memorandum examinee domestic economic policies to 
accompany a Berlin build-up in tonna of: 

1. The pr .. _ economic eettina: andprobohle 
bIldgetary and economic impact of Berlin 
programs. (Part 1: Economic and Budgetary 
Impact of Propooed Programs) 

2. Proposed stend-by authority for direct 
controle over price., wag •• , etc. (Part II: 
Stand-by Economic CODtrolo) 

3. Proposed ote1Kl-by authority for income tax 
mcreases (and decreae.e). (Part ID: Tax 
Policy) 

Attachment 

Copleo to: 
Secretary DoullIeo DUlon 
Director David E. Bell 

SECRET 
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Walter W. Heller 



SECRET CEA-July 18, 1961 

ECONOMIC STABILIZATION POLICIES FOR A BERLIN BUILD-UP 

L Economic and Bucl,setary Impact af Propo.ed Pralram. 

1. The Increa.. In def .... e -ay. contemplated far flocal 196Z will 

not in iteelf give rho to inOationary pro •• ur... However, a dan,er of 

iDflatioD doe. exbt from po.Bible psycbological reaction. to a declaration 

of national emergency or otber IVeDt. which dramatize for the pu.bUc the 

•• riou.ln ••• of the Berlin erial •• 

z. Table 1 .howl projections of GNP under four alternative a •• umption.: 

.. Na change. 

b. Program A, adding $2. billion to Federal outlay. in 

n.cal 1962. 

c. Program B, adding $3.5 billion to Federal autlay. 

In fi.cal 1962. 

d.. Program A or B ~ a surge of consumer IpencUn, iD. 

the last fou.r month. of 1961. (Since outlays u.nder 

the two programs do not differ until tbe fir.t quarter 

of 196Z, the impact of leare buying Ie the lame Wlder both 

program •• ) 

3. Currently GNP In the .econd quarter of 1962 10 expected ta be $28 

billion below eltimated potential at "full" employment. Even under Program 

B, the gap would be $120 billion. Procram B would be cODaiatent with price 

atability and would limply accelerate recovery. provided that COillumerl and 

buliDea.ea behave normally. 
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Table ]. 

Quarterly Projections o~ GroSB National Product 
(Annual rates in constant · prices or 1961- I1) 

(Billions) 
1961 

,r III IV 
. , 

I 

Potential. (at 4l' unemployment) .•.•• $559 $564 $569 $574 

a. Projected GNP with current 
budget outlook ....... . ........ 515 524 533 542 

b. Program A, nth normal 
responses by private sector 

Add i t ional defense outlays 
($2 billion in FY 1962) ...• -- 0 2 3 
GNP • . •••••• •. . . • . • • . .• •.••• 515 524 537 549 

c. Program B, with normal 
responses by private sector -

Additional defense outlays 
($3 .5 billion in FY 1962) •. -- 0 2 5 

GNP • • • . •• ••• . ••• • ••••••• • • •• 515 524 537 552 

d. Program. A or Program Bf with 
consumer scare buying 

Reduction in saving ratio ... -- O.5l' 2.5l' --
GNP ••• • •••• ••• •••••• • • • ~ • • • ,. 515 527 555 

1962 
II 

$579 

551 

3 
558 

7 
567 

--

* The impact of Bcare buy1.ng is the same in both programs in 1961-III and 1961.-!V, 
since outlays under the two programs do not differ before 1962-I. 
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4. If consumers and firms respond to the crisis with a surge of 

seare buying and inventory accwnulation. inflation could be touched 011. 

This is what happened in 1950, upon the outbreak of the Korean conflict. 

Consumers reduced their Baving from 5.9 percent of disposable income in 

the second quarter of 1950 to 2.8 percent in the third. The p08sibility 

of similar behavior in 1961 must be faced. 

5. Consumer reaction of that magnitude 8eema much 1e88 likely in 

1961, for the following reaSOnS: 

a. We are not now at war, 

b. The Nation was psychologically unprepared for the Korean 

eriais, whereas the Berlin criais hae built up gradl18lly. 

c. Even Program B is a modest one compared to 1950 .. 51. 

d. The existence of excess capacity today is widely known, wb.Ue 

the economy was much closer to full utUization of resources 

In June 1950. 

e. ConBurner stocke of durables and housing are now more ample. 

f. Recollections of sbortage. and ratiOning during the second 

World War are by now dimmer, and shortages did not actually 

develop during the Korean period.. 

g. General monetary policy is free DOW, as it was not in 1950, 

to answer an inflationary surge with a quick and drastic 

tightening of credit condition .. 

Despite the more favorable prospecte of reatrained cODewner demand at 

present, the poelibility of a wave of scare buying cannot be ruled out. 
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6. If a buyina apree results from the Berlin crhh, it would moat 
• 

probably follow a declaration of national emergency in the fall. It 

would atart su.ddenly and might pas. quickly if the senae of erial. ebbed. 

For Wu.atrative purposes it baa been a •• wned that the psychological 

responlle might take the form of a reduction in the per BOnal aaving rate 

by O. 5 percentage pointe .in the current quarter and Z. 5 pointe in the 

next. A buying wave of thie magnitude would reeult in $3 billion of 

extra puchasea. 

Ae shown in Table I, when this hypothetical spurt of consumer buying 

b added to the impact of Program B and tbe projected cyclical increase, 

GNP rhea more than 5 percent in the fourth quarter. So rapid a ria., 

eveD without pre 8Sing againat potential, might threaten the stability o£ 

priee.. The speed with which output can adju8t to demand i8 limited, 

even when idle resources remain. No peacetime expansion during the 1950'. 

raieed real GNP by more than 3.3 percent in one quarter. 

The poaaibility of a criah-indllced .urge of private spending is 

the major inflationary threat associated with tbe acceleration of the defenle 

proaram. Prudence requires advance planning aga.inJlt this contingency. 

7. Table Z shaWl the Budgetary impact of Program. A and Program B. 

AI a result of the feedback of revenllea from higher GNP, the Budget deficit 

is increased by only about half the amount of. added Federal ollt1aYI. Becallie 

the income-and-product aceoant IboWI revenue. aa loon ae the liabilities 

accrue and beCIU Ie it cover. all economic tranlaetions, it sbowl a smaller 

added deficit. 
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Table 2 

Budgetary Impact of Added Defense Programs in 
Fiscal Year 1962 

(Billions) 
Added 

Extra revenues 
expendi- from 
tures economic 

impact of 
program 

Pro6raJ:1 A 

Administrative budget (IT 1962) •••• $2 .0 $0.6 

Income-end-product budget (IT 1962). 2.0 1.1 

Income-and product budget by 
quarters at annual rates; 

1961: III . . ... .. . ..... . .... . . .0 .0 
IV • • •• •• •• • •• • •• •• •• •• • 2.0 1.0 

1962: I .. . . • ... .. .• .. ... . .. • . 3·0 1.7 
I I ......... . . ... . .. .. . . 3.0 1.8 

Pros.ram B 

Administrative budget (IT 1962) •• •• 3.5 1.0 

Income-and-product budget (IT 1962) . 3.5 1. 9 

Income- and- product budget by 
quarters at annual rates: 

1961: III . . .. ... . . . . .. . ...... .0 .0 
rv . ...... . . . . • .. ... . . . . 2.0 1.0 

1962: I ... . ..... . . . .. .. .• •. • . 5.0 2.5 
II . .. . ... . ......... .. .. 7.0 4.0 

Resulting 
increase 

in 
deficit 

$1.4 . 
0·9 

.0 
1.0 

1.3 
1.2 

2.5 

1.6 

.0 
1.0 

. 
2.5 
3.0 

• 
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II. STAND-BY ECONOMIC CONTROLS 

1. Additional defense expenditures within the range now contemplated 

do not ~..!! require Dew economic controls. Expenditures of this magnitude 

are well within the capacity of the economy. They do not impale any infl.a

tionary strains on the economy that cannot be contained by monetary controls 

without new taxes or direct controh. 

:l. The inflationary danger of the Berlin program ariaes from its 

po •• ible effect on public psychology, resulting in "scare buying" by consu

mers and business firms and anticipatory price increases. Theae are not 

likely to be triggered by announcement of the modest increase in defense 

apending envisaged. But they might be set off by a subsequent declaration 

of national emergency or by other events which signal a worsening of the 

erieia. To deal with this contingency, the President should be armed with 

new powers on a atand-by basis. 

3. A request for stand-by powers should be made in two stages: 

a.. Stage L Power. to be requested at the SaIne time as new 

defense appropriations: 

(1) Discretionary authority to change tax ratee, as 

deecribed in Section UL 

(2) Authority for the President to order a temporary 

freeze of prices, wagee, ealariel, and rente: 

(a) The freeze would expire, unleas the powe r 

h renewed by Congre •• , at the end of eixty 
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daye, not counting daya when Congre •• ia out 

of se •• ion. 

(b) Not le •• than thirty day. before the end 

of the freeze, the President will submit 

to Congress a request for legislation autho

rizing the detailed controls of Stage U. 

SECRET 

(3) Discretionary authority for the President to sell 

excess materials from strategic stockpiles for counter

apeculati ve purposes. 

b. Stage lL Comprehensive authority for detailed direct control 

to be requested only after the imposition of a temporary freeze. 

(I) Controle over prices, wages, salaries, am rente. 

(2.) Controls over selected forms of credit: for purchases 

of consumer goods, houses, and for nonessential busi

ness borrOwing. 

(3) Emergency powers for settlement of labor disputes. 

(4) Requisitioning. 

4. The controls requested in Stage I would be invoked only upon the 

appearance of inflationary symptoms. Tax increase and stockpile-selling 

should be tried fir at, followed by the freeze if evidence of inflationary 

pressure mounts. 

S. The proposal to ask for stand ... by powers before Congress adjourns 

rune the risk that the request itself makes an inflationary psychological 

response more likely, as well as the risk of cOD8ervative criticism of a 
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lIeontl'oUed economy. II It seems worthwhile to accept these rieks, for the 

following reason8: 

... It the request {or the Stage I power. is pas tponed until 

scare buying and anticipatory price increases actually 

occur, there will inevitably be a delay in obta.i.ning the 

authority even if Congress is in 8088ion. Price movement. 

during this delay could greatly complicate the subsequent 

task of control. 

b. The need might arise when Congress is not in se.8ion. 

c. If Bome aurge of spending i8 the inevitable reauU of ask

ing for control powers, ita impact will be Ie •• if it occurs 

earlier, when the economy is still fairly alack. 

d. The probab ility of a psychological reaction is .maller 

if the request i8 made when there i8 no clear and imrneilia.te 

need for the use of the powers. 

6. To minimize the psychological response, the request shwld be made 

in low key, emphasizing the following points: 

a. These are powers which should always be available to the 

President so long as the cold war continues, and they should 

not have been allowed to lapse in 1953. 

b. The outlook is for a continuation of price stability; the 

economy has ample capacity to meet the new military needs; 

the controls are unlikely to be exercised, but it is only 
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prudent to have them on hand. 

ill Tax Policy 

1. The emergency tax program ahould have the following characterh-

tic.: 

a.. Since tax requirements will vary with (1) the amount of addi

tional defense spending, which is subject to quick revision. (2) the level 

of output and employment, and (3) the hard-to-predict reactions of consumers 

and businessmen to announcements of military and economic measures, the 

program should provide for not only a substantial amount of additional tax

ation but abo for a method of adjuating taxea quickly to changing needs. 

b. Given the need for flexibility and apeed if the occasion for 

tax increases arises, the program should provide for temporary tax changes 

that can be imposed on ahort notice and ternrinated when they are no longer 

Dec •• aary. 

c. The progriLln should be consistent with objectives outlined in 

the President'., tax measage of April 20. But it 8hould not become the 

oecaaion for time-consuming changes in the 8tructure of the Federal tax 

syatem on a permanent basis. (For the time being. it iJ assumed that the 

present tax bill and the tax revisions planned for the next aession will 

be unaffected. Legislation to curtail unneces8ary busine8s expenditures 

and to cloae loop-hole8 would be particularly appropriate in a defense 

emer,ency. ) 
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z. To meet theae coaiitioDa. it is ausse.ted that the Congress be 

requested to grant to the President atand-by authority to make uniform 

adjustments in the perianal income tax rates. This authority should be 

lubject to the following limitations and safeguards: 

a. The authority should be exercieeable only when the President 

haa declared a atate of national emergency or if, in hie judgment, a tax 

adjuatment i8 necc8sary to avert inflation or recession that threatens to 

impair the effectivene88 of the national economy. 

b. The range of permi.88ible adjuabnent should be limited to 5 

percentage points upward or downward in aU existing brackets of the 

perlonal income tax. (A corresponding adjustment would be made in the 

maximum effective rate limitations -- now 87 percent). The tax. yield 

amount. to $1. 8 billion per point, or a maximum of $9 billion for the 5 

po1Dta, at tbia year I, income level. 

c. The duration of the tax change would be limited to six months, 

lubject to renewal for an a.dditional six months by the same process 

UDlea. Congres8 acta Booner to extend, alter, or rescind it .. 

de The President's decision to invoke a temporary tax change 

would go into e!Cect through withholding within 10 day. after his announce

ment, but Congress would have power to revoke the tax change within 60 daya 

by the adoption of a CODcurrent resolution of di,approval (or, if Congress 

is not in session, within 30 days after it convenes). If Congress adopts 

such a resolution, the additional amounts withheld under the President's 
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authority would be automatically refunded or credited to taxpayer s ~ 

final returns are filed on April 15 of the following year. 

3. For political rea sODS, during a national emergency, it may be diffi

cult to increase tax rates on individual. without increasing corporate taxe •• 

However, an excess profits tax would probably not be justified under the 

moderate defense build-up assumed earlier. A change in the corporate income 

tax rate wol.id be more appropriate -- preferably also on a stand .. by basis -

but it will be resisted on the ground that the corporate tax rate is still 

at peak Korean levels. Excise tax rate changea can hardly be incorporated 

in the discretionary authority to be delegated to the President, but they 

should not be ruled out as a pos sible source of revenue at a later stage. 

4. Associated with any reque8t for discretionary tax authority should 

be (a) an urgent request for action On the postal rate increase; and (b) a 

firm pledge of cutbacks of less eS8ential civilian programs side .. by .. aide 

with any tax increase 8. Actual reductions in Federal spending should be 

made in accordance with long-run national priorities, and should be concen .. 

trated on prograzns that can contra.ct and expand without substantial loss 

of efficiency, e. g., highway programs, houdng, home improvement and slum 

ciea-rance, and the con8truction of po at office and other government build

ings. A request of State and local authorities to cut back expenditures 

under their jurisdiction would also be appropriate. Expenditures under the 

transfer programs of aU government -- e. g.. unemployment compensation, 

old age insurance, welfare payments -- would shrink automatically. 
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DEPARTMENT OF STATE 
ASSISTANT SECRETARY 

MEMORANDUM 

Tbe Secretary 

DATE . IUl) 9 1961 

(2.(, 
S ~O (<iOOO 

THROUGH : sis 

I I rJ I.l r'f~ 
I Jt-l B 

FIlOl! EOR - Foy D. Kohler 

SUBJ3:;T. Berlin Stockpile 

The status of the Berlin stockpile by COIlD'OOdi ty sectors is as 
follows , in terms of estimated duration : 

Co_dity 

Solid Fuel StockB 

Foodstuffs 

Cereals, erain and flour, 
substitutes, and salt 

Fat, meat , dry whol e milk 
Dehygrated potatoes 
Egg powdsr 

Medical Supplies 

L:1.quid Fuel s 

Industrial Haterlals 

Building Materials 

coffee 
12 months 
6 months 
5 months 
4 months 

Estimated Duration 
(in ""nths) 

14 

6 - 12 

2 - 3 (haeed on 1960 
consumption; rationing 
would materially extend 
duration capacity) Y 
7 

9 

y Funding authorized in H"O' to increase medical supplies stockpile 
by about one •• >nth, which will create 5 - 5 1/2 months auppl,y 
in the stockpil e . 

Y Shortage of fuel storage capacities in Berlin is now being studied 
by ~adriparti to Stockpile Conmli ttee. 
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Approximately $400 million ba. been e>pended in the development 
of the Berlin stockpile, of which the United States has provided about 
tllO million and the Federal Republic and Berlin the remainder . 

The United States Air Force bes primary reeponsibility for Berlin 
airlift pl.anningj however I the Federal Republic will finance c1 vilian 
airlift requirements and is in active consultation with the allied 
embassies in Bonn on details of that aspect of airlift planning. 
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Recent reports of unrest in East Gennany and the increased refugee 
flow to West Berlin have led Ambassador Dowling to raise the question o:f 
what the United states would do if the IlEast Gennan population should rise 
again. II He went on to express the new that IIfor us to remain on the side
lines in the event of another June 17 would mean an end o£ our prestige 
and influence in Gennany, even were the Federal Republic and population 
in the West to follow our precept. II 

Reports fran our mission and the CIA statim in Berlin indicate that 
there haa bean an increase in discontent in East Gennany. This is evi
dently due to the unsatisfactory econanic conditi~ particularly food 
shortages. 'll1ere has als 0 recently been a marked increas e in the refugee 
now to }Test Berlin . nus appears to be partially due to the tough Soviet 
line on Berlin, which has led to the fear that the West Berlin lIescape 
hatch II will be slalmned shut. A contributing factor has been the end of 
the schoel year In East Gennany, which has provided a good time for psople 
planning to leave to make good their as cape . 

While there is no sign at present that an expl09ion is ililminent, 
either of two contingencies could arise . First, and in our vIew the more 
likely, the East Gennans could take measures designed to halt the refugee 
flow . Second, if they eliminated the \-lest !Srlin "escape valve" and if the 
econ<r.Iic crisis seriously deepens, unrest could turn into violence. 

iMla the situation in East Gennany is undoubtedly condit:ion:ing Soviet 
policy on Oennany, it is difficult to say what effect it will have an Soviet 
decisions . For the mcr.lent at least, Soviet pOlicy is to encourage the East 
Gennan regime to get its econanic house in order and to tolerate the refugee 
flow, while at the same time pressing to~vard a decision on Berl:in . Ulbricht 
would, however, apparently like to end the refugee now, and the present 
nood --if CCJltlnued-- could induce the Soviets to give him the green li~t . 
If Khrushchev became seriously concerned about the situation in East Gennany, 
he could either call for a showdown on Berlin or slacken the pressure in 
order to give the regime t:lJne to get its econcmv in order . 

Implications 
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ImplicaUaoa for 15 Policy 

We are at pre3ent discussing within the Department and with other 
interested agencies the implications of these developments for t5 policy. 
'1he consensus thus far is that, altho~ it is in the United States interest 
for unrest in East Gennany to cause the Soviets to slacken their pressure 
a1 Berlin, we would not like to see the outbreak of serious disturbances. 
Nor would we like to see the East German reglme take measures to halt the 
refugee flow, particularly if this involved --as it could-- the division 
of Berlin. 

On balance, we believe that the Soviets are creating enough diffi
culties for the:ms"elves in East Germany, without the United States taking 
a hand. We believe, therefore, that the United States should not do 8J:Iy
thing at this time to exacerbate the situation. 

In the meantime, we are examining how the United States can best 
exploit the Soviet's difficulties, by helping to advertise them to the 
world and by reminding the Soviet.s quietly that the United States is watchine 
events in East Gennany with interest and --perhaps ternporary-- forbearance. 

We are also preparing plans to meet either of the two cmtingencies 
discussed above : (1) that the East German regime should take Measures to 
halt the flow of refugees, or (2) there should be serious d:isorders in 
East Ge:rnumy. 

RecamnendationS -
If the questions of unrest in East Germany or the refueee now should 

arise at the l'BC J.leeting on vlednesday, I recamnend that, after reviewing the 
situation, you say: 

1 . 1bat these questions are now the subject of discmsion between 
State and the interested agencies, and 

2. That you believe that no action should be taken pendine the out
come of these discussions . 

f4'F 
EOR: ch: JCAus lWoi • 

7-18-61. r 

Approve ____ _ 

Dis approve ____ _ 
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A. The Nature of the Issue 

The issue over Betlin, which Khrushchev is now moving. 
toward a crisis to take place, so he says , toward the end 
of 1961, is far more than an issue over that city. It is 
broader and deeper than ev~' the German question as a whole. 
It has become an issue of resolution between the U.S.A . and 
the U.S . S.R., the outcome of which will go far to determine 
the confidence of Europe -- indeed, of the world -- in the 
United States . It is not too much to say that the whole 
position of the United States is in the balance. 

Until this conflict of wills is resolved, an attempt 
to solve the Berlin issue by negotiation is worse than a·, 
waste of time and energy. It is dangerous . This is so 
because what can be acco~plished by negotiation depends on 
the state of mind of Khrushchev and his colleagues. 

At present, Khrushchev has demonstrated that he believes 
his will will prevail because the United States and its 
allies will not do what is necessary to stop him. He cannot 
be persuaded by eloquence or logic, or cajoled by friendliness. 
As Sir William Hayter has written, "The only way of changing 
Lthe Rttssians~7 purpose is to demonstrate that • • • what 
they want to do is not possible . " 

Until that dEnDnstration is made, no negotiation can 
accomplish more than to cover with face-saving devices sub
mission to Soviet demands . 

Once the demonstration has b.een made, negotiation can 
resolve the issue in a number of ways, from face- saving for 
a Soviet retreat to mutual concessions on non-vital matters. 
Solutions of this nature are outlined in Chapter III, below. 

To offer any concessions now, however, will only result 
in an appearance of weakness and real impairment of future 
negotiating pos ition. 

Ambassador Thompson has stated the principal objectives 
of the Berlin offensive: 

1. To stabilize the regime in East Germany and 
prepare the way for the eventual recognition of 
the East German regime; 

SECRET 
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2. To l@galize jhe eastern frontiers of Germany; 

3. To ~l!Utralizo Berlin as a first step and pre
pare for' f.,til ~t;ual taka-over by the CDR; 

4. 
and 

, 
To weaken if not break up the NATO alliance; 

5. To discredit the United Ststes or at 'least 
seriously damage our prestige. 

'. 

It is plain that, if carried to its conclusion, the 
Berlin offensive strikes at the po~ar and world position of 
the United States. Even its more limited purposes are gravely 
d""",gi~ to the United. Steto. and the Wostem AlliaBce. This 
is the nature of th@ crisis which confronts us; "at the fate 
of a city, or of its two ead one-half million people, or even 
the integrity of QUr pledgod ~~rd. 

So l~ as issue. of tho magnitudo outlinod ar@ sought 
by the U.S.S.R., and believod by thSll t<i bl> within their grasp, 
real negotiation is impossible. Only by winn~ the te~t of 
will can we cha~e the Soviets' purposo. Only thus can we 
demonstrate that what they want to do i~ not possible. 

B. The Nature of the Demonstration 

West Berlin has been protoeted, in the last analysis, 
by the fear that interference with the city, or with access 
to it, would result in war betweau the United States an~ the 
Soviet Union. War, as used here, means eventually ftUclear war . 

If Khrushchev now contemplates emb'lrking on a course of 
interference, and later dees so, it means that his fear of 
war resulting has declined. He has bee~ queted as saying a~ 
much. 

The capability of U. S. nuclear power to devastate the 
Soviet Union has not declined over ·the past two years. The 
decline in the effectiveness of the deterrent, therefore, must 
lie in a ehange in Soviet ' appraisal of u. S. willingness to " 
go to nuclear war over the issue which ~rushchev reiterates 
his determiJlation to present. ., 

~ -
This bei~ s.o, the} ~bl"'" 'is how to restore the 

credibility o~ the de torrent -- that is, how to cause 
Khrushchev to revise his apparent appraisal of U.S. will
ingness to resort to nuclear war, rather than to submit to 

\ -
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Soviet demands . 

Two methods commonly suggested completely miss the 
nature of the problem • 

• 
The first of these is for the United States to threaten 

to use its nuclear weapons if the Soviet Union should give 
control of access to Berlin to the East Ge~ns and if 
they should attempt to exercise it . But, if Khrushchev's 
belief in U.S. willingness to use nuclear weapons over ' 
this issue is not sufficient to deter him from going 
forward with the plan, the threat to use them would not 
deter him either. He would not believe that we would carry 
it out. 

The second suggestion is that, if and when the East 
Germans take over the control points and attempt to exercise 
control, a small allied military force, e .g., a few vehicles, 
should brush aside the control officers and proceed towards 
Berlin. If this force is not stopped by the East Germans, 
so the argument runs , the latter would have been deterred 
from exercising cllntrol of Berlin traffic . If the force 
is stopped and turned back, and if protests, military 
preparations, economic pressures, and diplomatic moves are 
not effective, the next resort would be use of force on the 
order of a battalion or somewhat larger. If this force were 
turned back, eventual resort would presumably be to nuclear 
war. 

There are several conclusive objections to this suggestion. 

The principal one is that it is not addressed to the 
main point -- Russian disbelief in U.S . willingness to use 
nuclear weapons . If this disbelief continues, the East Ger
mans would wave the. small force, and then the bat cilions on 
to Berlin and continue to control traffic on unacceptable 
terms, or they would stop both the force and the traffic. 
They would not have been deterred. If the U. S. then resort~d 
to nuclear war, it would be doing so not to deter inter
ference with access to Berlin, but because deterrence had 
failed. The United States WQuld have failed to convince 
Khrushchev that it would do what, in the end, it did do /' < 

and failed largely because it wtnlld have made no effort to '. 
coDVince him by its conduct prio~ to final action. 

, . 
Thus we ""uld have suffered the worst 

We would have started nuclear war without 
of both worlds. 

having had the 
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benefit of the deterrent effect which ~Jr determination 
to start that war, rather than submit, would -- if known 
have had on Russian decisions. 

The lesson of thip reasoning is plain. The resort to 
nuclear war is not a deterrent; nuclear weapons are not 
th~ last and most pow~rful weapons in the hierarchy of 
violence to be enployed to protect Berlin. Their employ
ment would mark their failure as a deterrent, and would be 
designed to protect the United States and its allies from 
the consequences of that failure . 

" 
Thus we arc continually thrown back on the necessity 

of devising , and starting quickly, a course of conduct which 
will change the presen~ apparent Russian disbelief that the 
United States wou1d go to nuclear war over Berlin, rather 
than submit. This report submits a plan to do this. ~ef<>"" 
coming to the-l'lan, -an early.- secret, a,"ld _vital decision 

18neo:2 
c€;;-~ eclsloa to-Re1f6rr-t~lear-War, Tf-Necess;ry 

Nothing could be more dangerous than to ""bark upon a 
course of action of the sort described l in this paper in the 
absence of a decision to accept ~clear war·rathe~ than 
accede to' the demands which KhrJshchev is nOW making, or 
their substantial equivalent. 

~Todo so would be a policy of-biuff;-With- disaster as ) 
the ~ equence of the bluff being called. The disaster ~ 
might ev ake the form of our receiving a nuclear striKe 
if the impre on we made was better than our determination . 

To think of t bluff as a "calculate~ is pure 
self-deception becaus~ere can be.,1'" quantitative calcu
lation of that risk in ty-LTSituation. 

All that can be safely sai~is that Khrushchev probably 
would not incur the certainty of ~lear war over Berlin if 

.he could see far e~h ahead that wa~was certain. But, 
given his backgr~d and the inherent o1>scurity of the 
situation, ~~nnot b~ sure that before ev~s had passed 
beyond control he would see that war was ce ~ 

/,um up the situation: Were 1s a substan~l chance, 
not subject to evaluation, that the preparations for war 
and negotiation outlined here would convince Khrushchev, 
that what he wants is not possible without war, and cause 
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him to change his purpose. There is, also, a substantial 
possibility that war might result . 

\ 
It is, therefore , es sential to make an early decision 

on accepting the ha2ar4 and preparing for it. The 
"substantial pos s ibil ity" of the success of the course of , 
action here depends on the existEnce of a core of hard 
decision, understood in all 1ts gr~ess and cost. Further
more, the condition of the "m!1'try i n the event of war will 
also depend on an early and deliberate decision. A hasty 
and improvised decision in the eleventh hour of approaching 
panic and hysteria cauld add vastly to the cost of war . 

\ 

II . Preparations 
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II. Preparations 

To convince the Soviets that we are In earnest about defending 
Berlin we must be in earnes~ about it. 

This means that the military, economic, and political power 
-needed for this defense should be made ready for USB. Measures to 
this end should be begun immediately and ShbUld be increased over 
the time available . 

~ is not necessary that ell milItary preparations have been 
- completed by the time that East Ga rman personqal are expected to 
replace Soviet personnel along the access rou~e9. The use of force 
might be deferred for Borne time after this, while final m1litary 

f 
-preparat1ons are baing completed. This would enable us to avoid steps 
vh~eh would prematurely raise tensions, at 8 tlme when this mlgbt 
-divide -the alliance and circumscribe Khrushchev's flexibility in 
negotiations -- thus hindering attainment of our basic purpose. The 

-more drastic of our preparations will be more impressive to Moscow, 
and 1>erhaps, have a less disturbing effect on our allies if taken 
later on a3 the crisis deep~ns, when they will be more suited to the 
immediacy of the threat1 

The purpose of the preparatory measures ~ll be twofold: (1) to 
put us in 8 position, at an appropriate time g to use the power necessary 
to achieve our purpose; and (2) to convince the SoViets, by the extent 
of our preparations and of our commitment, that we have determined to 
go to the usa of force, including nuclear war, rather than submit. 

If these preparations are to have their full and essential 
effect, ~hey must be wholly authentic and real. They must not be 
affected or deflected by alleged psychological considerations designed 
to 1~pro9 9 the Russians. Both to ~mpress the Soviets and, later on, 
to - preserve this nation, the preparations must be as solid and sound 
8S time permits. The phoney is easily recognized and almost surely 
will be disastrous. 

We should neither conceal nor dramatize our preparations. To 
conceal them would be impossible. To dramatize our preparations 
would be self-defeating, both in suggesting to the Soviets ths t 
these preparations were designed primarily for effect and 1n frightenine 
our own people, our friends, and neutrals. Announcements should be 
made in 8 low key and related to world tensions rather than to Berlin 
alone, so a8 to avoid giving the appearance of laying down a direct 
cha~lenge to Khrushchev on this issue. 

Along 
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Along with these preparations should go constant education as 
to the real nature of the Berlin issue, assertion of our continued 
readiness to meet and discuss this issue with the Soviets, and frank 
elucidation why basic interests are not negotiable. 

The preparations, and the subsequent action, suggested here will 
require the closest consultation and planning with our allIes, first 
wlth the Brltlsh and French and then with 811 our NATO allles. Thls 
government should lead the joint planning both In proposals and, more 
importantly, In Bction to put them into effect. The British, especially, 
and perhaps the Germans , too, will be more ready to follow action rather 
than to accept proposals. The latter can be delayed and frustrated by 
endless debate and ref1nement o Our unilateral action should generally 
be timed so as to spur decision and action by our allies. 

We should not argue publicly with our allies if they hesitate 
to go as far and fast in their preparations as we do; this would only 
advertise divisions in the Western camp. Nor should we decrease the 
extent or speed of our preparations , to correspond to theirs. 

If it becomes clear that our preparations are causing our allies 
to defect from the basic \-'estern position r egarding Berlin, we should, 
of course, reconsider the matter. Barring this eventuality, however, 
we should move forward vigorously and seek to persuade our allies to 
go as far 8S possi ble with us, rather -than joi~ those who will be 
clamoring for a faoe-saving surrender to Soviet demands. 

So far as positive help is concerned,' the Germans are probably 
the most important of our allies and the French, for logistiC reasons 
if nothing else, second . If West Germany should collapse along the 
way, the Western posi tion would be in bad >shape. A "damage control l1 

operation would be in order and should be ln the plans. (Se. Chapter V) 

B. The Stages of Preparatory Action 

Preparatory action should be taken in three stages, increasing 
both in seriousness and in being pointed directly at the Berlin crisis. 

1. The first stage should be between the Fourth of July and the 
German elections on September 17th. . 

2. 
slgnlng 

The 
of a 

second stage should be 
USSR-GDR pea.e treaty. 

between· September 17th and the 

3. The third stage should comprise the perlod between the 
slgnlng of the peace treaty and the turning over to the GDR of control 
of access to Berlin. 

By the 
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By the end of the third period the U.S.A. should 
have its forces In being In improved readiness, with 
necessary arrangements poised for the final preparations 
required to be able to use force. It should have completed 
at home and abroad 1~ten8 1ve education on the nature ot the 
issue centering around the Russian demands regarding Berlin. 
It should have allIed economl~ sanctions In a state of 
readiness. It should be prepared to conduct political moves 
and to undertake or resume diplomatic negotiations, should 
the preparations suggested here have the desired effect 00 
Khrushcbev and make negotiatIons possible (assuming that 
this hos not already occurred) • 

C. Military 
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C. Military Preparations 

The Military preparations ehould be of three distinct 
types : 

, 
1. Prepardtlon o~ non-nucle~r forces tor Bubstan

tial UOa on the ground and In the air 1n Europe snd on 
the high eeas. ExaMple. of the actions to be taken to 
this end, subject to further military judgment and to 
questions ot order and priority, are: 

(a) Seek, by measures initially short of 
partial mobl11zatlon~ to compress the t1m& needed to 
bring necessary units ot reserve components to a state 
of battle-readineaa, sO that they could be called up 10 
the event torce had to be used over Berlin. Encourage 
our al11e s similarly to increase the read'1nes8 of their 
reserves, and otter to help supply such equipment as We 
can snd 8S Is needed tor this purpose. 

(bl Bring US force. in Europe up to full 
strength. Try to persuade our allies similarly to raise 
the manning levels of their existing forces on the 
continent. 

(c) Move some STRAC and USAF units to Europe, 
gradually raising the level of force. thore and replacing 
the force. despatched there from the US by ' call~up 
Guard and reserve units. 

(d) Improve our ability to transport ana 
deploy additional forces to Europe. 

(el Move equipment needed by our forces in 
Europe to the oontinent, and build up stocks gf eombat 
suppllea on the continent. 

(r) Increase US stooks or non-nuelear 
ammunition. 

(g) There is one rurther step of the utmost 
importance which should be taken in preparing for 
substantial use or non-nuolear toroe in Europe: that 
1. to tighten SACEUR's physical custody and control 
over nuclear warheads in Europeo The whole purpose or 
a substantial use ot non-nuclear torce in Eur~pe would 
be defeated if it should escalate into general nuclear 
war by Western action, before this was intended. To 
prevent this, it i. necessary to ensure that NATO 

nuelear 
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• 
nuclear weapons in Europe will not be fired by our allies 
or by subordinate US units without explicit Presidential 
and SACEUR directive - e-~en in the midst of substantial 
violence and great uncertainty as to ~ilether nuclear war
fare is not about to start . This will be difficult, at 
best; present physical arrangements may not be ideal in 
this respect. The President should direct that what-
ever steps are needed to tmprove these arrangements, and 
thus assist SACEUR in controlling the allied and US nuclear 
capable units committed to his command, should be taken by 
the Secretary of Defense as a matter of urgency a 

2. The second category of military preparations 
would be designed to 10crease our ability to mount 
counter-measures en the high ... as. This might mean 
preparing our Mval forces so that they could readily 
foree Bloc shipping in specified areas to return to 
Bloc ports, and I 

increasing 
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increasing the over-all readiness of the Navy to engage in 

the c:~bGf;:~::'F::;::: ::::: :::::~e measures to pre-
pare for~~~eral nuclear war. This would mean placing SAC 
in a suitable state of readiness, ~,ich could be maintained 
over the period of a prolonged crisis without degrading 
SAC capabilities or generating press res for a pre- emptive 
strike. It would also mean taking civil defense measures, 
including possibly construction of fall-out shelters. 
The world -wide readiness of US armed forces would need 
to be increased in a variety of ways. 

In carrying 0 t these preparatio~s) we should try to 
avoid actions which are not needed for sound military purposes 
and which would be considered provocative. Such actions 
would have a contra-productive effect on the 50viets in 
two respects - first, in suggesting that the whole 
operation was for "m,1scle flexing" and thus degrad ing the 
deterrent effect of our other preparations, and second in 
creating an atmosphere of challenge and cOlOnter-challenge 

• ~lich might make it harder for the Soviets to back down, 
if they should wish to . Such actions would te~d to split 
the alliance, furthermore. by a~tagonizing our allies . 

~llied attitudes also suggest that preparations for 
a Berlin crisis sho ld not illc.l~de steps J which would run 
contrary to Presidentially-approved US policy tOt yard 
Europe. 10oki~'1g to sharing I'i'J:clear weapons capabilities 
with France or to deploytt.e .1 t. of land-based MRBM's in 
Europe. Nuclear sharing with france would trigger German 
interest 1n developing a :uu::ional nuclear capability; 
preparations for deployr..ent of land- based MRBM's to 
~~ropean (including German) forces would be taken in some 
quarters to foresnadow de facto creation of such a 
capability. 1he British have opposed deployment of land
based MRBM's to Europe, in part , because of their reluctance 
to see strategic missiles containing powerful warheads 
placed in German ha~ds . A Berlin crisis would not be 

the 
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the time to take steps that would thus, in the view of 
some Europeans, raise the prospect of a German nuclear 
capability; this would excite the very fears of Germany 
which we will need to pampen down if Western firmness and 
unity over Berlin is to be preserved. For the same reason, 
stepping up the arming of German forces with nuclear 
weapons would not be useful preparation for a Berlin crisis 
from the political standpoint. 

D. Other Preparations 
• 

Preparations for non-military pressure on the 
Soviets are of vital importance . They will probably be 
more credible than preparations for military action; they 
may well have a substantial effect on Soviet intentions. 

1. Political. The President will need to seek 
funds and authority from the Congress to carry out the 
military preparations suggested above. The President might 
relate these preparations to the rising world-wide Communist 
threat, of which Berlin is one element, and make clear, 
therefore, that we have in mind two quite separate programs: 

) 

(a) Short-term steps to meet the immediate 
threat to Berlin. 

(b) Long- range steps to increase the size of 
the US defense establishment which will be needed, if a 
full - blown Berlin crisis develops, to meet the prolonged 
period of stepped up Bloc pressures which such a crisis 
presumably portends. These steps should not be launched 
now, but should be clearly foreshadowed: The President 
could direct the Sec~etary of Defense to prepare plans 

for a 
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for a major increase in US force levels; funds for this 
increase would he requested of the Congress in the event 
the international situation deteriorated further. The 
matter might now be discussed with Congressional leaders. 
The deterrent effect on the Soviets of such planning would 
probably be substantial. They must even now bitterly 
regret the lasting jump in US defense expenditures 
brought on by the Korean war. It would be useful to 
convince them ~hat a similar increase might result 
from a Berlin crisis. But they will only be convinced 
if we have, in fact, decided to mount these increased 
expenditures in the event a crisis materializes. 
As a nation, we have little capa~~ty for deceiving others. 
At best, we can hope to. convince the Soviets that we 
will undertake dangerous or expensive actions if that 
is our real intention. 

2. 
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2. Economic. Preparations for economic counter~ 
measures should also have considerable detGrrent effect. 
Such measures p.roved surp.risingly effective ' in resp.onse 
to recent East German pr~ssures on civil access to Berlin. 

I 

Again, the crux of the matter is a clear allied de
cision that the measures will be adopted. If such a 
decision is taken at the highest level of the governments 
eoncerned, it would be incongruous not to make specific 
and detailed preparations to give it effect. Failing the 
decision, however , the preparations will not carry conviction. 

These economic counter-measures would be designed for 
execution '!t. the time that East Germany blocked" ground 
access to Berlin. They might include some or all of the 
following: 

(a) Cutting off trade between NATO countries 
and the Bloc. 

(b) Denying Bloc ships th~ right to stop in 
NATO ports . 

(e) Denying Bloc aircraft the l right to touch 
down in NATO countries. 

(d) Denying Bloc nationals and goods the right 
to transit NATO countries or to be transported aboard 
carriers of NATO countr:l,es. 

The US should lay specific plans for carrying out such 
measures, insofar as US territory and facilities are con
cerned . It should inform its allies of its intention and 

'propose that they make similar plans. Firm agreement should 
be sought this sun:mer. 

. 
3. Eastern Europe. The Soviets might be deterred from 

a Berlin crisis if they believed that it would result in 
greater.instability -- rather than stability, -- in Eastern 
Europe, The US should try to convince the USSR that it would 
and eould, in event of a Berlin crisis , stir up dissidence 
in East Germany and Eastern Europe. 

The steps to be taken to instill this conviction are 
matters of expert judglllBIlt, which lies beyond the e=petence 
of this report. There are two points to be emphasized: 
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(a) We can only convince the Soviets that this 
is our intention if that is, in fact, the case. As 
in the military field, bogus preparations will be 

.of little value. 

• .(b) The scale of civil disorder which we set 
out to stimulate should correspond, progressively, 
to the in~ensity of the c~i~ is. Full-seale revolt 
should only be triggered, ~{f at all, when the crisis 
reaches a stage ,>bich is but a hair ' s breath from 
general war. since such a revolt could well lead 
directly to such a war. .... ' ;. 

-. 
• 

4. World Opinion 

\ 
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4. World Opinion. Khrushchev has been trying to pre 
sent his demands regarding Berlin in such a way as to 
maintain his peace posture with the ne~trals and convince 

them that his obj ec t is to eliminate ''hotbeds of war. n 

It is important to fru~trate this effort; the Soviets 
are much more dangerous when they believe that their pro
paganda has put world opinion upon their side: They are 
apt to believe that they can take greater risks because we 
will be inhibited by adverse opinion from taking effective 
cot.inter-actio~ 

Beginning soon, therefore, a well thought-out, inten
sive, and continuous campaign should be conducted, both 
domestically and internationally, to bring out the fact 
that at the present tim~ there is no threat of any sort to 
the peace in either Eastern or Western Germany; that 
peace is a condition and does not depend upon formal 
documents announcing or proclaiming it; and that Khrushchev 
is engaged in an operation unique in its cynicism: In the 
very name of peace, and through the instrumentality of 
negotiating and putting into effect what he calls a peace 
treaty, he is taking an action of calculated and far
reaching aggression. 

This theme should be developed over and over again 
and with the most homely and understandable analogies . 
Speeches by the President, the Secretary of State, other 
members of the Administration, popular pamphlets (along 
the lines of one recently put out by the State Department 
entitled ''Berlin: A City Between Two Worlds)", messages to 
Congress, and all the instrumentalities of the U.S.I.A. 
should drive home this lesson - adapting it to the con
ditions and understanding of various countries, both allied 
and neutral. 

As suggested above, all of this should be done at 
the outset in 1~ key, stressing +eason and determination, 
rather than crisis and alarm . As the crisis deepen's).. a 
greater note of urgenc y can be added. Af t hese statements 

accompany 
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accompany and explain preparatory actions of increasing 
seriousness, they will make clear that these Western actions 
are' intended to preserve the peace against those who use 
the name of peace and bhe worldwide desire for peace for 
their OW? aggressive purposes. 

\ 

. 
III. The 
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III. The Role of Negotiations 

• As suggested in the Foreword, Khrushchev now appears to view 
the balance of power as inclining in his favor; in this climate, 
negotiations would fail or lead to agreement unacceptable to the 
West. While this situation continues negotiation should be re 
garded purely from the propaganda , point of view. 

Primary emphasis should be placed, in our public posture during 
this period, on the all-German rather than the Berlin issue. The 

Western position on rthis issue is better than that of the Soviets 
and this fact should be vigoroqsly exploited. We should review the 
Western Peace Plan to see if it can be made still more forthcoming 
and attractive to world opinion. The basic principle on which our 
position is based--self-determination--should have great appeal ·to 
most non-Communist countries. 

If the preparations proposed in the preceding section should 
change Khrushchev's view of Western firmness, genuine negotiations 
.ill be useful. They would be designed to build a bridge on which 
Khrushchev could retreat to safety. If he wishes to retreat it will 
be easier for h~ to do so' by means of negotiations launched after 
our militarY pr~para~ions and before the cri~is h~ advanced very 
far, i.e., before the signing of a peace treaty. Some proposals 
suggested For this purpose do not seem promising. 

One would he an agreement which united Germany and thus caused 
Khrushchev to abandon his proj,ect of a peace treaty with East Germany. 
We could not agree to a form of German unification which left East 
Germany in Communist hands. And there is no evidence to suggest •. that 
Khrushchev would agree to any form of German unification which would 
assure the people of East Germany free choice by a specified date -
however distant. The mere signing of such an agreement (whether it 
was viewed seriously by the Soviets or not) might tend to demoralize 
the East German regime and undermine its hold on the East German 
people. 

Ambassador Thompson's suggestion of stretching out, e.g., to 
seven years, the period for agreement between the two German Govern
ments upon a constitution may not be subject to this infirmity, since 
there would be no commitment to hold elections at the end of this 
eriod unless the parties concerned could agree on that constitution. 
~is stretch-out would , however, be highly objectionable to the West 

Germans; it seems unlikely that·we could gain their consent. 
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Negotiations restricted to Berlin do not seem to be any more 
promising, unless Khrushchev should mellow considerably under American 
preparations . The agreements previously suggested have been: 

- , 
(a) An "interimlt agreement which would temporarily 

defer a peace treaty, ~ -

(b) An agreement without any time limit, which would 
define what the consequences of a peace treaty should be for 
Berlin. 

An. lIinte;imlt agreement could be either : 

(a) An agreement such as Khrushchev suggested in his 
aide-memoire: The two Germanles to talk to each other, and 

the Berlin status quo to be maintained while they do. Or-

(b) An agreement such as was discussed at Geneva in 
1959 - preserving the present situation in Berlin with some 
limitations on Western forces and subversive-propaganda activ
ities thrown in . 

Neither type of agreement would be acceptable to the West Ger
mans, but they would prefer the second to the first since the last 
thing they want is t o have any political dealings with the GDR . The 
basic trouble with either of these 'IiD.terim" agreements, however, is 
that their temporary nature wo~ld jimply a term on our presence in 
Berlin . The offs etting advantage, it can be ~gued, is that they would 
buy time. This advantage would only he meaningful, however, if the 
West should decide, at ~he same time as a temporary agreement was con
cluded, to m~Jnt a crash program to improve its power position . Fail

. ing such a decision, a temporary agreement would not seem useful. 
, 

This leaves what seems to be the most promising possibility: an 
agreement whose purpose would be not to defer a peace treaty; but to 

~ preserve the Berlin status quo despite a peace treaty . This purpose 
might be served by what has come to be known as Solution "C." This 
would not be a tormal agreement but an exchange of Western, Soviet, 
and East German declarations prior to the signing of a treaty: 

SECRET (a) The Western 
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(8) The Western pow£rs wouLd declare that their rights 
and Soviet obligations remained unchanged, that they intended to 
keep their forces in West 3erl~. a~d that they would deal with 
East German personnel regarti~g 6r~~~d and air access en the same 
terms as they had previously d alt with Soviet personnel. 

(b) The East Germans wo~ld declare their intention to 
respect existing access procedures, except that these would hence
forth be performed by German person~el. ~ne SDviets would associate 
themselves with this East Gerrr~n declaration. 

There would not be much in t:rlis for the Soviets: Solution "e" 
would merely give them what they could get anyvay by telling the 
East Germans noe to alter existing access procedures after a treaty -
plus the slightly heightened states invclved in the GDR being per
mitt:ed to make a declaration. Tnis is probably not e~ough to make 
a bare-bones Solution lien negotiable - eVEn with a chastened Khrushchev. 

It may be necessary, therefore. to add on some additional face· 
saving elements: 

(a) A ~"'estern de.c!arat1C'n that espionage and subversive 
activities woul d ~ot De permicted in wast Berlin - in return for 
a comparablE' East German sta.tcrr.en- r.:gardillS East Berlin. These 
activit~es in West Berlin are an irritar.t a"d potential liability 
in terms of wor d opinio~ , the damage they eo in these respects 
probably ex~eeds any direc t bcnefi~. If rEstraints on these 
activities were stated in a unilateral ~estern declaration, this 
w~~ld give the C~Jnists :~ss of a pre~e~t for interfering in 
the internal life of West ~6rlin then if the restraints were 
st:ated in a formal agreement. 

(b) A Weste~ dcclaratiml ~hat ~o nuclear weapons would 
be introduced into West 3erlin. (Th is would be harmless, since 
the Western powers have no intention of introducing such weapons.) 

(c) A Western dec aration that Western forces in Berlin 
wo~ld not exceed a level approxima~ing their current combat 
strength. 

(d) Stationing UN obserJers in Berlin and along the access 
routes to inspect and report o~ fulfillment of the reciprocal 

declarations 
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declaratio~3 by the Western powers, the GDR, and the USSR in-
dicated above. , 

, 
An agreement along these lines would still be a major defeat 

for the Soviets . I·or it would leave the West Berlin status quo un
touched - either phy&ically or conceptually . To call it "face-saving" 
for the USSR 1s to use the term loosely. 

If our bargaitting position is strong enough to save Berlin, 
but not strong encr..:.gh to avoid more concessions to save Khrushchev· s 
face, there is one further addition to Solution "c" which might be 
considered : A declaration by the Western powers recognizing the Oder
Neisse boundary. Such recognition would probably be in the West's 
interest in any evcne, as a potential means of eventually weakening 
Soviet-Polish ties. 

This kind of Berlin arrapgement would, of course, leave a con
tinuing possibility of trouble, since the access routes would r~in 
in Communist hands . It is sometimes asked whether a more drastic· 
solution is not possible, which would remove these routes from Communist 
~ontrol and thus se~tle the dispute once and for all . 

(a) An all-Berlin non-Conununist "Free City" has been 
proposed . This may have considerable propaganda advantage, 
but the Soviets would almost not give up Communist control 
over East Berlin . ~id any form of Berlin unification which 
presllrved that cont:ro'l would be unacceptable to the West. This 
proposal thus does not seem negotiable, - let alone a means of 
prying the access routes loose from Communist control . 

(b) A special status for West Berlin, alonet pas also been 
suggested : The city to be guarded by UN or other international 
contingcntB~ end the access routes to come under the city 's or 
the UN's juris diction . An international regime for Berlin which 
wOUla not o~ly deprive the allies of their occupation rights~ 
but also deprive the city of Western forces would be disastrous: 
No international forces could substitute for the Western forces 
now in Berlin - in maintaining int:ernal order, in deterring 
Bloc attack, and in convincing the West Berliners that they 
remain under Western protection . 

This chapter must therefore conclude, as it began, by stressing 
the limited role which negotiations can p"lay in averting a crisis. 

f other measures have deterred Khrushchev, negotiations can offer 

him 
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him an "out" in the form of optical change in Berlin and thus somewhat 
increase the chances of peace., If Khrushchev remains as confident and 
determined as he seems now, however, negotiations cannot solve the 
problem; the US will have to face up to his physical challenge. The 
question of how and when to do this is treated in the following chapter . 

• 
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IV. THE USE OF FORCE 

A. The Casus Belli 
.-. , . .. ~ ~ 

If negotiatio~s fal l and the Soviets announce their 
intention of proceeding with a separate peace treaty, we 
should make clear that we would view the treaty as an 
exercise in diplomatic ventriloquism - an act without 
meaning or validity. We should urge non-Communist states not 
to grace the occasion with their presence and thus seem 
to ratify ehe permanent denial to East Germany of the right 
of self-determination. 

At the same time, the Western powers should make 
clear the post- treaty posture that they would propose to 
adopt toward East Germans, when they appear along the 
access routes and c 1al.m. the right to "control" Western 
military traffic. (Civil access to and from Berlin is 
already subject to East German control.) The chances of 
a physical collision may be minimized if our position re
garding East German functions relative to military traffic 
have been thoroughly defined before they show up. 

Present contingency planning contemplates that the 
Western. powers will identify their military traffic to 
the East Germans, if they take over access functions from 
the Soviets, but not allow the East Germans to stamp 
Western papers, as the Soviets now do. 

The arguments for thus trying to limit the East 
Germans' role are impressive : 

(a) If the East Germans insist on paper-stamping, 
the crisis will be brought to a head at a time when the 
Western powers are fully prepared--physically and 
psychologically--for counter- action. 

(b) If the Germans back away from paper
stamping, the Western position will have been strengthened . 
For the debate between ourselves and the Soviets as to 
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whether present procedures ,onstitute merely identification of 
Western military traffic or "control 11 of that traffic will have 
been resolved in our favor. 

The argument against this course of action is that it 
may be politically infeasible. 

The British have only agreed to present contingency 
planning under great duress; in an emergency, they tV'Quld 
almost certainly propose that the East Germans be allowed to 
perform the functions which ,he Soviets new discharge. There 
would probably be considerable European press and popular 
support for the British position; there would be a disinclination 
for seeming to make paper stamping a casus belli, no matter how 
much we explained the underlying issue. 

The alliance would thus be divided over an essentially 
procedural question, at the very time when max~Jm allied unity 
was needed as a basis for possible armed action in defense of 
Berlin. The situation would be the more difficult since there 
might be some questioning in the US press, ¥~blic and Congress 
as to whether we had really chosen the most suitable issue 
on which to fight. There would a lso be grave difficulty in 
making our position plausible to the uncommitted countries. 

All this would be apparent to the Soviets, and they would 
be encouraged to press ahead to exploit the Western disarray. 
In the face of Bloc pressures and allied disunity, it seems 
likely that the . allies would eventually accept the same paper- • 
stamping from the East Germans that they now accept from the 
Soviets. To avoid such a last minute change in our position 
under fire, it would be better to straighten out this issue 
beforehand. 

This report suggests, therefore, that the Western powers 
should announce, before a peace treaty is concluded, that 
they would allow East German personne l to perform the 
same functions as the Soviets -- no more. This would mean 
holding the same line against a variety of ostensibly minor 
changes in these functions which we have held for many years. 

The 
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Tne difference would be that it would be the East Germans, rather 
than the Soviets, who would be trying to make the changes. Allied 
unity could probably be mor~ readily secured on defending this 
existing line than on trying to improve it at the time of a GDR' 
take-over. And parity of treatment for the GDR would be easier 
for the USSR to accept as an outcome of the crisis, if it had 
been deterred and wanted a face ... saving "out". 

The East Germans' initial reaction to a pre ... treaty~nnounce
ment by the Western powers along the lines suggested above 
(assuming that negotiations with the USSR had already failed) is 
predictable: They would say that the procedures to be followed 
could only be ~etermined in post-treaty negotiations between 
the Western powers and the sovereign East German regime. 

The West could not, of course, allow itself to be placed 
in the position of negotiating to secure rights which it already 
possessed -- least of all with a regime which it. does not 
recognize or hold responsible for those rights' fulfillment. 
At the same time, the West would not want it to appear that 
it was breaking with the Communists over the issue of dealings 
with the GDR, rather than over the issue of Berlin's freedom . 
This would be falling into a Communist propaganda trap. 

The Western powers might, therefore, indicate .that 
they remained willing to negotiate with the USSR about post
treaty Berlin and were willing to inform the GDR of the 
procedures which they would follow if negotiations did not 
succeed. The manner of this "informing" could be determined 
at the time - ... the main object being to choose a manner 
which would generate a min~Jm of divisive doubts and 
disputes among the Western powers. The proposal for 
reciprocal declarations contemplated in Solution "e" 
might be revived for this purpose. 

But now suppose that the East Germans reject being 
"informed" about procedures, and insist that post - treaty 
'procedures be determined through direct inter~governmental 
negotiation with the GDR. They might announce that, failing 
such negotiation, they would unilaterally specify the new 
procedures to be followed, and only allem Western military 
traffic to pass which conformed to these procedures. 

Should 
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Should these ''new'' procedures he identical to those 
hitherto followed by the Soviets, the traffic would continue 
to move under the policy proposed in this report. Should 

I these procedures differ from pr~sent procedures in any 
respect, however minor, the Western pcrwers could not accede. 
If these powers should allow che GDR to perform functions 
which they have hitherto successfully denied to the Sovia:s J 

they would be hard put to find a peg on which to arrest 
their subsequent descent down the slippery slope. 

B. Initial Bl ockage 

If the Western powers refused to abide by new procedures 
which the GDR has proposed, their ground military traffic 
would be turned back. In this circumstance, we should 
continue the daily presencation of ground military traffic 
for movement and, upon refusal, move it by air. At the 
same time, we should begin to apply some of the economic 
counter~measures discussed in Chapter III. IVe should also 
move toward the further buildoup of the permanent US 
defense establishment projected in that Chapter. 

; 
w~ile these pressures were being mounted, the relatively 

small amount of military traffic now going to Berlin could 
be taken care 'of by a slight increase in the number of 
military flights to Berlin. The Communists would, at this 
point, have to choose between four courses of action: 

(a) Negotiating for resumption of access. 

(b) Letting the garrison airlift go on in
definitely. This would not pen.it them to achieve their 
basic purpose; West Berlin would remain free and under 
guard of Western forces. 

(c) Shooting down the Western aircraft, since 
passive interference alone would not prevent the small 
number of flights required to supply the garrison. In 
this event, we should fight back in the air, with a 
scale of non-nuclear violence corresponding to that of 

the Communists. 
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the Cvmi.I_~1SLS. ~he v~dS for iniLial use of force would 
have hLt..n c:"Larly placed on Lnc.m. If they fired on our 
aircraft, ",To wo~:!'d fire 0:1. t.heirs. If the'!:r ground 
barcerie~ cr1cU to intetdict our airlift, we would attack 
chose oa~~er1es frGm the air. Such an air war would 
almost certainly end in Western defeat if the Soviets 
threw in "heir full strength. If it became clear thet 
this was the Soviet intention, the Western powers should 
abandon the a1r effort and pr£parc for a large scale use 
of ground force. 

(d) The CDR might cut off civil ground access. 
In this case, we could move the civil traffic initially 
by aircraft. Ther e would probably be little political 
support in Europe for large scale use of force to move 
goods and persons on the ground, until che option of air 
movement had be~n exhausted. The French have recently 
voiced chis vie~ , which has probably always been the 
British position. 

In srarting the civil airlift, we should also move 
to dte a i..l"ouL application of f.:conomic cmmter-measures: 
cutting off trade yith the Bloc, and forbidding Bloc 
ships and pla~es from usL~g NATO ports or airfields. 
The ~11 scale uS defenSe build&~p discussed in Chapter 
III would come into action: X billion would b~ added to 
the US defense b'"dget, and 1:3 force cei ings wo'"' d be 
raised appreciably, Our naval v""sse s would begin shadowing, 
delayinb, and o~herwise harassing Dioc shipping, preparatory 
to a full-scale blockade. A!l theso pressures would be 
app ied in ma.:nting intensity, if the Coumrunists continued 
to block civil ground access. 

A civil air'ift could move enough goods to keep the 
Berlin economy functioning at full blast, unless the 
Sovie~s resorted to passive counter-measures. In this 
event allied naval forces would immediately begin to 
blockade the Baltic, the Black Sea, and the Soviet 
Pacific coast. They would require all Soviet vessels 

seeking 
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':;'''~'''k:!.ng ::0 depart: r.no:io ,:l're.as to r eturn to port. Our purpose 
would be to show Western determination and to apply immediate 
military pressu=e on the USSR, even before the substantial 
use of ground fo~ce could be mounted, in order to influence basic 
Soviet political decisions., 

If the Soviets nonetheless continued passive interference, 
the airlift could be ho~bled. For passive measures could restric~ 
uS to visual flight; and visual flight would not be sufficient 
to move the needed goods Bnd supplies to Berlin in the long run, 
as the stockpiles there became depleted. If passive in~erfcrence 
were continued, th.erefo!."E, we . should then resort to subs tantia! 
ground force to restore our access. 

C. The ~se of Force 

Tne'use of force to restore access should begin with a 
sizable probe - say a batt~lion - to establish the fact that 
access to Berlin is physically blocked. Then resort should be 
had to an operation invo}ving substantial non-nuclear force. 
Whether chis opera cion takes place at once or not would depend 
on the state of pr~para~ions. 

The purpose of the operation would not be the military 
one of defeating all the Soviet forces which might oppose 
our forces ; this would not be feasible. 

It would be che aolicical purpose of moving the soviet;- ~ 
to negotiate a resumption of access by giving the most con
vincing demonscracion of which the West was capable that 
the Western Allies were noe prepared to submit to Sovie t 
demands and would use whatever force was necessary, up to an 
including general war) i n resisting them. 

The Western fa.:ce should thus be large enough so that the 
Soviets would appreciate the g=cat risk that conflict involving 
this force would, if not terminated by early negotiations, get 
out of control and escalate into nuclear war . Tnis means, among 
other things, that: 

(a) The force should not be susceptible of being 
stopped,by che GOR. The JCS believe that 7 divisions and 4 
air wings would achieve this end. 
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time for the Soviets to appreciate the risks of the course 
on which they were embarked and to seek an acceptable negotiated 
settlement. 

After a period of about 1-2 weeks this allied force would 
need further reinforcement - depending on the Communist strength 
thrown against it . At some point, either at the end of this 
1-2 weeks or later if the seven division force were to be 
reinforced, a judgment would have to be reaelled that we had 
done all that was feasible to convince Khrushchev that the 
United States would and, indeed, must - in order to preserve 
its army,· its allies and itself - use nuclear weapons. Thus 
the last stage of deterrence would have been reache~ if 
previous preparations ana uses of force had not produced an 
acceptable settlement of the issue . 
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V. THE POSSlDI:i .. lTIES A:§D CONSEQUENCES 
OF FAILURE 

It is essential to consid~r , not only the possibility • of success and the risks nnd danger involved in any proposal, 
but also the possibilities ani consequences of failure. 
Failure in the course proposed could arise from at least 
three source s . 

Firs t.. Even ,dth the mos t careful handling, our 
allies, or important o~es of them, might become frightened 
along the way, decide that the risks and dangers, exceeded 
the advantages, and indicate that they were no longer as
sociated with our posItion • . 

1his could happen, not only because their people might 
be less stalwart or beca~ge their gavernm~nts came to a 
differEnt appraisal of the dangers and advantages but also 
because. to some exte.:nt cJ their interest may be different 
from ours in one respect: None of them has the prestige 
or world position which we do; and, therefore, none of 
thEm can have that position and prestige at .take. 

It is impracticable for the cnited States to under
take unilateral 6ction i~ the }erli~ area, if for no other 
reeso" than that this "cticn wculd take off from the 
territory of the Federal Republic and might require, to 
some €XtE.:nt, air bases, st4sing aress, assembly areas, and 
so forth in both France and Great Britain. If these allies, 
especially the Fed~r Rep~bl!e~ were to weaken, the plan 
here developed woul fail: While the United States could 
still laL~ch nucl warfare, there is very grave doubt 
that CTJr own Congr ss and people """ld support initiation 
of a general war 'tcltich arose over Berlin and was disapproved 
by the Germans themselves. 

What could be done to mitigate the danger to our 
position and to the alliance which this division among 
the allies would have csused? 

The Soviets 
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The Soviets' reaction to the division among the 
Western powers would depend, at least in part, on the 
point at which it had occurred. 

If our allies' negative attitude had become manifest 
when the course of action outlined in this report was 
first proposed, to them, present military contingency 
planning would presumably not be changed. The Soviets' 
view of Western intentions would thus remain a skeptical 
one. They would not expect our allies to go from the 
planned batta1ion-or-1arger probe (of which they are 
probably well aware) to general nuclear war. And they 
would be right. \ 

In this circumstance, there would probably be little 
chance of reaching agreement with the Soviets on the kind 
of Berlin Solution .. c .. discussed in Chapter III. It would 
be necessary to move toward an agreement more favorable 
to the Soviets, if a show~down was to be avoided which 
would result in a humiliating Western retreat: 

(a) The West Germans might "have to be ~ersuaded 
~o accept the seven year stretch-out proposed by' Ambassador 
Thompson, if this should prove to hold any interest for 
the Soviets. Or 

(b) An "interimll agreement might be sought, 
even though it might be taken to imply, a term on the 
Western powers' presence in Berlin and to set the stage 
for greater Soviet pressure at the expiration of that 
tenn . Or 

(c) A permanent agreement for Berlin might be 
sought which would create a new juridical status for the 
city - perhaps placing it under UN or some other form 
of international protection. The extent of the resulting 
damage would depend, in part, on whether Western forces 
could remain in Berlin as part of the UN or international 
force. 

In the 
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In the wake of such a settlement, at least one asset • would have been preserved: the US posture of fi~ intent. 
For it would be clear that this US intent had been hob
bled only by allied restraint. 

If allied unwillingness to permit the course of 
action proposed in this report were first masked behind 
generalized consent. and only unveiled at the height 
of the crisis, the result would be more disastrous. 
The terms that could then be negotiated with the Soviets 
concerning Berlin would be very bad indeed; the alliance 
would be prey to divfsive. bftt<!r recriminations about 
responsibility for this outcome. 

\ 

The Soviets 
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July 24, 1961 
TOP SECRET 

NATIONAL SECURITY ACTION MEMORANDUM NO. 62 

TO: The Secre tary of State 
The Secretary of the Treasury 
The Secretary of Defense 
The Attorney General 
D irector , Bureau of the Budge t 
Directo r of Central. Intelligence 
Director, U . S. Information Agency 

SUBJECT: Berlin 

Following the National. Security Council meeting on Wednesday, 
July 19, the President approved the followiag for further guidance and 
instructions of the heads of the responsible departments and agencies: 

1. Political 

The President and the Secretary of State have carefully 
reviewed together the political situation relating to Berlin, and their 
position is being stated in Presidential messages to Macmillan, de Gaulle, 
and Adenauer. The President's views will be further developed in his 
address to the nation Jllly 25th. 

2. Military 

The President bas authorized a prompt strengthening of the 
.United States' :military position, in the light of the general international 
situation. While the steps irrunediately authorized are relate d to improve
ment of U . S. \capabilities in the next twelve months , the President considers 
these decisions to be steps in a continuing progra:m for strengthening the 
ar:med forces . He expects at a later date to review further proposal.s from 
the Secretary of Defense relating to the long-time military position of the U. S. 

The President intends that all possible steps be taken, without 
a present call for :major ground units of the reserves or the National Guard, 
to give t he U. S. the capability of deploying as many as six additional divisions 
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and supporting air units to Europe at any time after Januar y 1, 1962 , that 
t he int e r national situation TTlay warrant it. In connection with a D opo J.'a.tmg 
decision to effect such a deploym.ent , further measures will be taken 
to maintain adequat e ground forces in the United States . 

In pursuit of this decision, the President has directed the 
submission to the Congress of proposals for appropria t ive and other legis
lative authority necessary for this p r ogram , without the pres.ent decla r a t ion 
of a National Emergen cy. 

In particular, the President has authorized a request for 
increases amounting to $3 . 2 billion in new obligational authority. The 
measures approved are those listed in AttachInent 1 of Annex C of the docu 
ments prepared under date of July 18 , 1961, by the Interdepartmental 
Coordinating Group in response to NSC Action Memoran dwn No. 59 of 
July 14 , 196 1, with the exception of Items 8 , 18, and 22 of Attachment 1, 
and one - half of the swn allotted for Items l OA and I OC. 

The President directed that negotiations be undertaken 
r;;~. immediately with our allies looking toward their parallel parti cipation ill 
. (i:J such a higher level of rnilitary readiness . In these discussions ther~ will 

be no initial indication of any U. S. willingness to increase milit ary assistance 
to our allies for these purposes . 

3 . Economic 

The President appr oved the policy set forth in Annex B of 
t he report of July 18 with regard to economic sanctions in the event of inter
ference with access to West Berlin, and aut horized iIrunediate negotiations 
with our major allies on such a policy. 

The P r esident directed the preparation of a tax proposal to be 
presented first in his radi o addr ess of July 25th. He decided that a decision 
on a request for stop- gap control " legislation should be deferred until. the 
latter part of August. \ 

le.<r«c.-1-i..- ~'!:. ,,~ ..... c. 
4. lnforrnation 

The President assigned to t he Director of the U. S. Informa
tion Agency t he responsibility for coordinating the information activities 
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of the U . S. Government capable of advancing international understanding 
of the U. S. position on Berlin. 

illc('.:,-, I~", -(' 
McGeorge Bundy 

cc: Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff 
Special Counsel to the President 
Military Representative to the Pr esident 
Assistant Secretary of State for European Affairs 
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